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2Abstract
VIDEO segmentation facilitates efficient video indexing and navigation in largedigital video archives. It is an important process in a content-based video
indexing and retrieval (CBVIR) system. Many automated solutions performed seg-
mentation by utilizing information about the “facts” of the video. These “facts”
come in the form of labels that describe the objects which are captured by the cam-
era. This type of solutions was able to achieve good and consistent results for some
video genres such as news programs and informational presentations. The content
format of this type of videos is generally quite standard, and automated solutions
were designed to follow these format rules. For example in [1], the presence of news
anchor persons was used as a cue to determine the start and end of a meaningful
news segment.
The same cannot be said for video genres such as movies and feature films.
This is because makers of this type of videos utilized different filming techniques to
design their videos in order to elicit certain affective response from their targeted
audience. Humans usually perform manual video segmentation by trying to relate
changes in time and locale to discontinuities in meaning [2]. As a result, viewers
usually have doubts about the boundary locations of a meaningful video segment
due to their different affective responses.
This thesis presents an entirely new view to the problem of high level video
segmentation. We developed a novel probabilistic method for affective level video
content analysis and segmentation. Our method had two stages. In the first stage,
affective content labels were assigned to video shots by means of a dynamic bayesian
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network (DBN). A novel hierarchical-coupled dynamic bayesian network (HCDBN)
topology was proposed for this stage. The topology was based on the pleasure-
arousal-dominance (P-A-D) model of affect representation [3]. In principle, this
model can represent a large number of emotions. In the second stage, the visual,
audio and affective information of the video was used to compute a statistical feature
vector to represent the content of each shot. Affective level video segmentation was
achieved by applying spectral clustering to the feature vectors.
We evaluated the first stage of our proposal by comparing its emotion detec-
tion ability with all the existing works which are related to the field of affective video
content analysis. To evaluate the second stage, we used the time adaptive clustering
(TAC) algorithm as our performance benchmark. The TAC algorithm was the best
high level video segmentation method [2]. However, it is a very computationally
intensive algorithm. To accelerate its computation speed, we developed a modified
TAC (modTAC) algorithm which was designed to be mapped easily onto a field
programmable gate array (FPGA) device. Both the TAC and modTAC algorithms
were used as performance benchmarks for our proposed method.
Since affective video content is a perceptual concept, the segmentation per-
formance and human agreement rates were used as our evaluation criteria. To obtain
our ground truth data and viewer agreement rates, a pilot panel study which was
based on the work of Gross et al. [4] was conducted. Experiment results will show
the feasibility of our proposed method. For the first stage of our proposal, our
experiment results will show that an average improvement of as high as 38% was
achieved over previous works. As for the second stage, an improvement of as high
as 37% was achieved over the TAC algorithm.
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Chapter 1
Introduction, Motivations and
Thesis Outline
1.1 Introduction and Motivations
BROADBAND networks, compression standards and very large scale integra-tion (VLSI) technologies have advanced rapidly in recent years, and it is
spurring the creation and handling of increasing volume of digital video data. This
has resulted in a tremendous growth of visual information available in the form of
multimedia archives in both the consumer and professional environments. As a con-
sequence, sophisticated technology for intelligent content-based video indexing and
retrieval (CBVIR) is becoming a necessity.
The identification and extraction of meaningful video segments is an impor-
tant video processing stage for many advanced indexing solutions. Many high level
solutions were proposed. These solutions were built around models which attempted
to bridge the semantic gap between the low-level features and the high level mean-
ing of the video. These solutions can be classified into two categories [13]: cognitive
and affective level. Many research efforts were invested on cognitive level solutions.
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These solutions were designed to identify meaningful video segments based on the
“facts” extracted from the video [14–20]. These “facts” may come in the form of
labels that describe, for example, an indoor or outdoor scene. Little research effort
was invested on affective level solutions. These solutions aim at extracting emo-
tional (affective) information from the video and utilizing it to identify the most
meaningful video segments.
Automatic reliable recognition of affect in videos is a difficult problem, and
solving this problem goes beyond the work of a single doctoral thesis. The emphasis
of the work proposed in this thesis is to present an entirely new view to the problem
of high level video content analysis and segmentation. Why do we need an affective
level video parsing solution? This may seem as a superfluous endeavor, or at least
one that could be deferred until more fundamental and seemingly more pressing
problems in content-based video analysis had been solved. Moreover, this type of
solutions is definitely not useful for all video genres, such as news programs. However
for video genres such as feature films and soap dramas, affective level solutions can
potentially provide a more natural segmentation with which viewers can associate.
This in turn would facilitate the development of a number of new applications. Some
potential applications are presented in the next few paragraphs.
The availability of affective level methods can allow new methods for auto-
mated film abstraction and trailer generation to be developed. A feature film trailer
is usually a short video clip which are capable of commanding the attention of a
large number of potential cinema goers and video on-demand users. Memory is the
most important factor when creating a film trailer [13]. According Jaimes et al. [21]
and Lang et al. [22,23], humans can usually remember highly emotional video clips
for a longer period than less emotional video clips. The availability of affective level
information can provide clues about the parts of film which are most suitable for
the trailer.
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A home video storage system will become a necessary buffer for the hundreds
of television channels that are reaching one’s home. As the technological awareness of
an average user grows, he or she will require more from his or her personal electronic
infrastructure. This system will be expected to take into account the preferences of
the user to filter and organize his or her stored video data. In the case of feature
films, current systems filter the programs based on information such as the genre,
cast, director and script content. User preferences are largely determined by the
prevailing affect of a feature film [13]. The performance of these systems is likely to
be improved if affective level information is available.
Last but not least, affective level methods can potentially extend the scope of
possibilities for video indexing. In a study conducted by Kodak Picture Exchange
[24], the most frequent request of advertising customers was found to be the finding
of photographs which have a particular affective content. This result can be extended
to video collections [13]. An average viewer will often search for the “most exciting”
segments of a feature film or sports video. The availability of methods for detecting
video segments of different affective content could provide a valuable tool for affect-
based indexing of feature films.
1.2 Preliminaries
Formulating a problem statement regarding the automatic identification and ex-
traction of emotional information from videos naturally begs asking in turn for the
precise definitions of the ideas that such a research entails. Despite the fact that
emotions arise naturally and cross-culturally in the world of human communication,
the literature on the subject tends to be fragmented. Worst of all, an agreed upon
definition has remained elusive throughout various theoretical accounts of emotion
theory. Kleinginna et al. [25], who summarized one hundred and eleven definitions
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of emotions from a literature spanning over a century, have illustrated this fact.
Picard [24] and Cowie et al. [26] suggested that rather than trying to under-
stand emotion in the classical conceptual framework whereby a concept is neatly
tied to its extension, we can try to approach it as an approximate concept. Mc-
Carthy [27] argued that most human common sense knowledge involves concepts
which are imprecise, and it is possible to have a solid knowledge structure from
which solid conclusions can be inferred based on a foundation built on the quick-
sand of approximate concepts without definite extensions. Emotion may be a good
candidate for an approximate concept.
In the context of this thesis, we like to stress that the affective content of a
video does not necessarily correspond to the affective response of every viewer of its
content. In other words, the affective content of a video is actually the approximate
affective responses in which the majority of viewers should have after watching the
video. We had defined it so because the perceived emotion can be highly subjective
and context-dependent. For instance, one viewer who is very accustomed to watching
horror films might not find a particular film scary, whereas another viewer who is
skittish might experience a lot of “fear” after watching the same film.
At this point, we also like to mention that the term “affect” tends to designate
a broader class of states than those encompassed by the term “emotion”. Some
authors delineate the difference along an intensity dimension, reserving the term
“emotion” for more short-lived phenomenon [26] and “affect” for a milder state [28].
In this thesis, we do not aim to provide a clear distinction between these terms.
Hence, the terms “affect” and “emotion” are being used interchangeably throughout
this thesis.
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1.3 Contributions
Figure 1.1 shows the general block diagram of a typical CBVIR system. It has
four primary processes: content understanding, structure analysis, video abstrac-
tion and indexing. In the content understanding process, features are extracted and
mapped to high level semantic concepts. In the structure analysis process, informa-
tion about the temporal structure of the video is identified and extracted. In the
video abstraction process, the video is either reduced or decomposed to facilitate
efficient browsing. The structural and content attributes obtained from the four
processes and attributes which are manually entered by users are finally used as
metadata to build indices and table of contents for the video.
This thesis investigates the problem of building computational systems that
can automatically recognize, extract and utilize affective level information from
videos. We developed an affective video content analysis and parsing method to
extract emotional segments from videos. The boxed area in figure 1.1 indicate our
research area. The encircled area shows the area in which our contributions lie.
Our method had two stages. In the first stage, an affective video content anal-
ysis model was developed to extract affective level information from the video. This
model was based on the pleasure-arousal-dominance (P-A-D) dimensional model of
affect representation [3], which in principle can represent a large number of emotions.
The model proposed here still adheres to the principles of statistical classification.
However, we have gone beyond previous works by basing our model design on a novel
hierarchical-coupled dynamic bayesian network (HCDBN) topology which was de-
signed to exploit the hierarchical nature of the video structure.
The affective information extracted in the first stage was used in the sec-
ond stage to detect emotional video segments. We developed a new video parsing
algorithm which performed segmentation by utilizing the visual, audio and P-A-D
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Figure 1.1: General block diagram of a typical content-based video indexing
and retrieval (CBVIR) system and the depiction of our research area and the
area in which this thesis have contributed.
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information of the video. To evaluate the performance of our proposed technique, we
compared its performance with the time adaptive clustering (TAC) algorithm [29].
The TAC algorithm was found to be the best segmentation method [2]. However,
the TAC algorithm is a very computationally intensive video parsing technique. To
accelerate its computation speed, we developed a modified TAC algorithm (mod-
TAC) which was designed to be easily mapped onto a field programmable gate array
(FPGA) device. We compared our implementation with the original TAC algorithm,
and our implementation achieved a similar performance with a significant speed up
in computation time.
As the affective video content is a perceptual concept, the segmentation per-
formance and user agreement rates were used as our evaluation criteria. A pilot panel
study which was based on the work of Gross et al. [4] was conducted to obtain the
user agreement rates and ground truth data. Based on this evaluation criterion, we
evaluated the performances of our proposed P-A-D estimation model and affective
level video parsing method. We compared our P-A-D estimation model’s emotion
detection performance with various previous works, and an average improvement
of as high as 38% was achieved. Our affective video parsing method achieved an
improvement of as high as 37% over both the TAC algorithm and the modTAC
implementation.
1.4 Thesis Outline
This thesis is laid out in eight chapters. In this chapter, an introduction of the
thesis was provided. In chapter 2, a background review on the major research
works relevant to this thesis will be provided. Chapters 3 to 7 cover the core of
the thesis and the major contributions. In chapter 3, two novel affective video
content analysis models will be presented. In chapter 4, the novel features which
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were used in our experiments will be presented. In chapter 5, a novel affective level
video parsing technique will be presented. In chapter 6, the implementation details
and performance results of the modified time adaptive clustering (modTAC) video
parsing method will be described. In chapter 7, the method of evaluation and the
performance results of the models and video parsing method presented in chapters 3
and 5 will be presented. We decided to place all these results in one chapter because
we believe it would preserve the flow of the thesis. Finally the thesis concludes in
chapter 8 with some discussion about future works and some finishing remarks.
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Chapter 2
Background
2.1 Introduction
The core research in content-based video indexing and retrieval (CBVIR) is the
development of technologies to automatically identify video structures in order to
facilitate efficient indexing and browsing. When designing a CBVIR system, a video
is perceived as a document. Just as we perform structure analysis to decompose a
document into paragraphs, sentences, and words before building the indices, content
structure analysis is performed to segment video documents into shots and scenes
to compose a table of contents.
As mentioned in chapter 1, the research area of this thesis covers three of the
main CBVIR processes. In this chapter, existing works which are related to these
processes will be reviewed. The boxed area in figure 2.1 shows the area in which
our literature review covers. This chapter is organized as follows. In section 2.2, we
will review the methods for affective level video content understanding which had
been developed so far. In section 2.3, a review of video structure analysis techniques
will be provided. In section 2.4, video abstraction techniques will be reviewed. In
section 2.5, a chapter summary will be provided.
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2.2 Content Understanding
Content understanding is a critical process in a CBVIR system. The effectiveness
of an indexing scheme depends on the effectiveness of this process. Features are
first extracted in this process. Content perception models of various levels are then
used to map the extracted features to high level concepts. Video content perception
can generally be differentiated into two levels [13]: cognitive and affective level.
A cognitive level perception model extracts information that describes the “facts”
of the video. Some examples of these “facts” are the labels of indoors or outdoor
scenes, objects captured by the camera and scores of a sports match. An affective
level perception model extracts information that describes the emotional content of
the video. Some examples are a “fear” scene in the film “Silence of the Lambs” and
a “sad” scene in the film “City of Angels”. Many research efforts were invested on
cognitive level solutions [14–20]. Little research effort was invested in affective level
models.
Many existing research works of affective computing come from the field of
human-computer interaction (HCI). Since our research focus does not cover this
field, the reader is referred to [30] for an excellent survey on these research works.
This section is dedicated to a review of the few existing works which are related to
the field of affective video content understanding.
2.2.1 Models of Affect Representation
Affective video content modeling is a difficult problem, as there are very few concrete
relations between the low-level features and the affective meaning of the video. There
is a vast amount of existing literature on emotion theory, and it is impossible to
provide a detail review of them in this thesis. There were generally two types of
models: the categorial model and the dimensional model. A brief background review
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of each model of affect representation will be provided in the following subsections.
In addition, the video content analysis models which were based on each model of
affect representation will also be reviewed.
Categorial Models of Affect Representation
In the categorial model, emotions are discrete and belong to one of a few basic
groups. Basic emotions can blend together in various ways (secondary emotions) to
form the full spectrum of human emotional experience. This kind of proposal sug-
gests the question of what criterion defines an emotion to be basic. Table 2.1 shows
a summary of the lists of basic emotions proposed by different theorists. Among the
listed, Robert Plutchik has been one of the most influential writers who supports
the notion that there are basic emotions from which all other emotions can be de-
rived [5]. Plutchik proposed a 3-dimensional circumplex model. It was designed to
describe the relations among emotional concepts which are analogous to the colors
on a color wheel. As shown in figure 2.2, the cone’s vertical dimension represents
intensity, and the circle represents degrees of similarity among the emotions. The
eight sectors indicate that there are eight basic emotion dimensions which are ar-
ranged as four pairs of opposites. In the exploded model, the emotions in the blank
spaces are the emotions that are mixtures of two basic emotions.
Another commonly accepted categorial model among the listed is Ekman’s
model [31]. Ekman et al. tried to account for cultural diversity. They devised a list
of six basic emotions. They studied the emotions in the context of facial expression
and reported distinctive patterns associated with each of the emotions that were
observable from their test subjects who were selected from vastly different cultures.
They discovered that the subjects in their experiments were capable of 7000 possible
facial muscle combinations which allowed for a large variety of facial expressions.
They concluded that some basic emotions are primary, innate, and universal in all
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Table 2.1: List of theorists and their basic emotions. This table was extracted
from [10].
Theorists Basic Emotions
James (1884) “fear”, “grief”, “love”, “rage”
McDougall (1926) “anger”, “disgust”, “elation”, “fear”,
“subjection”, “tender-emotion”, “wonder”
Watson (1930) “fear”, “love”, “rage”
Mowrer (1960) “pain”, “pleasure”
Arnold (1960) “anger”, “aversion”, “courage”, “dejection”,
“desire”, “despair”, “fear”, “hate”,
“hope”, “love”, “sadness”
Izard (1971) “anger”, “contempt”, “disgust”, “distress”,
“fear”, “guilt”, “interest”, “joy”,
“shame”, “surprise”
Plutchik (1980) “acceptance”, “anger”, “anticipation”, “disgust”,
“joy”, “fear”, “sadness”, “surprise”
Ekman et al. (1982) “anger”, “disgust”, “fear”, “joy”,
“sadness”, “surprise”
Gray (1982) “rage”, “terror”, “anxiety”, “joy”
Panksepp (1982) “expectancy”, “fear”, “rage”, “panic”
Weiner et al. (1984) “happiness”, “sadness”
Tomkins (1984) “anger”, “interest”, “contempt”, “disgust”,
“distress”, “fear”, “joy”, “shame”,
“surprise”
Frijda (1986) “desire”, “happiness”, “interest”, “surprise”,
“wonder”, “sorrow”
Oatley et al. (1987) “anger”, “disgust”, “anxiety”, “happiness”,
“sadness”
human beings.
The divergence of opinion about the number of basic emotions is matched
by the divergence of opinion about their identity. Some of the emotion candidates
appear to be unique to particular theorists. There are other candidates which have
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Figure 2.2: Plutchik’s 3-dimensional circumplex emotion model [5]. When the
3-d model is exploded, mixture of emotions can also be seen.
a little more agreement. How can there be so much disagreement about them? One
might argue that whereas substantial disagreements exist, the extent of differences
is not really as great as the table suggests. One might point to the fact that nearly
everybody who postulated basic emotions had included “fear”, “anger”, “sadness”
and “happiness”. Does this mean there are only 4 basic emotions? One might also
argue that not all of the variations in the different lists of basic emotions are real
because the same emotion is often relabeled differently by different researchers (for
example “anger” and “rage”, “fear” and “anxiety”, “happiness” and “joy” etc.).
Such maneuvers however do not eliminate (only reduce) the disagreement. In short,
the number of basic emotions and the definition of their nature have been contentious
issues for some time.
Most existing works of affective video content understanding were based on
the categorical models of affect representation. Kang et al. [32] developed a HMM-
based affective content analysis model. In their model, n HMMs were trained to
detect n emotion categories. Their work was originally designed to detect three
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emotion categories: “fear”, “sadness” and “happiness”. Through empirical studies,
they discovered that color and motion-based features could be used to represent
the affective content of the video. Their training features were made up of visual
features, and no audio features were used. Kang et al. used six 30 minutes videos
in their experiments as ground truth: “Autumn in New York”, “Mask”, “Scream”,
“Dying Young”, “I Know What You Did Last Summer”, and “When Harry Met
Sally”. Human subjects were asked to manually label the emotional content and
boundaries of the emotional segments of each video listed above. Detection rates
of 81.3%, 76.5% and 78.4% were achieved for “fear”, “sadness” and “happiness”
respectively. Their model was further extended to analyze emotional video events
[33]. In this extended study, three 45 minutes video clips were used: “Dying Young”,
“I Know What You Did Last Summer” and “When Harry Met Sally”.
Xu et al. [34] developed an affective video content analyzer based on the
categorial model of affect representation. In their work, they trained a four state
HMM by using audio features to detect two emotion categories: “amusement” and
“fear”. They had decided to use audio features because in comedy and horror
videos, editors usually use some specific sounds and music to highlight emotional
atmosphere and promote dramatic effects. In Xu’s experiments, two 40 minutes
videos were used: “Friends” and “Korea Face”. Human subjects were asked to
manually label the emotional content and boundaries of the emotional segments of
each video listed above. Detection rates of 91.3% and 90.68% were achieved for
“amusement” and “fear” respectively.
Moncrieff et al. [35] examined the characteristics in sound energy dynamics
to detect emotional video segments. They had confined their studies to the detec-
tion of four types of “fear” segments. Although their work had originally focused
on one emotion category, their algorithm may be extended to detect more emotion
categories by determining new sound energy events for each new emotion. They had
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used four 40 minutes videos in their experiments: “Pitch Black”, “The Mummy”,
“Alien” and “Scream”. Human subjects were asked to manually label the emotional
content and boundaries of the emotional segments of each video listed above. Detec-
tion rates of 63%, 89%, 93% and 80% were achieved for “startle”, “apprehension”,
“surprise” and “apprehension to climax” respectively.
In our experiments, we discovered that Xu’s model was unable to achieve
good detection rates when the video’s duration was shorter than the minimum re-
quirements of the audio features. Kang’s method did not face this problem because
frame-by-frame type visual features were used. However, certain emotion categories
could not be described properly by visual features. Moncrieff’s model was difficult
to extend because the energy events of similar emotional events did not necessarily
match if they were extracted from different videos. More details will be shown in
section 7.3 of chapter 7.
Dimensional Models of Affect Representation
The dimensional model of affect representation does not reduce emotions into a finite
set, but attempts to find a finite set of underlying dimensions into which emotions
can be decomposed. Emotions are defined as a position in a continuous multidi-
mensional space where each dimension stands for a fundamental property common
to all emotions. Many approaches reported in the psychological literature have led
to the proposal of dimensions underlying emotional concepts. Through multidimen-
sional scaling, semantic differential and other techniques, different researchers came
to propose three dimensions. These dimensions are gradual in nature, and they rep-
resent the essential aspects of emotion concepts rather than the fine specifications
of individual emotion categories. There is also a simplified variation which includes
only two dimensions.
Table 2.2 shows a summary of the list of dimensions of emotions proposed by
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Table 2.2: List of theorists and their emotion dimensions.
Theorists Dimensions of Emotion
Schlosberg (1954) [37] “pleasantness”, “activation”, “attention”
Osgood et al. (1967) [38] “evaluation”, “activity”, “potency”
Davitz (1969) [39] “pleasure”, “arousal”, “power”
Mehrabian et al. (1977) [3] “pleasure”, “arousal”, “dominance”
Shaver et al. (1987) [40] “evaluation”, “activity”, “potency”
Lang et al. (1995) [41] “valence”, “arousal”
Cowie et al. (2001) [26] “evaluation”, “activity”, “power”
Breazeal (2003) [42] “valence”, “arousal”, “stance”
different researchers. It is important to know that the names used for these dimen-
sions did not arise from the data itself, but were actually selected by the individual
researchers interpreting their data. This explains the arbitrary names given to the
dimensions by different researchers. In this thesis, we will use the terms pleasure
(synonymous to “pleasantness”, “evaluation” or “valence”), arousal (synonymous
to “activation” or “activity”) and dominance (synonymous to “power”, “stance”,
“potency” or “attention”). “Pleasure” stands for the degree of pleasantness of the
emotional experience, which is typically characterized as a continuous range of af-
fective responses extending from “unpleasant” to “pleasant”. “Arousal” stands for
the level of activation of the emotion, and it is characterized as a range of affective
responses extending from “calm” to “excited”. “Dominance” describes the level of
attention or rejection of the emotion. Dominance is useful in distinguishing emo-
tional states that have similar “pleasure” and “arousal”. Examples are “violence”
and “fear”. The P-A-D model of affect representation can potentially represent a
large number of emotional states. In principle, if the P-A-D dimensions are contin-
uous, this model is able to represent an infinite number of affective states. Dietz et
al. [36] had used a two-dimensional P-A model in their studies. This model has the
advantage of simplicity, and it has a readily accessible semantic interpretation.
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There are very few works of affective video content understanding that were
based on the dimensional model of affect. The model developed by Hanjalic et al. [13]
provided a solid basis for obtaining a reliable representation of a video’s emotional
content. The motion, shot length variation, sound energy and pitch information
of the video were extracted, and correlation-based functions were used to generate
curves that described the pleasure and arousal content of the video. These curves
were combined to represent the video’s emotional content as a set of coordinate
points in a two-dimensional space.
Hanjalic’s model has the potential to represent a large number of emotions.
Unlike the works of Kang et al., Xu et al. and Moncrieff et al., more emotions may
be detected without any modifications. Emotional segments of a video could be
detected by designing a detector based on a set of coordinate references. To improve
the framework’s reliability, one only needs to modify the generator functions for each
dimension. Hanjalic et al. demonstrated the feasibility of their framework with one
video: “Saving Private Ryan”. The length of the video was not mentioned.
Jaimes [43] used Hanjalic’s model to analyze three meeting videos which had
lengths of 10 minutes each. The reported results suggested that the affective content
of a video may be more reliably modeled by discovering more concrete relations be-
tween the affect dimensions and the low-level features. However, the relations known
so far are rather vague. In section 7.3 of chapter 7, we will show that Hanjalic’s
generator functions were unable to generate pleasure and arousal values accurately
for some emotion categories, which ultimately affected their model’s performance.
2.3 Structure Analysis
Structure analysis is the process of extracting information about the temporal struc-
ture of video sequences. This process allows us to manage and organize video data
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Figure 2.3: Hierarchical model of a video structure.
according to their temporal structures, which in turn facilitates the building of a
table of contents. It involves the detection of temporal boundaries and the identifi-
cation of meaningful video segments. The segmented blocks are then categorized in
a hierarchy similar to figure 2.3.
A video shot is defined as an unbroken sequence of frames recorded by a
single camera [44]. It is the most fundamental building block of a video. Shot
boundary detection algorithms are generally used to segment videos into shots. A
video segment is defined as a series of temporally contiguous shots which have a
similar content [44]. High level video segmentation methods are generally used to
detect video segments. A video group is defined as a series of shots unified by location
or incident [44]. In some high level video parsing methods [29], video groups were
first detected to facilitate the detection of video segments. In this section, we shall
review the existing techniques for shot level and high level video segmentation.
2.3.1 Shot Boundary Detection
Shot segmentation is usually the first processing task in many content-based video
applications. This is because it facilitates efficient video content analysis, indexing
and browsing. The most common segmentation approach is the detection of shot
boundaries. Shot boundaries are also known as camera breaks and they will be used
interchangeably throughout this thesis.
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There are three types of camera breaks: abrupt cuts, fades, dissolves and
wipes. A camera break is considered an abrupt cut transition when one shot ends
and the next one begins without any overlap or effect [44]. It is the simplest type of
transition used for seamless unnoticed edits. They are often used to portray action
as they do not indicate the passage of time. There are two types of fades: fade outs
and fade ins. Fade outs are camera breaks which gradually blind out from a scene
into a monochrome frame [44]. Fade ins are camera breaks which gradually blind in
from a monochrome frame into a scene [44]. A camera break is considered a dissolve
transition when two adjacent shots overlap for a period of time and the first shot
dissolves into the second shot [44]. At the mid-point of a dissolve, both shots can
usually be seen equally well. Dissolves are sometimes used to create a slower pace
in a video production. A wipe is a gradual transition from one image to another
with a distinct edge that forms a shape [44]. It is often used to make the audience
more aware of the film as a film rather than a story.
Frames surrounding a shot boundary generally display a significant change
in their visual content. To detect these boundaries, the first step usually involves
the extraction of features. A discontinuity function is then used to quantify the
feature variation. Finally, some form of detection method is used to determine
the shot boundaries. Figure 2.4 shows the classification diagram of shot boundary
detection methods. Table 2.3 summarizes the types of transitions that each method
was designed to detect.
Generally, the recall and precision evaluation system was used to evaluate
the performance of these methods. Recall was defined as,
recalli =
Di
Ai
(2.1)
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Figure 2.4: Classification diagram of shot boundary detection techniques.
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Table 2.3: A summary of existing shot boundary detection techniques. “Par”
stands for number of controlling parameters. “Dis” stands for the wipe transi-
tion. “MAPID” stands for mean absolute pixel intensity difference. × indicate
that the method was designed to detect the transition type.
No. Method Par Cuts Wipes Dis Fades
1 MAPID [45–47] 1 ×
2 MAPID with smoothing filter [48] 3 ×
3 MAPID with motion compensation [49] 4 × × ×
4 Discrete cosine images [50] 9 × × ×
5 Standard deviation of pixels [6] 4 ×
6 Grey level histogram [7] 2 ×
7 Color histogram [51] 2 ×
8 Absolute variance [51] 2 × ×
9 χ2-test [7, 52] 2 ×
10 Edge change ratio [53] 6 × × × ×
11 Edge-based contrast [6] 8 ×
12 Motion smoothness [54] 3 ×
13 Statistical method [47] 7 ×
14 MPEG B-frame macroblocks [8, 55–57] 3 × × ×
15 Temporal method [9] 10 × × × ×
and precision was defined as,
precisioni =
Di
Bi
(2.2)
where i∈{abrupt cuts, fades, dissolves, wipes}, D i is the number of shot boundaries
correctly identified by the system, Ai is the total number of shot boundaries and
B i is the total number of shot boundaries identified by the system. Low recall
values indicate a frequent occurrence of missed detections, while low-precision values
indicate a frequent occurrence of false alarms. Ideally, both recall and precision rates
should be equal to 1, which indicates that all existing shot boundaries were identified
correctly without any false boundaries.
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Gargi et al. [58], Dailianas et al. [59], Boreczky et al. [60], Toole et al. [61] and
Lienhart et al. [6] had performed excellent evaluation experiments for most of the
reviewed techniques (except for the temporal method proposed by Ngo et al. [9]).
Histogram-based techniques were found to be very reliable because of their robust-
ness against large changes in object motion. These methods produced one of the best
precision and recall rates. The simplicity of these methods and the straightforward
threshold selection make this algorithm a reasonable choice for many applications.
However, these methods were found to be sensitive to lighting variations which alter
the histogram shape, mean and variance of the grey levels. In contrast to histogram-
based methods, pixel-based methods were found to be quite robust against changes
in lighting. However, they were found to be extremely sensitive to large inter-frame
changes caused by camera and object motion. The motion-based methods did not
perform as well as the histogram-based methods. The performances of these meth-
ods were found to be very dependent on the motion estimation algorithm used.
Despite greater computational requirements, the edge change ratio method
did not achieve better results than the histogram methods. The contrast-based
method was found to be unreliable in detecting dissolves. Although an average hit
rate of 80% was reported, Lienhart et al. [6] discovered that this percentage was not
always attainable if the videos had even a few dissolves. In their experiments, they
concluded that the number of false hits far exceeded the number of actual dissolves.
In general, the statistical detection method was able to achieve very good results.
However, this method requires the manual specification of a number of parameters.
In contrast, histogram-based techniques have only 2 parameters in general. The
MPEG-based methods were generally found to be very reliable in detecting abrupt
cuts. However, the same could not be said for gradual transitions.
The temporal method was able to achieve a good performance in general.
This method achieved precision and recall rates of 99% and 100% for abrupt cuts
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respectively. For wipes, precision and recall rates of 80% and 75% were achieved
respectively. For fades and dissolves, precision and recall rates of 77% and 76%
were achieved respectively. Most of the detection techniques described earlier may
be classified as frame-by-frame type techniques. These techniques were generally
found to be computationally expensive because discontinuity values were computed
frame pair-wise. In contrast, the temporal method was found to be able to perform
shot boundary detection with a significant reduction in computational time because
the detection process was performed on the temporal slice images, thus reducing
the problem into an image processing problem. Their detector was implemented on
a Pentium II workstation. It was able to operate at 35 frames per second. In the
following subsections, we shall look into each of the listed shot boundary detection
techniques in more detail.
Pixel-based Methods
The mean absolute pixel intensity difference (MAPID) is one of the simplest methods
for discontinuity computation [45–47]. In [45–47], it was computed in the following
way,
dk,k+1 =
1
MN
x=M∑
x=1
y=N∑
y=1
|Ik(x, y)− Ik+1(x, y)| (2.3)
where I k(x,y) and I k+1(x,y) are the pixel intensities of frames k and k+1 respectively
and (x,y) is the pixel location. The discontinuity values were then compared with a
predefined threshold τcut to determine the shot boundary locations. As mentioned
earlier, these methods were found to be very sensitive to motion.
Zhang et al. [48] managed to achieve a higher motion independence by first
filtering the video frames with a smoothing filter before the computation of equation
(2.3). Shahraray et al. [49] achieved a higher motion independence by applying a
block matching motion compensation procedure. Video frames were first subdivided
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Figure 2.5: Examples of DC images: (a) test image 01 and (b) 02.
into non overlapping M×N macroblocks. Equation (2.3) was then applied to com-
pute the pixel intensity differences between the macroblocks of each frame pair. The
obtained differences were weighted and summed to produce the final discontinuity
value of the frame.
The abrupt cut detection technique proposed in Yeo et al. [50] detected abrupt
camera cuts by analyzing the fundamental component (DC) images of a discrete
cosine transformed video sequence. The DC image of a frame was obtained by
first subdividing the frame into M×N non overlapping macroblocks and subjecting
them to a Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) [62]. A spatially reduced image was
then obtained by retaining the fundamental component of each macroblock. Some
examples of DC images are shown in figure 2.5. The discontinuity values were
computed as the sum of absolute difference (SAD) between successive DC frame
pairs in the YC rC b color space. Note that Y stands for the luminance, C r stands
for the red chrominance and C b stands for blue Chrominance.
A sliding window was used for the final detection. A DC frame pair would
be declared as having an abrupt cut transition if their SAD value was the maximum
within the sliding window and its magnitude was nfac times greater than the second
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Figure 2.6: A typical standard deviation plot of the pixel intensity values
during fades. This plot was extracted from [6].
largest SAD value within the window. The second condition was imposed to prevent
fast panning or zooming scenes and scenes with camera flashes to be considered
as abrupt cut transitions. An improved detection performance was achieved by
first detecting the shot boundaries of the luminance and chrominance DC frame
sequences. A DC frame pair would be declared as having an abrupt cut transition
if a camera break was detected in one of the DC frame sequences. Dissolves were
detected by looking for a plateau shaped discontinuity value variation. The plateau
would first have a gradually increasing multi-frame difference, followed by a plateau
and finally ending with a decreasing frame difference. Three parameters were used
to adjust the shape of the plateau. In addition, dissolve duration thresholds τ downdis
and τupdis were also used to determine the duration of a dissolve.
Lienhart et al. [6] developed a pixel-based method to detect fades. In their
experiments, Lienhart et al. plotted the standard deviations of the pixel intensity
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values against the frame number. Figure 2.6 shows how a typical standard deviation
plot looks like during fades. Lienhart et al. discovered that the standard deviation
of the pixel intensity values was either a monotonically increasing or decreasing
function. The first or last frame of a fade, depending on whether it was a fade in or
out, was found to have a close to zero standard deviation. On the other hand, the
start or end point of a fade exhibited a large standard deviation. By monitoring the
temporal behavior of the standard deviation, Lienhart et al. was able to design an
algorithm to detect fades. The fade in detection algorithm was implemented in the
following way:
1. Given an input video, the monochrome frame sequences were first searched for.
Lienhart et al. defined a sequence of frames as a monochrome frame sequence if
the standard deviation of the pixel intensities was below a predefined threshold
σmax.
2. Given a range of monochrome frames {f s...f e}, a line of regression was calcu-
lated over {σ(f e)...σ(f e+n)}. n was initially set as 2, and would be gradually
increased at every iteration.
3. {σ(f e)...σ(f e+n)} would be classified as a fade in if the line of regression had at
least a minimum fade duration of lmin, a correlation of ρmin and slope steepness
of γmin.
The fade out detection algorithm was implemented in a similar way. Specifically, the
line of regression was calculated over {σ(f s−n)...σ(f s)} instead of {σ(f e)...σ(f e+n)}.
Histogram-based Methods
Histogram-based techniques were usually designed by assuming that the visual con-
tent within a shot does not change rapidly, and changes only occurs across different
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Figure 2.7: A typical color histogram plot. This plot was extracted from [7].
shots. According to previous works [7,51,52], the first step was the computation of
color histogram differences between frame pairs. Abrupt camera breaks and other
short lasting transitions were then detected as single peaks in the time series plot
of the color histogram differences. An abrupt camera break was detected if the his-
togram difference between a frame pair had exceeded a predefined threshold τcut. In
situations where multiple contiguous frame pairs were having histogram difference
values that exceeded τcut (such as double peaks), a threshold scut was used to trans-
form multiple contiguous peaks into a single peak. This peak would then be used
for abrupt cut detection.
Both grey level and color methods were proposed. A grey level histogram
technique was proposed by Nagasaka et al. [7]. The grey level histogram difference of
a frame pair was computed as the sum of absolute difference between each histogram
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bin,
dk,k+1 =
i=Nbins∑
i=1
|Hk(i)−Hk+1(i)| (2.4)
where N bins is the total number of grey levels (bins) and H k(i) and H k+1(i) are the
histogram bin values of grey level i of frames k and k+1 respectively.
Fan et al. [51] computed the color histogram difference as the sum of absolute
square difference,
dk,k+1 =
i=Nbins∑
i=1
|Hk(i)−Hk+1(i)|2 (2.5)
Figure 2.7 shows a typical color histogram plot. Fan et al. extended their method
to detect fades and dissolves [51]. Their technique detected these transitions by
analyzing the variance of the color histogram difference of frame pairs. In their ex-
periments, they discovered that a dissolve transition had a U-shaped absolute vari-
ance curve, and fades had a monotonically increasing or decreasing absolute variance
curve. A consecutive frame sequence would be declared as a gradual camera break if
their histogram difference values and absolute variance values had exceeded prede-
termined thresholds τcut and τvar respectively. The threshold values were determined
by experiment.
A modified version of equation (2.5), also known as the χ2-test, was proposed
by Nagasaka et al. [7] and Ueda et al. [52],
dk,k+1 =
i=Nbins∑
i=1
|Hk(i)−Hk+1(i)|2
Hk+1(i)
(2.6)
In [48], Zhang et al. discovered that the χ2-test enhanced both the discontinuities
across a shot boundary and the effects of object and camera motion. They concluded
that the overall performance of the χ2-test may not necessarily be better than equa-
tion (2.4) and equation (2.5). In addition, they discovered that the χ2-test required
more computational power due to the division operation.
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Edge-based Methods
The technique proposed by Zabih et al. [53] detected abrupt cuts, fades, dissolves
and wipes by analyzing the edge information of the video. Their method was known
as the edge change ratio (ECR). Denoting E (f k) as the number of edge pixels in
frame k and E out(f k) and E in(f k+1) as the number of exiting and entering edge
pixels in frames k and k+1 respectively, the edge change ratio was defined as,
ECR(fk) = max
(
Ein(fk+1)
E(fk)
,
Eout(fk)
E(fk)
)
(2.7)
ECR(f k)∈ [0,1]. The edges may be determined by any standard edge detector. A
global motion compensation algorithm was first used before the actual ECR compu-
tation to improve the measure’s robustness against small object motion. In addition,
the edge pixels in frame k which were within 6 pixels distance from potentially sim-
ilar edge pixels in frame k+1 were not treated as entering or exiting edge pixels.
Zabih et al. discovered that the three transitions had three different patterns
in the ECR time series. Abrupt cuts were recognized as isolated peaks. The incoming
edges predominated the outgoing edges during fade ins, and the outgoing edges
predominated the incoming edges during fade outs. During a dissolve, the outgoing
edges of the first shot protruded initially before the incoming edges of the second
shot started to dominate. Figure 2.8(a) to (c) show how the ECR time series plots
look like during abrupt cut, fade and dissolve transitions respectively. These ECR
patterns were detected in the following way:
1. In the first pre-processing step, the ECR time series was computed. We shall
denote this time series as ECRold. The time series was then smoothed by a
sliding mean value of radius r slide. This smoothing was only computed for
those points in the time series which exceeded the threshold τecr.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 2.8: Typical ECR time series plots during (a) abrupt cut, (b) fade
and (c) dissolve transitions. These plots were extracted from [6]. ECR(in)
corresponds to the plot of entering edge pixels. ECR(out) corresponds to the
plot of exiting edge pixels.
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2. All the other points were set to zero. These points were considered as the
monochrome frame sequences. The first and last frames of each monochrome
frame sequence were labeled as having ECR > 1.
3. All the local maxima were determined for the new time series. We shall denote
ECRnew as this time series. Zabih et al. defined a local maxima as the largest
value within a radius r locmax. These local maxima were taken as the centers of
edits and expanded in each direction until either the ECR value had dropped
below a threshold τinc or the maximal duration of edits τdur was reached.
4. The ratio ECRold
ECRnew
was computed. If the ratio exceeded a threshold τcut, these
points were classified as isolated maxima, and they were treated as the abrupt
cuts. The start and stop points of fades were identified by the local maxima of
the points labeled as having ECR > 1. All other maxima were automatically
recognized as dissolves and wipes, and they were differentiated by observing
the distribution of their ECR values.
Dissolves are produced by fading out the outgoing shot and fading in the
incoming shot at the same time. A viewer can usually observe a loss of contrast and
sharpness of the images during a dissolve. This loss usually reaches its maximum in
the middle of the dissolve. Lienhart et al. [6] developed a contrast-based technique
to detect this loss in contrast to locate dissolve transitions. The edge map of a frame
was first computed using any standard edge detectors. We shall denote the edge
map of frame k as E k(x,y), where x, y and k are the row, column and frame index
variables. The strengths of the weak and strong edge points of E k(x,y) were then
calculated in the following way,
ωw
(
Ek(x, y)
)
=
∑
x,y
Ψk(x, y) (2.8)
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ωs
(
Ek(x, y)
)
=
∑
x,y
Ωk(x, y) (2.9)
Ψk(x,y)=E k(x,y) if τw ≤E k(x,y)< τs or 0 otherwise. Ωk(x,y)=E k(x,y) if τs ≤E k(x,y)
or 0 otherwise. τw and τs are the lower limit and upper limit threshold values for the
weak and strong edges respectively. ωw
(
E k(x,y)
)
and ωs
(
E k(x,y)
)
were then used
to compute the edge-based contrast (EC) function,
EC
(
Ek(x, y)
)
= 1 +
ωs
(
Ek(x, y)
)− ωw(Ek(x, y))− 1
ωs
(
Ek(x, y)
)
+ ωw
(
Ek(x, y)
)
+ 1
(2.10)
Lienhart et al. experimented with the EC function, and they discovered the
following characteristics. EC
(
E k(x,y)
) ∈ [0,2]. If the frame had a lack of strong
edges, EC
(
E k(x,y)
)
= 0. This type of frames may be night scenes of little contrast
or monochrome frames. EC
(
E k(x,y)
)
approached 2 if the frame had only strong
edges. If the number of weak edges had exceeded the number of strong edges,
EC
(
E k(x,y)
) ∈ [0,1]. If the number of strong edges had exceeded the number of
weak edges, EC
(
E k(x,y)
) ∈ [1,2]. If the number of both edge types was roughly the
same, EC
(
E k(x,y)
) ' 1.
Lienhart et al. plotted the EC function against the frame index. Figure 2.9
shows how a EC time series plot looks like during dissolve transitions. Lienhart et al.
discovered that dissolve transitions occurred at places of distinct local minima. In
addition, these local minima were surrounded by steep flanks. Dissolve transitions
were detected by locating the minima locations, the left and the right boundaries of
the flanks. Their detection method was implemented in the following way:
1. A median filter of size m was first used to remove the small fluctuations within
the EC time series which may be caused by local or global motion. The minima
locations were then located by monitoring the relative change of the EC values.
The relative change was computed as the EC ratio of each frame pair.
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Figure 2.9: A typical EC time series plot during dissolve transitions. This plot
was extracted from [6].
2. For each local minima, the flank boundaries were detected by an iterative
algorithm. The left boundary was detected by calculating a line of regression
for the EC values that was to the left of the minima. The iterative algorithm
would be stopped if the correlation had decreased below ρmin and the relative
change and the accumulated relative change in the EC values had exceeded
τrc and τarc respectively. The right boundary was detected in a similar way.
3. The difference between the EC values of the left flank boundary and the min-
ima, and the difference between the EC values of the right flank boundary and
the minima were calculated. If the highest value among these differences had
exceeded τdiff and the distance between the left and right flank boundary had
exceeded the minimum dissolve length of τdislen, this frame sequence would be
regarded as a dissolve transition.
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Motion-based Methods
Akutsu et al. [54] developed motion-based methods for shot boundary detection.
Discontinuity values were determined through the analysis of motion field between
each frame pair. A block-based motion estimation was first performed for each frame
pair. The motion vectors were then tested to see whether they were significant.
This was achieved by comparing the motion vector magnitudes with a predefined
threshold τmotsig. The significant motion vectors were then counted. This count was
treated as a measure for object or camera velocity. We shall denote this sum as S 1.
The same procedure was used to determine the significant motion vectors
of the next frame pair. The motion vectors of the first frame pair and the second
frame pair were then compared to see whether they were significantly different. This
was done by comparing their absolute difference with a second predefined threshold
τdiffsig. The significantly different motion vectors were then counted. This count
was treated as a measure for motion continuity. We shall denote this sum as S 2. S 1
and S 2 were finally used to compute the motion smoothness feature. The motion
smoothness feature was defined as S1
S2
. This feature would have a low value if more
motion vectors had changed across consecutive frames. Finally, the discontinuity
values were computed as S2
S1
. Shot boundary locations were detected by comparing
S2
S1
with a threshold τcut. Those discontinuity values that exceeded τcut were treated
as the shot boundary locations.
Other Types of Method
Hanjalic et al. [47] developed a statistical method for shot boundary detection.
For maximum performance, they used motion compensating features to compute
the discontinuity values. A scalar likelihood function was defined to ensure that
there was a clear separation between the discontinuity values computed within shot
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segments and those computed at shot boundaries. The function was defined as the
probability of a discontinuity value belonging to a discontinuity value series which
contained a shot boundary,
p1 = a1 × da2 × e−a3d (2.11)
where d is the discontinuity value. a1, a2 and a3 were found experimentally.
By means of a sliding window, information about the temporal boundary
patterns and shot length distributions were used to compute an adaptive threshold.
At each window position, the conditional probability of having a shot boundary
between a frame pair was computed at each window position. This function was
defined as,
p3 =
1
2
[
1 + erf
(θ − δ
σerf
)]
(2.12)
where θ is the ratio of the discontinuity value in the middle of the sliding window
and the second largest discontinuity value within that window, δ is the delay from
origin of the erf function and σerf is the spreading factor which determines the
steepness of the middle curve segment of the erf function. δ and σerf were found
experimentally. This probability served as a modifier for an apriori function which
described the global knowledge about the visual content flow. The apriori function
was defined as a Poisson function. It was used to determine the probability of
having a shot boundary between a frame pair based on the number of frames that
had elapsed since the last detected shot boundary. Based on the apriori and scalar
likelihood functions, statistical detection theory was used to determine the shot
boundary locations.
A MPEG-2 (Motion Picture Experts Group) video can be broken up into a
hierarchy of layers [8]. The top layer is the video sequence layer. The second layer is
the group of pictures layer (GOP). A GOP is comprise of one or more groups of intra
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frames (I-frames) and/or non-intra frames (P-frames and/or B-frames). B-frame
pictures have three types of macroblocks: the forward predicted macroblocks which
are predicted from previous I- or P-frames, the backward predicted macroblocks
which are predicted from the next I- or P-frames and the interpolated macroblocks
which are predicted from the previous and next I- or P-frames. Fernando et al. [8]
detected abrupt cut locations by observing the number of B-frame macroblocks.
Given a B-frame, the number of interpolated macroblocks was compared with
a predefined threshold τib. If the number of interpolated macroblocks was higher
than τib, the previous and next I- or P-frame were highly correlated, and an abrupt
cut transition would not have occurred in this B-frame. If the number was lower, the
number of backward predicted macroblocks was compared with a second predefined
threshold τbb. If the number of backward predicted macroblocks was higher than
τbb, most of the B-frame macroblocks were predicted from the next I- or P-frames,
and an abrupt cut transition was declared in this B-frame. If the number was lower,
the backward predicted macroblocks of the next B-frame was compared with τbb. If
this number had exceeded τbb, an abrupt cut transition was declared in this second
B-frame. Otherwise, the abrupt cut transition would be declared in the next I- or
P-frame. The described process was then repeated until all the frames were tested.
To detect gradual transitions (fades and dissolves), Fernando et al. modeled
the transitions as a linear function of pixel intensity. Detection was achieved by
observing the first derivative of the mean and second derivative of the variance of
the gradual transition function during a gradual transition period. Fernando et al.
discovered that the derivatives produced constant values (see figure 2.10). By using
the ratio of these derivatives, the gradual transitions were detected in the following
way. A fade in sequence was declared if this sequence had a derivative ratio that
was lower than a predefined threshold τdis and it was detected after a frame of zero
pixel intensity variance. A fade out sequence was declared if this sequence had a
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Figure 2.10: (a) The mean curve of the pixel intensity signal for a fade se-
quence. (b) The variance curve of the pixel intensity signal for the same fade
sequence. (c) The absolute value of the ratio of the second derivative of the
variance curve to the first derivative of the mean curve for the same fade
sequence. These plots were extracted from [8].
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derivative ratio that was lower than a predefined threshold τdis and it was detected
before a frame of zero pixel intensity variance. A dissolve sequence was declared if
this sequence had a derivative ratio that was lower than a predefined threshold τdis
and it did not meet any of the fade conditions. Similar methods were reported by
Zhang et al. [55], Meng et al. [56] and Liu et al. [57].
Temporal Method
The techniques presented in the previous subsections can generally be classified as
frame-by-frame type techniques. These techniques are generally computationally
expensive because discontinuity values are computed frame pair-wise. Ngo et al. [9]
proposed an alternative solution to this problem. Their method was designed to
detect camera cuts, wipes, and dissolves based on a spatio-temporal slice model.
Given an input video, three spatio-temporal slice images were first con-
structed. A spatio-temporal slice was defined as a collection of scans in the hor-
izontal, vertical or diagonal position of every frame as a function of time. Slice
images were extracted directly from the DC images. Given a M×N DC image, the
horizontal, vertical and diagonal slices were computed in the following way,
hk(x) =
0.5N+j∑
p=0.5N−j
αpDCk(x, p) (2.13)
vk(x) =
0.5M+j∑
p=0.5M−j
αpDCk(p, x) (2.14)
dk(x) =
x+j∑
p=x−j
αpDCk(p, x) (2.15)
where hk, vk and dk are the horizontal, vertical and diagonal slices respectively
and DC k is the DC image of frame k, i.e k represents time. The parameter j was
chosen to be 1 to ensure the smoothness of the slices. αp was chosen so that its total
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(a)
(c)
(b)
Abrupt Cut Locations
Wipe Locations
Dissolve Locations
Figure 2.11: (a) Three shots connected by two abrupt cut transitions. (b) Two
shots connected by a wipe transition. (c) Two shots connected by a dissolve
transition. These images were extracted from [9].
sum was equal to 1. p was chosen in such a way that the slices were taken from
the middle of the image volume. Note that 0.5M and 0.5N in the equations were
rounded to the nearest integer.
By cascading the slices of each time frame together, 2-dimensional temporal
slice images were formed. Ngo et al. discovered that these temporal slice images
had different characteristics for different type of cut transitions. Figure 2.11(a) to
(c) show how the temporal images look like for abrupt cuts, a wipe and a dissolve
respectively. The task of detecting abrupt cut scenes was equivalent to segmenting
the temporal images into regions. Classification was achieved by investigating the
orientation of the boundary lines. Features were first computed for the temporal
images. The color edge and texture discontinuities information of the temporal
slice images were used to compute these features. The color edge features was
extracted by filtering the slice images with a modified first derivative of a Gaussian
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filter. The texture features were extracted by filtering the images with a complex
Gabor filter. The idea was to decompose the images into multiple spatial-frequency
channels, and to use the real components of channel envelopes to form a feature
vector. These features were used to form a 12-dimensional feature vector for each
pixel. Shot boundaries were detected by analyzing the temporal slice coherency.
Slice coherency was defined as the logical consistency of an event in a shot which
was referred to as the common rhythm shared by all frames within a shot [9]. A
camera break was detected if there was a change of rhythm.
2.3.2 High Level Video Segmentation Methods
Segmenting video into shots can be considered as a low level video analysis task.
This is because this process does not depend on the actual content of the segmented
video. Autonomous indexing systems that are able to perform high level video con-
tent analysis can effectively be used to facilitate user interaction with large volumes
of video material stored in digital archives. The extraction of meaningful video seg-
ments is an important video processing stage for many advance indexing solutions.
Many high level video parsing solutions were proposed, and they were built around
models which attempted to bridge the semantic gap between the low-level features
and the semantic meaning of the video.
There are generally four types of high level video segmentation techniques,
overlapping links (OL) [63–65], video coherence (VC) [66, 67], time constraint clus-
tering (TCC) [68, 69] and time adaptive clustering (TAC) [29]. These methods are
summarized in table 2.4. Vendrig et al. [2] had performed large scale evaluation
experiments for the four segmentation methods. Techniques that employed binary
temporal distance functions were found to be more sensitive to the choice of thresh-
old than techniques that employed continuous functions. Unlike binary functions
which abruptly set the similarity between a shot pair to zero once they were too far
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Table 2.4: Semantic level video segmentation algorithms.
Binary Temporal Functions Continuous Temporal Functions
Sequential Overlapping Links [63–65] Video Coherence [66,67]
Clustering Time Constraint Clustering [68,69] Time Adaptive Clustering [29]
apart, continuous functions were designed to be inversely proportional to the tempo-
ral distance. Sequential comparison techniques were generally designed to perform
pair-wise shot distance comparisons, whereas clustering comparison techniques were
generally designed to perform group-wise shot distance comparisons.
An evaluation criterion for the quality of an automatic high level segmenta-
tion result should reflect the perception of users. Ground truths of these methods
are generally obtained by human manual labeling. As a result, it is difficult to
obtain unbiased ground truths because different viewers usually have different opin-
ions about the start and end of a high level semantic segment. Vendrig et al. [2]
proposed a user model to evaluate the high level parsing techniques. Although it
is impossible to completely solve the problem of biased ground truths, their model
was designed to cope with the uncertainty in the ground truths rather than ignore
it. In their model, the cost of transforming the automated result to the ground
truth was measured. This was done by counting the number of shot comparisons
which were required to correct the high level boundaries. Vendrig et al. argued
that this sum is proportional to the practical effort which would be required from
video librarians if they were to perform this process manually. Two assumptions
were made. Firstly, the user was assumed to have a constant ground truth in mind.
Secondly, the user was assumed to be able to carry out corrections consistently. The
evaluation procedure was done in the following way. The user would first make a
number of assessments. The user would then assess whether the boundaries in the
segmented results were correct. This assessment would be made even in the case of
perfect segmentation. If necessary, he or she would make assessments to find the
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true boundaries from the ground truth. Finally, the following equation was used to
evaluate the quality of the segmentation results,
g =
Lworst − L
Lworst
(2.16)
where L represents the amount of labor invested by a user and Lworst is the labor
invested by a user for the worst case segmentation which consists of one segment
covering the entire video. Their evaluation criterion is a powerful criterion as it
allows the comparison of methods based on one single value.
Based on their evaluation model, the four methods of high level video parsing
were evaluated. Vendrig et al. [2] discovered that the OL and TCC algorithms were
greatly affected by false negatives. The VC algorithm had inconsistent results. The
TAC algorithm was the best method among the four. In the following subsections,
we shall describe each segmentation method in more detail.
Time Constraint Clustering
In TCC-based methods [68,69], video shots that were similar in terms of their content
and temporal distance were clustered together. These methods were implemented
in the following way, m,n ∈ Gi if SSimm,n > Tγm ∈ Gi, n ∈ Gj, i 6= j otherwise
where SSimm,n is the shot similarity between shots m and n. SSimm,n was defined
as,
SSimm,n =
 1− dm,n if Tm,n 6 Tδ0 otherwise
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where dm,n is the content dissimilarity between shots m and n and Tm,n is the
temporal distance between shots m and n. SSimm,n was set to zero if the temporal
distance between shots m and n had exceeded the maximum allowable threshold T δ.
This was done so to ensure that shots which were too far apart were not clustered
together into the same video segment. Shots m and n would be assigned to the
same group G i if SSimm,n had exceeded a minimum required content similarity
threshold T γ. Otherwise, Shots m and n would be assigned to separate groups
G i and G j respectively, where i 6=j. According to Vendrig et al. [2], TCC-based
techniques suffered from discontinuities because SSimm,n was suddenly set to 0 when
the temporal distance threshold T δ was violated. In addition, the segmentation
performance of TCC-based techniques was found to be very sensitive to the choice
of T δ.
Video Coherence
In VC-based methods [66,67], the concept of content recall was introduced. Content
recall was defined as the degree to which the shots that appeared later in a video
segment would remind the viewer of the shots that appeared earlier in the same
video segment. Denoting Rm,n(λ) as the degree of recall of shot m by the content
of shot n, the content recall at time t was defined as,
R(λ, t) =
∑
m<t<n
Rm,n(λ) (2.17)
where λ is a feature vector that represents the shot at time t. Based on equation
(2.17), a video coherence function was defined as,
C(λ, t) = ω(λ, t)×R(λ, t) (2.18)
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SSeg(r) SSeg(r+1)
Shot (m1) Shot (m1+p1) Shot (m2)
Shot (m2–p2)
Shot (m2+p3)
Figure 2.12: The characterization of semantic segments by overlapping links
connecting similar shots.
The normalization function ω(λ,t) was used to scale the coherence values to the
range of 0 to 1. It also served to improve the quality of the obtained coherence
values.
As an example, the R(λ,t) in [66] was computed as the product of the content
similarity SSimm,n and a function f m,n. The function f m,n was obtained by first
modeling the decrease in the recall value as an exponential function and integrating
the effect of the function over all frame pairs in shots m and n. ω(λ,t) was defined
as,
ω(λ, t) = SSimmax ×R(λ, t) (2.19)
where SSimmax stands for the maximum possible similarity between two shots.
ω(λ,t) was the result of an investigation of the coherence values without normaliza-
tion. ω(λ,t) was found to be strongly biased towards its maximum in the middle
of the video and nearly zero at either extreme. Despite the good performance re-
sults, Vendrig et al. [2], discovered that VC-based segmentation methods were not
as consistent as TAC-based techniques.
Overlapping Links
OL-based techniques [63–65] can be best described by first referring to figure 2.12.
The diagram reveals three distinct shot linking cases. In the first case, the content
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of shot m1 is similar to shot m1+p1. This is reflected by the arrow link. Since
shots m1 and m1+p1 are from SSeg(r), all the shots that are between shots m1 and
m1+p1 also belong to SSeg(r). In the second case, shot m2 has no links with any
subsequent shots. However, the shot preceding m2, shot m2−p2, has a link with
shot m2+p3. Therefore, all shots between shots m2−p2 and m2+p3 (including m2)
belong to SSeg(r). In the last case, no links to subsequent shots can be found from
either the shot m2+p3 or its preceding shots. Therefore, shot m2+p3 is considered
as the last shot of SSeg(r).
Existing OL-based algorithms were designed to detect the three linking cases.
The testing algorithm for the three linking cases was implemented in the following
way,
1. For the first linking case, shots m1 and m1+p1 would be assigned to SSeg(r)
if p1 was found to be an argument of min[dm1,m1+² <Tm1 ], where ² = 1...T ²
and dm1,m1+² is the dissimilarity value between shots m1 and m1+². TX is
an adaptive threshold function that adapts itself to the content inconsisten-
cies found in SSeg(r), Tm1 specifies the maximum dissimilarity allowed in a
semantic segment and T ² is the maximum number of subsequent shots that
shot m1 could compare with when locating a link.
2. For the second linking case, shots m2−p2 and m2+p3 would be as-
signed to SSeg(r) if p2 and p3 were found to be arguments of
min{min[dm2−ε,m2+² <Tm2 ]}, where ε = 1...T ε and ² = 1...T ². ε is the max-
imum number of preceding shots that shot m2 can be compared with when
locating a link.
3. If the first two cases were not detected, the shot would be considered as the
last shot of SSeg(r).
Vendrig et al. [2] discovered that OL-based algorithms had very inconsistent results.
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0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5
x 104Frame Index For Scenes
Ground Truth
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5
x 104
Overlapping Links Detection Results
Frame Index For Scenes
(a)
(b)
Figure 2.13: (a) Video segment ground truth of a test video and (b) the
corresponding segmentation results of the test video using an OL-based seg-
mentation algorithm.
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In addition, they suffered from high number of false positives and negatives. Fig-
ure 2.13 shows an actual test result from one of our experiments. In figure 2.13(a),
each vertical line corresponds to the ground truth boundaries. In figure 2.13(b),
each vertical line corresponds to the detected segment boundary.
Time Adaptive Clustering
It was mentioned previously that TCC-based algorithms suffered from discontinu-
ities because the similarity was suddenly set to zero when the temporal distance
threshold was violated. TAC-based techniques [29] reduced this sensitivity by intro-
ducing a temporal attraction function to their shot comparison function. Generally,
the temporal attraction between shots m and n was defined as,
Attrm,n = max(0, 1− Tm,n
Lave
) (2.20)
where Lave is the average video segment length (number of frames) of the input
video and Tm,n is the temporal distance (number of frames) between shots m and
n. Lave is a constant that controls the rate of decrease of Attrm,n. The temporal
attraction function was multiplied with SSimm,n, the shot similarity between shots
m and n, so that it would not go abruptly to zero when the temporal threshold T δ
was violated. TAC-based algorithms were implemented in the following way,
1. Given a video shot set {shot 0,1,2,· · ·,N shots−1}, where N shots is the total
number of input video shots, shot 0 was first initialized as a member of group
0 and video segment 0 in iteration 0. In iteration m, shot m was compared
with the latest shot members of groups {group G0,G1,G2,· · ·,GNgps−1}, where
N gps is the total number of video groups so far in iteration m. Shot m would
be assigned to group G i if two conditions were satisfied. Firstly, the similarity
value between shot m and the latest shot member of G i was higher than the
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Figure 2.14: Illustration of a TAC-based high level video segmentation method.
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similarity values between shot m and the latest shot members of the other
video groups G j, where i 6=j. Secondly, the similarity value between shot m
and the latest shot member of G i had exceeded a predefined threshold. If no
such video group was found, shot m would be assigned to a new group GNgps .
2. Shot m, which would be the latest shot member of GNgps , was com-
pared with each of the existing video segments {SSeg(0),SSeg(1),SSeg(2),· ·
·,SSeg(N seg−1)}, where N seg is the total number of video segments so far in
iteration m. The comparison was done by first computing the similarity values
between shot m of GNgps and all the latest shot members of the video groups
that were assigned to each video segment. The averages of the similarity val-
ues between GNgps and each video segment were calculated. GNgps would be
assigned to SSeg(r) if two conditions were met. The first condition was the
similarity between GNgps and SSeg(r) was greater than the similarity values
between GNgps and the other SSeg(s), where r 6=s. The second condition was
the similarity value between GNgps and SSeg(r) had exceeded a second prede-
fined threshold. If no such video segment was found, GNgps would be assigned
to a new video segment SSeg(r+1).
3. The described processes would be repeated until shot N shots−1 was tested and
classified.
Figure 2.14 shows how a typical TAC-based method works. The columns
of the group structure and video segment structure tables show the shot number.
The entries of the group structure and video segment structure show the group and
video segment in which the shot belongs to. For example in the final row, the third
columns of the tables show that shot 2 belongs to group 1 and semantic segment
0. According to Vendrig at al. [2], TAC-based techniques were able to achieve very
good and consistent results. They concluded that TAC-based methods were the best
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Video Abstraction
Video Summarization Video Skimming
Sampling-based methods
Shot-based methods
Mosaic-based methods
Segment-based methods
Highlight-oriented methods
Summary-oriented methods
Figure 2.15: The classification diagram of video abstraction techniques.
methods to segment a large collection of videos.
2.4 Video Abstraction
When a video is abstracted, it is decomposed in such a way that it can be repre-
sented in a more compact manner while still preserving its most important content.
With the proliferation of digital video, this process will become an indispensable
component of any practical video content management system. In general, there
are two types of video abstraction: video summarization and skimming. Figure 2.15
shows the classification diagram of video abstraction techniques. Video summariza-
tion is a process that selects a set of salient images to represent the video content.
These images are also known as keyframes. These keyframes can facilitate efficient
video content browsing and searching.
On the other hand, video skimming is a process that reduces the original
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video into a shorter video clip. From the viewpoint of a viewer, a video skim
may provide a more attractive choice over summarization. This is because complex
editing techniques such as the editing of soundtracks, the selection, ordering and
timing of shots are required to produce a successful video. These features have
to be taken into account for a better understanding and management of the video
content. In addition, a video skim contains audio and motion information which
can make the abstraction more natural, interesting and informative.
A lot of research effort has been invested on generic video abstraction. How-
ever, it is still a very challenging problem. This is due to the different filming and
editing characteristics of different video genres. In this section, we shall provide a
literature review on the video summarization and skimming techniques which were
developed so far.
2.4.1 Video Summarization
Existing methods of video summarization can be categorized into four classes: sam-
pling based, shot based, mosaic-based and segment based. Unfortunately, no com-
parisons between these works were found. Regardless of which category the methods
belonged to, they were evaluated by their creators. However, their evaluation meth-
ods could generally be summarized in the following way. Initially, all the video clips
would be split into simple frames in order to identify possible keyframes. These
keyframes would have been judged by a human who had watched the entire video.
Researchers argued that despite being a semantic concept, relative agreement could
be reached among different people. The manually labeled keyframes were then used
as the ground truths for the automated results. The number of correct keyframes
was then identified. They were usually presented as a percentage. In the following
subsections, we shall look into each of the reported video summarization methods
in more detail.
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Sampling-based Video Summarization Methods
Most of the earlier works of video summarization belonged to the sampling based
class. These are the simplest methods. Keyframes were either randomly chosen or
uniformly sampled from the original video. The selection was usually performed
automatically by an algorithm model. However, these methods may fail to capture
the real video content, especially when it is highly dynamic. The video magnifier [70]
and the MiniVideo [71] are two examples.
Shot-based Video Summarization Methods
To adapt to the dynamic video content, a straightforward way is to extract one or
more keyframes from each shot using low-level features such as color and motion.
This is because a shot is defined as a video segment taken from a continuous period,
and it is the most fundamantal building block of the video. These methods are the
known as shot-based video summarization methods.
One of the earlier shot-based methods was proposed by Zhang et al. [72].
They proposed a sequential method where the first frame of a shot was always chosen
as a keyframe. The following frames in the shot would then be compared against the
last keyframe sequentially as they were processed based on their color similarities.
If a significant content change had occurred between the current frame and the
last keyframe, the current frame would be selected as the new keyframe. Motion
information was used to determine the number of additional keyframes needed to
represent the content. Two motion types were considered: panning and zooming.
For a zooming sequence, at least two frames would be selected. For a panning
sequence, the number of keyframes selected would depend on the scale of panning.
A problem with this technique is that the first frame of a shot may be part of a
dissolve or fade effect.
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Similar sequential extraction techniques were proposed by Gunsel et al. [73]
and Hanjalic et al. [47]. In these works, the visual content variation was first modeled
as the sum of discontinuity values. The rate of change of this variation was used as
an indicator of the video’s pace. An optimum number of keyframes was distributed
along each shot. Specifically, more keyframes were used to represent higher paced
shots, and lesser keyframes were used for shots of lower pace. The assignment of
keyframes was done by the minimization of an error function. The minimization
was performed by choosing breakpoints in the visual content variation function in
such way that the content variation value at each breakpoint was the average of
the content variation function values at the keyframes preceding and following this
breakpoint.
Doulamis et al. [74] applied mathematical tools to the summarization pro-
cess. A video content was represented by a feature curve in a high-dimensional
feature space with keyframes corresponding to the curvature points. The appropri-
ate curve points which characterized the corresponding trajectory were selected as
the keyframes of each shot. This was achieved by extracting the frame numbers
which resided in extreme locations of the trajectory. The magnitude of the sec-
ond derivative of the feature vector with respect to time was used as a curvature
measure. Specifically, the most representative frames were selected based on the
maximum and minimum of this magnitude. This was done so because Doulamis
et al. discovered that the local maxima corresponded to the time instances of high
object velocity variation, while the local minima corresponded to the time instances
of almost constant velocity.
Entropy is a good way of representing the unpredictability of a set of
data since it is dependent on the context in which the measurement is taken.
Mentzelopoulos et al. [75] had used the entropy feature to determine the locations
of keyframes. Their method was designed based on the fact that the salient objects
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of a video sequence are described by higher entropy distributions, and any changes
in the object appearance of these salient regions would affect the relevant semantic
information in the entire story sequence. The grey level histogram of each frame was
first computed. A median filter was then applied for region smoothing. The proba-
bility of appearance of each grey level was computed by dividing each histogram bin
with the total number of pixels. The log of the inverse of each of these probabilities,
multipled by the corresponding probability of appearance, gave the entropy. The
sum of all the grey level entropies was used as the global entropy information of
the frame. For each frame, the entropies were sorted. They were then accumulated,
starting from the highest towards the lowest entropy, until 70% of the total image
entropy was exceeded. This was done to isolate the most informative image objects
from the rest. For each of the entropies used in the accumulative process, their
absolute differences with the relevant entropies from the next frame were computed.
If the sum of these differences had exceeded a second threshold, a content change
was detected, and a new keyframe was assigned.
Fei Ma et al. [76] developed attention (saliency) models to extract high level
information from videos. This information was then used to perform video sum-
marization. With the availability of attention models, computers could break down
the problem of video content understanding into a series of computationally less de-
manding and localized visual, aural and linguistic analyzable problems. The saliency
information was captured by analyzing the visual, speech and music information of
the video. To perform video summarization, an attention curve was first computed.
Based on this curve, keyframes were extracted around the crests. Fei Ma et al. ar-
gued that the crests indicated the most salient video parts. In order to determine the
precise position of the crests, a derivative curve was generated. The zero-crossing
points of the derivative curve were considered as the peaks. Multiscale abstraction
may also be achieved by ranking these attention values.
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Mosaic-based Video Summarization Methods
Keyframes may not be able to represent the underlying video dynamics effectively.
Researchers had proposed alternative methods to represent the video content. These
methods were designed to extract a synthesized panoramic image, known as the
mosaic, that could represent the entire content in an intuitive manner. Along this
direction, two types of mosaics were proposed by Iran et al. [77] and Vasconcelos
et al. [78]: static mosaics and synopsis mosaics. Static mosaics were used for back-
ground scenes. Synopsis mosaics were used to provide a visual summary of the entire
dynamic foreground event in the video clip by detecting the object trajectory. The
mosaic computation procedure involved two-steps: fitting a global motion model
to the motion between each pair of successive frames and combining images into
a single panoramic image by changing the images with the estimated camera pa-
rameters. An interchangeable use of regular keyframes and mosaic images had also
been studied by Taniguchi et al. [79]. In this work, mosaics were used to represent
the entire visible contents of scenes which were difficult to summarize using a single
keyframe.
Segment-based Video Summarization Methods
More recent summarization methods were designed to extract keyframes at a higher
unit level, referred to as the segment level. More sophisticated non sequential tech-
niques were reported by Zhuang et al. [80], Uchihashi et al. [81], Girgensohn et
al. [82] and Sun et al. [83]. In the first three works, all frames were first classified
into a number clusters. The frames closest to the cluster centers were then extracted
as keyframes. In [83], an adaptive extraction method was proposed. This algorithm
would first start with all the frames of the video and iteratively drop frames until
the desired number of keyframes were obtained. The sequence of the video frames
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was first partitioned into smaller units of approximately equal lengths. In each unit,
the distance between the first frame and the last frame of each unit was computed.
This distance was defined as the unit change. By sorting the unit changes in an
ascending manner, an array was obtained. This array was used to represent the
general content change of the video. The array was then clustered into two clusters
based on the unit changes. The first cluster comprised units of the smallest changes,
and it was labeled as the small-change cluster. The second cluster was labeled as the
large-change cluster. For each unit of the large-change cluster, all of its frames were
taken as part of the extracted representative keyframes. For each unit of the small-
change cluster, only the first and last frames were taken as part of the extracted
representative keyframes.
The method proposed by Yeung et al. [69] performed video summarization
at the scene level. Based on the detected shot structure, the shots were classified
into clusters by means of a clustering algorithm. Meaningful story units (such as
dialogue and action) were then extracted. Representative images (R-images) were
selected for each story unit to represent its shot clusters. The R-images of each
story unit were resized and organized into a single regular-sized image following a
predefined visual layout called the poster.
Doulamis et al. [74] proposed a fuzzy classification method for video sum-
marization. Their method was designed to avoid the possibility of classifying two
similar segments to different classes, causing erroneous comparisons. A degree of
membership was allocated to each class, resulting in a fuzzy classification formu-
lation. Each segment could belong to several classes, but with different degrees of
membership. In a conventional classification, each segment can only belong to one
class. It is therefore possible for two segments of similar properties to be assigned
to different classes if they are located near the class boundary. In their approach,
such samples would slightly differ in their degree of membership to adjacent classes.
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2.4.2 Video Skimming
Video skimming methods can generally be classified into two categories: summary
oriented and highlight oriented. A summary-oriented method generates a summa-
rized version of the original video based on its essential parts. A highlight-oriented
method delivers the interesting parts of the original video. Movie trailers and high-
lights of sports are examples of this skim type. Highlight-oriented methods are very
hard to design because the definition of a video’s interesting parts is a subjective
and difficult process. In addition, mapping human perception into an automated
abstraction process is a very challenging problem. Hence, many existing video skim-
ming methods were designed to be summary-oriented.
Similar to the case of video summarization, video skimming techniques were
evaluated by their creators. Unfortunately, we did not find any comparative work be-
tween these video skimming methods. Generally, two criteria were used to evaluate
the performances of these methods: informativeness and enjoyability. Researchers
had defined informativeness as the capability of maintaining content coverage while
reducing redundancy. Enjoyability was defined as the performance of the proposed
method in selecting perceptually enjoyable video segments for video skims. The
evaluation procedure was usually done in the following way. Skimmed videos of dif-
ferent skim lengths were first automatically generated. Human subjects were then
invited to access the quality of these skimmed videos. Each subject would be re-
quired to assign scores for informativeness and enjoyability. The subjects were also
requested to give scores to the original videos in case they thought that these videos
were not informative or enjoyable. After watching the original video, the subjects
were then be given a chance to modify the original scores assigned to the skimmed
videos. In the following subsections, we shall look into each of the reported video
skimming techniques in more detail.
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Summary-oriented Video Skimming
A straightforward summary-oriented approach is to compress the original video by
speeding up the playback. One example of such work was reported by Omoigui
et al. [84]. They designed their method based on the idea that a video program
could be watched in a fast playback mode without distinct pitch distortion by using
time compression technology. Time compression reduces the time to watch video
content. The audio content of a video may comprise of speech, music or both.
Omoigui et al. focused on compressing speech signals. Portions of short fixed length
speech segments were first discarded. The retained segments were then abutted. An
overlap add method [85] was finally applied at the junctions of the abutted segments
to improve the quality of the output signal. An overlap add method is an efficient
way to evaluate the discrete convolution between a very long signal with a finite
impulse response filter. A similar work was reported by Amir et al. [86]. Depending
on the rate of speech, these techniques only allowed a maximum time compression
of 1.5 to 2.5. As reported by Li et al. [87], once the compression factor goes beyond
this range, the speech quality would become quite poor.
In the Informedia project [88], the pre-extracted keywords of the audio and
video segments were used to form the skimmed video. The frequency of each word
was used to rate its importance. The first level of analysis was the creation of the
reduced audio track based on the presence of keyphrases. A keyphrase was obtained
by starting with a keyword, and extending its boundaries to areas of silence or
neighboring keywords. Each keyphrase was then isolated from the original audio
track to form the audio skim. Smith et al. realized that the audio and visual data
may not necessarily be synchronized. To create the skimmed image sequence, Smith
et al. [88] analyzed the characterization results of the surrounding video frames of
those video frames that correspond in time to the audio skim segments. Frames
which may not align with the audio in time but were most appropriate for skimming
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were selected.
The method proposed by Nam et al. [89] did not rely on text cues. Video
skims were generated based on a dynamic sampling scheme. A video source was
first decomposed into a sequence of subshots. Each subshot was assigned a motion
intensity index. All indices were then quantized into predefined bins, where each
bin possessed a unique sampling rate. Finally, keyframes were sampled from each
subshot based on the assigned rate. During the skim playback, linear interpolation
was performed to produce a moving storyboard. Similar works were also proposed
by Hanjalic et al. [90] and Zhu et al. [91].
Ying Li et al. [87] developed a skimming method by analyzing the tempo
information of the video. With any given video, long-term and short-term video
tempo analysis tasks were performed to extract large and small video segments.
The long-term visual tempo was captured by analyzing the tempo histogram of a
group of pictures (GOP). Fifteen consecutive frames were organized into one GOP,
and each group’s visual tempo was set at 80% of its highest histogram peak. A tempo
curve was then generated. This curve was then smoothed with a three minute long
window. Finally, a median filter was applied to remove local fluctuations. All the
local minima of the curve were identified as large story boundaries.
Four audio features were extracted from every three minute window to ana-
lyze the long-term audio tempo. These features were then combined into one single
tempo feature. Similar to the visual case, all the local minima of the audio tempo
feature curve were identified as large story boundaries. Ying Li et al. discovered that
most of the boundaries obtained from the audio cues matched with those obtained
from the visual cues.
The short-term audio tempo was captured in a similar way as the long-
term case. Due to editing effects, the visual tempo may fluctuate from one shot to
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another even when both shots were supposed to be within the same video segment.
However, Ying Li et al. argued that the variance of the tempo remains relatively
stable. Hence, the short-term visual tempo was captured by analyzing the motion
variance. Finally, the two sets of boundaries, which were obtained from the au-
dio and visual tempo analysis, were integrated to obtain the final video segment
list. Sub-segments were identified from each small video segment by means of a
scene transition graph. Finally, the skim was generated by selecting the important
shots from the sub-segments. These shots must meet the following three criteria:
they should be temporally consecutive, they should cover as many nodes in scene
transition graph as possible, and they should comply with the time budget.
Fei Ma et al. [76] developed saliency models to extract high level information
from videos. This information was used to perform video skimming. A saliency curve
was generated by analyzing the visual, speech and music information of the video.
Based on this curve, keyframes were extracted around the crests which indicated
the most attended parts of the video. A derivative curve was used to determine the
precise locations of the crests.
Given a skimming ratio, video skimming was achieved by selecting segments
around each keyframe of shot. In order to ensure that the skimmed video would
sound natural and fluid, the speech sentences were not truncated. Sentence bound-
aries were detected by locating the pauses or silences. Their video skimming algo-
rithm was implemented in the following way. First, the skim length of each shot
was calculated based on the number of keyframes, skimming ratio and shot dura-
tion. The total skim length of a shot was evenly distributed to each keyframe. If
the average length of skims was smaller than a predefined minimum skim duration,
the keyframe with minimum attention value was removed. Sequentially, the total
skim length was redistributed to the rest of keyframes. This process was performed
iteratively until the average length had exceeded the minimum skim duration.
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Next, skim segments were searched along the crest contours of the attention
curve, starting from the peaks. If the skim segment had crossed the shot boundary,
it was then trimmed at the shot boundary. If the trimmed skims were shorter than
the minimum skim duration, they were discarded. Finally, the skim segments were
aligned with sentence boundaries. A similar work was proposed by Ngo et al. [92].
However, a scene transition graph was first used to determine the video segments.
Fei Ma’s attention models were then used to perform the skimming.
More recently, research works of domain specific skimming methods were re-
ported. In the VidSum project [93], Russell developed a skimming method that was
specifically targeted for videos of their weekly forum series at the Xerox Palo Alto
Research Center. These videos were described as sequences of video shots that were
structured in the following way: introduction by first speaker, topic introduction
by second speaker, main presentation and conclusion. The objective was to map
low-level signal events to semantically meaningful events. These events were then
assembled to form the video skim.
He et al. [94] presented skimming algorithms which were designed for in-
formational talks. Special knowledge of the talks was utilized. This knowledge
included the pitch and the pause information, the slide transition points, as well as
the information about the access patterns of previous users. Three algorithms were
presented: the slide transition-based method, the pitch activity-based method and
the slide, pitch, and user access information based method.
In the slide transition-based method, slide transitions were treated as a
change of topic, and the relative time spent by the speaker on a slide was used
to indicate the relative importance of the topic. Given a target skim duration, this
method was designed to allocate time to each slide in proportion to what the speaker
did in the full length talk. He et al. assumed that important information was spoken
at the beginning of a slide, and the segment right after each slide transition of an
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appropriate duration was taken and added to the skimmed video.
In the pitch activity-based method, the audio wave file was first divided into
frames. A pitch tracker was then used to determine the fundamental pitch frequency
of each frame. A threshold was chosen to select the frames which had the highest
pitch values. The number of frames in each one second window that were above
this threshold was counted. This count was used as a measure of pitch activity. A
sliding window algorithm was used to determine the combined pitch activity score
for each fifteen second window. This was used as a measure of emphasis for phrase
or sentence sized segments of a speech recording. The fifteen second windows were
sorted according to the combined score. Segments were added to the skimmed video
in decreasing score order until the summary reached its targeted length.
In the third method, the importance value of each slide was first calculated as
the ratio of the average user counts of the current and previous slides. The first slide
was always marked as the most important because there was no previous slide. The
slides in the talk were classified into three classes based on their importance: impor-
tant, medium, and unimportant. The slides of the important class were allocated
two third of the total skim time. The slides of the medium class were allocated one
third of the total skim time. No time was allocated for the slides of the unimportant
class. Within each class, the slide transition-based method was used to allocate
a fraction of the allocated total time to each slide. Given a time quota for each
slide, the pitch activity-based method was used to pick the segments that were to
be included in the skimmed video. He et al. conducted a user study to evaluate the
performances of their three methods. Their study showed that most of informative
parts of original presentations were preserved. However, the computer generated
skims were found to be less coherent than the manually generated ones.
A skimming system designed for broadcast news was proposed by Huang et al.
[1]. Audio cues were used to filter out commercials. Gaussian mixture models were
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then used to detect the news anchor persons. The skimmed video was constructed
by joining all the video parts which contained the anchor persons. This was done
so because a news story is usually led and summarized by an anchor person.
Highlight-oriented Video Skimming
Many highlight-oriented video skimming methods were designed for sports video
analysis. The idea was to provide audience with a quick view of the game highlights
without going through the full length of the video. Highlight events include the
score event in soccer and basketball games, the aces event in tennis games, touch
downs in rugby and American football games, and the catch events in cricket and
baseball games. Various skimming methods were proposed by Rui et al. [95], Nepal
et al. [96] and Yow et al. [97]. As mentioned in the beginning of section 2.4, highlight-
oriented video skimming methods are very hard to design. Many of the proposed
methods were relying on audio analysis of the video stream where the cheering of
the audience was used as the cue for the sport highlights. There were also other
types of sports analysis methods. These methods are not included here because they
are not skimming techniques. The interested reader is referred to [98] for a review
of these methods.
2.5 Chapter Summary
The rapid growth of digital video collections is making the availability of content-
based video indexing and retrieval (CBVIR) tools a necessity. In this chapter, we
presented an overview of a CBVIR system. It has four processing blocks: content
understanding, structure analysis, video abstraction and indexing. We reviewed
the existing techniques for affective video content understanding, video structure
analysis and video abstraction. While avoiding the issue of defining what constitutes
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an emotion, a phenomenon not yet fully understood, we reviewed the models of
human affect representation. These models may be used as tools in the study of
affective video content analysis, which we believe will further motivate the line of
research in this thesis.
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Chapter 3
Hierarchical-Coupled Dynamic
Bayesian Network for Affective
Video Content Analysis
3.1 Introduction
VIDEO shots are the most fundamental building blocks of a video. As reviewedin chapter 2, many video processing techniques were designed to process
video shots. The availability of tools for affective video content analysis not only
can extend the scope of possibilities for video indexing, it also presents unique
opportunities for the design of new video processing algorithms.
In the case of high level video segmentation, humans usually perform manual
video segmentation by trying to relate changes in time and locale to discontinuities
in meaning [2,99]. For some video genres, the cognitive level information of the video
can be utilized to achieve good results. For example in [1], the presence of news
anchor persons was used to determine the most meaningful news segments. Despite
this fact, cognitive level techniques may not be the best method to segment videos
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such as feature films and movies. This type of videos provides a visual way of story
telling. Film directors usually use different editing and camera techniques to design
each video story segment to elicit certain emotions in their targeted audience [44].
For example, directors may reduce the visual brightness and place a “fear” music
in a supposedly scary video segment. For this type of videos, the availability of
affective content analysis tools can allow the development of new affective level
parsing algorithms which are capable of extracting video segments that are more
meaningful to humans.
Developing an affective video content analyzer faces a number of challenges.
These include:
1. The dynamic and time evolving nature of the affective content of the video.
2. The multimodal sensory observations of the video content which are often
ambiguous and uncertain.
To address these challenges, this chapter will present a probabilistic approach for
modeling the affective content of the video. Specifically, this chapter has two main
contributions:
1. We proposed an affective video content analysis model. Its design was based
on the pleasure-arousal-dominance (P-A-D) dimensional model of affect rep-
resentation. Its function was to estimate the P-A-D values of video shots.
The model was defined within the framework of hierarchical dynamic bayesian
networks (HDBNs). We designed this model by assuming that the P-A-D
dimensions were independent of each other.
2. Dietz et al. [36] discovered that dependencies exist between the emotion di-
mensions, simply due to the fact that a person is not likely to get aroused
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without reason. We developed a hierarchical-coupled dynamic bayesian net-
work (HCDBN) structure to model the dependencies between the P-A-D di-
mensions. We designed a second affective video content analysis model based
on the HCDBN framework.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. An introduction to dynamic bayesian
networks (DBNs) and different DBN topologies will first be provided in section 3.2
and 3.3. These two sections will provide the necessary background to understand the
rest of this chapter. In section 3.4, two P-A-D estimation models will be presented.
Finally, a chapter summary will be given in section 3.5.
3.2 Dynamic Bayesian Networks
Probabilistic graphical models are graphs which provide a compact representation
of joint probability distributions. Nodes in a graphical model represent random
variables, and the arcs represent conditional independence assumptions. There are
generally two types of graphical models: undirected and directed graphical models.
A partial hierarchy relating different kinds of graphical models is depicted in fig-
ure 3.1. Undirected graphical models have a simple definition of independence. For
example, given three sets of nodes X, Y and Z, X and Y are conditionally inde-
pendent given Z if all the paths between nodes in X and nodes in Y are blocked
by some node in Z. This is called the global Markov property. This implies that a
node is independent of all the other nodes in the graph given its neighbors (Markov
blanket).
Directed graphical models, or bayesian networks (BNs), take into account the
directionality of the arcs. If there is an arc from node X to another node Y, X is
called a parent of Y, and Y is a child of X. Given a set of variables X i and denoting
the parent nodes of X i as Pa(X i), the joint distribution of the node values can be
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Figure 3.1: A partial hierarchy relating different kinds of graphical models.
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written as the product of the local distributions of each node and its parents,
P (X1, X2, ..., Xn) =
i=N∏
i=1
P (Xi|Pa(Xi)) (3.1)
As in undirected graphical models, a node in a BN is independent of all the other
nodes in the graph given its Markov blanket. However, the Markov blanket of a
node is the node’s parents, children and children’s parents. Despite the increased
complexity, BNs have several advantages. The most important advantage is one can
regard an arc from node X to Y as indicating X “causes” Y. This can be used as
a guide to construct the graph structure.
A dynamic bayesian network (DBN) is a directed acyclic graphical model of
stochastic processes. It is a BN which represents a temporal probability model by
having state variables replicated over time slices with the same conditional indepen-
dencies. It is an extension of a BN to model sequences of variables. These sequences
are often time-series (such as speech signals) or sequences of symbols (such as pro-
tein sequences). Mathematically, a DBN is defined as (B1,B→), where B1 is a BN
which defines the prior P(Z 1) and B→ is a 2 time-slices BN (2TBN) which defines
P(Z t|Z t−1) by means of a directed acyclic graphical model, such that,
P (Zt|Zt−1) =
i=N∏
i=1
P (Zit |Pa(Zit)) (3.2)
where Z it is the i th node at time t and Pa(Z
i
t) is the parent of Z
i
t. Z
i
t can be the
input, hidden or output variables. The nodes in the first slice of a 2TBN do not have
any parameters associated with them, but each node in the second slice of the 2TBN
has an associated conditional probability distribution which defines P(Z it|Pa(Z it))
for t>1. The joint distribution for a sequence of length T can be obtained by
“unrolling” the 2TBN until we have T time-slices, and then multiplying together
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Figure 3.2: (a) A 2 time-slices HMM and (b) an “unrolled” HMM model for
4 time-slices.
all of the conditional probability distributions,
P (Z1:T ) =
i=T∏
t=1
i=N∏
i=1
P (Zit |Pa(Zit)) (3.3)
“Unrolling” can be achieved by determining the intra-slice (within the time-
slice) topology and repeating it T times. We shall illustrate the concept of “un-
rolling” using the simplest DBN structure, a classical hidden Markov model (HMM).
Figure 3.2(a) is a HMM with 2 time-slices (2TBN). In this structure the intra-slice
topology has a hidden node C t and observation node O t. It has been “unrolled” 2
times. Figure 3.2(b) is the same HMM, “unrolled” to 4 time-slices.
We shall conclude this introductory section by giving a brief remark on the
differences between a DBN, a HMM and a Kalman filter model (KFM). A DBN
represents the hidden state in terms of a set of random variables, whereas a HMM’s
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state space consists of a single random variable. A KFM requires all the conditional
probability distributions to be linear-Gaussian, whereas a DBN allows arbitrary
conditional probability distributions. Both HMMs and KFMs have a restricted
topology, whereas a DBN allows much more general graph structures. In other
words, DBNs can be considered a generalization of HMMs and KFMs (Linear Dy-
namical Systems or LDSs), as depicted in figure 3.1. For more in depth study of
DBNs, please refer to the following citation [100]. In the next section, different DBN
topologies will be presented to illustrate the large variety of models which can be
defined within the DBN framework.
3.3 Dynamic Bayesian Networks Topologies
In this section, different DBN topologies will be presented. Figure 3.3 shows the
DBN topologies classified in a layered approach. We will only present the HMM
variants because LDSs generally have similar topologies to HMMs, except the nodes
are assumed to have linear-Gaussian distributions. For example, a KFM has a
similar structure to figure 3.2(c). However, C t are linear-Gaussian nodes instead
of being discrete. Another example is a switching Kalman filter. It has a similar
structure to figure 3.3(f) but with linear-Gaussian C t nodes.
3.3.1 Single and Double Layer DBNs
A single layer DBN is equivalent to a Markov chain of the first order, as shown
in figure 3.3(a). A double layer DBN integrates a hidden stochastic process for
increased expressiveness. Each time-slice has a single observable variable which is
linked to a single hidden variable. There are two double layer DBN topologies: the
classical HMM (figure 3.3(b) and (c)) and the autoregressive HMM (figure 3.3(d)).
The hidden state of the classical HMM is represented in terms of a single discrete
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Figure 3.3: Different DBN topologies: (a) A Markov chain of the first order;
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random variable, which can take on a number of possible values. In many appli-
cations, it is common to represent P(O t|C t =i) with a mixture of Gaussians for
each state i. The mixture nodes Z t allow more than one Gaussian distribution per
state to be assigned, which effectively model the observation nodes O t with mixture
of Gaussian distributions. This is depicted in figure 3.3(c). Note that O t are usu-
ally high-dimensional vectors. For example in speech recognition applications, O t is
often a vector of cepstral coefficients and their derivatives.
The classical HMM only allows O t to be predicted by C t. The autoregressive
HMM (ARHMM) relaxed this O t “bottleneck” by allowing O t to be predicted by
O t−1 as well as C t. According to Murphy [100], this may result in models with
higher likelihood, but does not necessarily provide better classification performance.
ARHMMs were used in speech recognition applications [101]. They were used be-
cause of their ability to perform speech enhancement at the same time [101]. This
was achieved by first segmenting the speech into clusters of signals with similar auto-
correlation parameters. These parameters were then used to form filters to enhance
the speech.
3.3.2 Multi layer DBNs
A multi layer DBN integrates more than one hidden stochastic processes and has the
potential to capture the underlying state space of the interaction process more effi-
ciently than double layer DBN models. There are three multi layer DBN topologies:
the factorial HMM (figure 3.3(e)), the input-output HMM (figure 3.3(f)) and the
coupled HMM (figure 3.3(g)). Figure 3.3(e) shows a three layer factorial HMM with
2 hidden chains At and B t. The factorial HMM has a single observation variable
O t, but has a distributed representation for the hidden state. The hidden chains
At and B t are apriori independent. The transition probabilities are computed using
the independence assumption between At and B t in each of the HMMs. However,
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At and B t “compete” to explain each observation O t, and the observation likeli-
hood is jointly computed from At and B t. Factorial HMMs were used in large scale
multimedia applications such as audiovisual speech recognition [102]. For the model
which is shown in figure 3.3(e), each hidden chain may be used to model each stream
(audio and visual) of the video. Factorial HMMs were also used in multi-view face
tracking [103] applications.
An input-output HMM, as depicted in figure 3.3(f), is a probabilistic mapping
from inputs X t to outputs Y t. It is an extension of the HMM. An input-output
HMM is composed of emission probabilities P(Y t|X t, C t) and transition proba-
bilities P(C t|C t−1, X t), which are both time dependent since the emission and
transition probabilities depend on X t. The dynamic of a input-output HMM is not
fixed apriori such as in the case of a classical HMM, but is a function of the input
sequence and evolves over time. Input-output HMMs were used to solve audiovisual
speaker detection problems [104]. For the model which is depicted in figure 3.3(f),
X t may be used to model the contextual input which provides the state of the appli-
cation which may help in inferring the state of the user. C t may be used to model
the state of the user and Y t may be used to model the sensory observations (face
detector, mouth motion etc.). Input-output HMMs were also used to solve other
problems such as hand gesture recognition [105].
Another multi layer DBN is the coupled HMM, as depicted in figure 3.3(g).
In this model, the backbone nodes At and B t can interact and at the same time
have their own observations E t and D t respectively. The observation likelihood is
computed with the assumption that the observation likelihoods in each stream are
independent. However, the transition probability of each coupled node is computed
as a joint probability of the set of states at previous time. Coupled HMMs were
used for audiovisual speech recognition [106]. For the model which is shown in
figure 3.3(g), the At and E t chain may be used to represent the speech signal, and
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the B t and D t chain may be used to represent the visual signal from a lip tracking
system. Coupled HMMs were also used for motor freeway traffic monitoring [100].
For the model which is shown in figure 3.3(g), At and B t may be used to represent
the hidden traffic status of two different traffic locations, and D t and E t may be
used to represent the indicator of traffic speed (reading by a magnetic loop detector).
The detectors may be placed in a line down the middle of a highway, where each
location has 2 neighbors (upstream and downstream). Coupled HMMs were also
used for human action recognition [107] and facial image recognition [108].
3.4 P-A-D Estimation Model
In this section, we address the affective video content analysis component of the the-
sis. The P-A-D model of affect representation represents emotions in a 3-dimensional
space. For simplicity and comparison purposes, we first designed our model by as-
suming that the dimensions were independent of each other. Figure 3.4(a) shows
the general block diagram of this P-A-D estimation model. Each of the P-A-D
dimensions was modeled using a hierarchical DBN (HDBN).
As mentioned in section 3.1, the emotion dimensions are in fact dependent on
each other, simply due to the fact that a person is not likely to get excited without
reason. We modeled the dependencies between the P-A-D dimensions by replacing
the HDBNs with hierarchical-coupled dynamic bayesian networks (HCDBN). Fig-
ure 3.4(b) shows the general block diagram of this new model. The HCDBN can
be seen as a coupled HDBN, coupled in such a way that the decision made by each
dimension model is dependent of the other two dimension models.
Ultimately, the three DBNs of each model (without the decoder block) were
sufficient for estimating the P-A-D values (γP , γA and γD). The decoder block
illustrates how γP , γA and γD can be used. The decoder block also allowed us to
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Figure 3.4: (a) A P-A-D estimator using three n-level hierarchical DBNs.
(b) A P-A-D estimator using three n-level hierarchical-coupled DBNs. (c)
Illustration of the distance decoder’s functionality.
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compare the performance of our two dimensional models with all the existing works
described in section 2.2.1 of chapter 2, which were modeled based on the categorial
model of affect. In our current implementation, the decoder was implemented as a
distance decoder.
Figure 3.4(c) shows how the distance decoder works. The numbers on the
right side of the figure are sample estimated P-A-D values which were taken from
our experiments. The distance decoder was used to detect six emotions: “sadness”,
“violence”, “neutral”, “fear”, “happiness” and “amusement”. The P-A-D values
on the left side of the figure are the reference P-A-D values which correspond to
each of the emotion categories. Reference P-A-D values were found in [3, 109].
Classifications were achieved by computing the normalized vector distances of each
estimated P-A-D triplet and the reference P-A-D values of each emotion category.
The estimated values were computed using equation (3.4), which will be presented
in the next section. The category with the lowest distance was assigned to the
estimated P-A-D values. The arrows show which emotion categories were assigned
to each P-A-D values. In the following subsections, we will present the HDBN and
HCDBN topologies.
3.4.1 DBN Topologies for P-A-D Estimation
Estimating the P-A-D values of video shots can be a difficult problem. We pro-
posed to use a DBN approach to solve the problem. This is because when DBNs
are structured properly, they subsume many well known models such as principal
component analysis (PCA) and linear dynamic systems [100]. When designing the
HDBN model, the following points were considered:
1. A video has a hierarchical structure. The video content can be described using
features of different time scales. Some features are only meaningful if they are
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Figure 3.5: A 4-level hierarchical DBN which was used to model the pleasure
dimension. The other dimension models were similar, with only changes in
their notations (Atxy for arousal and D
t
xy for dominance).
extracted from an acceptable minimum duration. Estimating the P-A-D values
of video shots can be a difficult problem because the duration of a video shot
might be too short for any useful features to be extracted.
2. It is the content of video events which causes viewers to have different affective
responses to the video [4]. The durations of these events are usually more
than one shot. To estimate the P-A-D values of video shots, the affective
information of longer video segments have to be utilized.
These considerations had motivated a hierarchical DBN (HDBN) topology.
Before we describe the HDBN model, we first define t, x and y as the index
variables which encode the time frame, hierarchical and temporal position of a node,
O txy as the continuous valued observable node, Z
t
xy as the mixture node and variables
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Figure 3.6: A 4-level hierarchical-coupled DBN which was used to model
the pleasure dimension. The other dimension models were similar, with only
changes in their notations (Atxy for arousal and D
t
xy for dominance).
P txy, A
t
xy and D
t
xy as the hidden discrete nodes of the pleasure dimension model,
arousal dimension model and dominance dimension model respectively. Figure 3.5
shows a 4-level HDBN which was used to model the pleasure dimension. In this
figure, P021 corresponds to the first hidden discrete node in the second level of the
pleasure dimension model which was used to estimate the pleasure value of the
current segment. P133 corresponds to the third hidden discrete node in the third
hierarchy level of the pleasure dimension model which was used to estimate the
pleasure value of the first previous segment. P txy, A
t
xy and D
t
xy were described
by multinomial probability density functions. O txy was modeled with a Gaussian
distribution. Z txy effectively modeled O
t
xy with a mixture of Gaussian distributions.
P txy, A
t
xy and D
t
xy were each implemented as a grid scale for each emotion
dimension, and each grid mark of each grid scale was treated as a possible class
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for each respective dimension. For a pleasure grid scale which had a range from
−0.8 to 0.6 with 0.2 increments, a P txy node would have 8 classes, where each class
represented a grid mark. The P-A-D values were estimated in the following way,
γx∈{P,A,D} =
m=M∑
m=1
(ρx∈{P,A,D}m )(ν
x∈{P,A,D}
m ) (3.4)
where γx is the estimated pleasure, arousal or dominance value and ρxm is the prob-
ability of grid mark νxm, with M as the total number of grid marks.
The design of the topology was based on the concept of a viewer giving
an affective content summary of the smaller video segments after he or she had
watched the whole video segment. A video can be described by features extractable
over different time scales, and each hierarchical DBN was used to model the affective
states of the video based on audio and visual observations at different time scales.
For the model which is shown in figure 3.5, {P011, O011 and Z 011} in the first level
were used to model the pleasure state of a video segment which consisted of 4 shots.
All the nodes in level 4 (from {P041, O041, Z 041} to {P044, O044, Z 044}) were used to
model the pleasure state of each shot of the video segment. Dependencies were also
introduced along the dynamic dimension which allowed the modeling of parameter
changes over time.
In addition to the two points mentioned in the beginning of this section, the
following point was considered when we designed the HCDBN model:
1. Dietz and Lang [36] discovered that dependencies exist between the emotion
dimensions due to the fact that a person is not likely to get aroused without
reason. When we designed the HCDBN model, we assumed that the dimen-
sions were dependent on each other.
Figure 3.6 shows the HCDBN topology which was used to model the pleasure dimen-
sion. The topology is similar to the HDBN. However, the hidden nodes of the three
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dimension models are coupled together. In figure 3.6, P0xy is coupled with P
1
xy, A
1
xy
and D1xy. The estimated pleasure value of the current video segment is dependent
on the arousal and dominance values of the first previous segment. We had done
this because we did not assume independence between the emotion dimensions.
3.4.2 Parameter Estimation
In this section, we address the issue of network parameters estimation. We shall
first introduce a straight forward generalization of the model depicted in figures 3.5
and 3.6. We define an equivalence class as a set of nodes which are of the same type
and size which have a similar conditional probability distribution and same number
of parents. This kind of interpretation is readily available for our two models. For
the models in consideration, the following equivalence classes were defined:
1. An equivalence class for the discrete nodes at level 1. In figures 3.5 and 3.6,
these are the P t11, A
t
11 and D
t
11 nodes.
2. Equivalence classes for P txy, A
t
xy and D
t
xy in levels 2 to 4.
3. An equivalence class for the mixture nodes. In figures 3.5 and 3.6, these are
the Z txy nodes.
4. An equivalence class for the observation nodes. In figures 3.5 and 3.6, these
are the O txy nodes.
These are graphically illustrated in figures 3.7 and 3.8. The figures show that
each DBN has 6 equivalence classes θ = {α, β, γ, δ, ε, ζ}. Each hierarchical level may
be thought of as a series of embedded two layer DBNs with hierarchical dependencies.
The evolution of a state is not just a function of the previous state, but also of the
hidden state in the level above it. We can now proceed to present the probability
distribution of a n-level HDBN (pleasure dimension). Denoting {P}, {Z}, and {O}
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Figure 3.7: A 4-level hierarchical DBN which was used to model the pleasure
dimension, classified into equivalence classes.
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Figure 3.8: A 4-level hierarchical-coupled DBN which was used to model the
pleasure dimension, classified into equivalence classes.
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as the state, mixture and observation nodes associated with a particular network m,
we defined the probability distribution of a n-level HDBN as,
phm
({P}, {Z}, {O}|θ) = [ t=0∏
t=−T
p(P t11|P t+111 ;α)
]
×
[ t=0∏
t=−T
x=l∏
x=2
p(P tx1|P t(x−1)1, P t+1xx ; β)
]
×
[ t=0∏
t=−T
x=l∏
x=2
p(P txx|P t(x−1)(x−1), P tx(x−1); δ)
]
×
[ t=0∏
t=−T
x=l∏
x=1
y=x∏
y=1
p(Ztxy|P txy; ε)p(Otxy|Ztxy, P txy; ζ)
]
×
[ t=0∏
t=−T
x=l∏
x=3
y=x−1∏
y=2
p(P txy|P tx(y−1), P t(x−1)(y−1), P t(x−1)y; γ)
]
(3.5)
where l is the total number of hierarchical levels and T is the total number of
time-slices. Note that the arousal and dominance models had a similar expression,
with only changes in the node notations. The probability distribution of a n-level
HCDBN was derived in a similar fashion,
phcm
({P}, {Z}, {O}|θ) = [ t=0∏
t=−T
p(P t11|P t+111 , At+111 , Dt+111 ;α)
]
×
[ t=0∏
t=−T
x=l∏
x=2
p(P tx1|P t(x−1)1, P t+1xx , At+1xx , Dt+1xx ; β)
]
×
[ t=0∏
t=−T
x=l∏
x=2
p(P txx|P t(x−1)(x−1), P tx(x−1), Atx(x−1), Dtx(x−1); δ)
]
×
[ t=0∏
t=−T
x=l∏
x=1
y=x∏
y=1
p(Ztxy|P txy; ε)p(Otxy|Ztxy, P txy; ζ)
]
×
[ t=0∏
t=−T
x=l∏
x=3
y=x−1∏
y=2
p(P txy|P tx(y−1), P t(x−1)(y−1),
P t(x−1)y, A
t
(x−1)y, D
t
(x−1)y; γ)
]
(3.6)
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The variables {α, β, γ, δ} denote the parameters of the discrete nodes. These nodes
were discrete, and a multinomial probability density function (PDF) was chosen to
describe their distributions. The observable variables {ζ} were continuous valued,
and may be modeled using any continuous PDF. The Gaussian distribution was
chosen. The mixture variables {ε} allowed us to assign more than one Gaussian dis-
tribution per state. We effectively modeled the observable variables with a mixture
of Gaussian distribution, so in principle we were not committed to the “Gaussianity”
of the data.
Learning in our model was approached in a maximum likelihood (ML) frame-
work by using the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm. Given an ensemble
of networks where each has a likelihood as in equation (3.5) or (3.6) and each is
supposed to model a set of independent identically distributed data, the parame-
ters can be estimated by deriving the expected log likelihood of the ensemble and
differentiating with respect to each of the parameters in θ,
Lθ = E
{∑
m
log
[
pη∈{h,hc}m
({P}, {Z}, {O}|θ)]} (3.7)
The log likelihood expression consists of a sum of terms where each term involves one
set of parameters from θ. The differentiation therefore consists of a sum of localized
contributions. The ML estimates of the multinomial and Gaussian distributions
were derived based on equation (3.7). We only considered these two distributions
because the DBN parameters fall under one of these two distributions (discrete and
continuous).
3.4.3 Inference and Classification
The evaluation of the ML estimates (inference) was carried out by using the junc-
tion tree algorithm [110]. A junction tree consists of sets of nodes in the graph in
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Figure 3.9: Illustration of triangulation: (a) A single time-slice 3-level hierar-
chical HCDBN with no mixture and observation nodes and (b) the undirected
graph after “moralization”. “Moralization” is achieved by “marrying” parent
nodes sharing the same child and changing the directed arcs to undirected
arcs.
which every vertex is connected to every other vertex (cliques). A junction tree has
the running intersection property, where each unique path between any two nodes
contains the intersection of two nodes.
Before describing the junction tree algorithm, it is important to note that
arbitrary graphs generally need additional transformations before a junction tree
can be assembled from it. However, our proposed model exhibit a graph theoretical
property known as triangulation [110]. Triangulation guarantees that a junction
tree exists for a graph. A graph is triangulated if any cycle in its undirected graph
version contains a chord. In other words, any induced cycles in an undirected graph
have at most three nodes.
We illustrate this in figure 3.9. Figure 3.9(a) shows a 3-level HCDBN without
the mixture and observation nodes. Figure 3.9(b) shows the resulting undirected
graph after “moralization”. “Moralization” can be achieved by joining parent nodes
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(“marriage”) which share the same child and changing the directed lines to undi-
rected lines. Note that the undirected graph has a slightly different structure in
comparison to the original HCDBN, and there is no induced cycle within the undi-
rected graph which has more than three nodes.
The junction tree algorithm was implemented in the following way. Given
a directed graphical model, a junction tree algorithm would determine whether a
junction tree could be derived from the graph. Once the existence results were ob-
tained, the junction tree algorithm would transform the directed graphical model
into an equivalent undirected singly connected tree. Separator nodes were intro-
duced between adjacent cliques containing the intersection of cliques. Once the
junction tree was built, potential functions were assigned to each clique in the tree
by multiplying all the conditional PDFs associated with each node in the tree. For
example,
∏
x∈XP(x |pi(x )) was the potential function of node x, therefore if node x
was assigned to a clique, so would its parents by construction.
The next step of the algorithm was to enter the conditioning evidence into
the structure. Evidence was entered by selecting one clique containing the target
variable, and updating its potential to reflect the observation. Once the evidence
was entered, the final step was to update the potentials of the remaining cliques
until the junction tree was globally consistent. Based on the outlined algorithm,
training was done by iteratively introducing evidence to the model to obtain the
posterior probabilities of variables and adjusting parameters. Here is a summary of
the training algorithm:
1. M DBNs were first synthesized and equivalence classes were established among
the nodes. The parameters of each equivalence class θk were initialized, where
k is the iteration index and k= 0 at initialization. A junction tree was con-
structed for each network, and each observation was entered as evidence into
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a clique containing the observation node.
2. For k= 1, 2, 3, · · ·, the sets of posterior probabilities of the latent nodes were
evaluated given the current parameters and conditioned on the entered evi-
dence needed to evaluate the ML estimates. The log likelihood of each obser-
vation was also computed in this step given the current parameters and the
data set. This enabled the computation of the total log likelihood Lkθ (equation
(3.7)) of the training set.
3. The parameters of the model were updated based on the ML estimates to
obtain θk. If Lkθ−Lk−1θ > ²converge, where ²converge is the convergence threshold,
k←k+1 and go back to step 2. Otherwise, stop.
Given a test sequence, classification was carried out by entering the test sequence as
evidence and evaluating the likelihood. More details about the inputs are detailed
in chapter 4. In this work, we implemented the training algorithm in MATLAB
with the help of the Bayesian Network Toolbox developed by Murphy et al. [111].
3.5 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we presented two new Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN) topologies
for video content analysis. The DBNs were designed to take advantage of the hier-
archical nature of the video structure. Based on the DBN models, two models were
developed for affective video content understanding. These models were based on
the pleasure-arousal-dominance (P-A-D) model of affect representation. The first
model assumes that the P-A-D dimensions were independent of each other, whereas
the second model assumes that they are dependent. We addressed the issue of
network parameters estimation for the two DBNs. Finally, we also described the
method in which the DBN models could be trained.
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Chapter 4
Novel Feature Set for Affective
Video Content Representation
4.1 Introduction
IN this chapter, we will present the features which were used for the training andtesting of our DBN models. Our feature set was made up of an audio and a
visual part. The visual features were computed from the color emotional response,
saliency and tempo information of the video. We decided to develop features in
these domains because of the following reasons:
1. Attention is closely tied to perception. Reisberg et al. [112] discovered that
emotion can have a powerful impact on attention.
2. Mehrabain and Valdez [11] discovered that color hue, saturation, and bright-
ness play a role in emotional reactions. Detenber et al. [113] had also conducted
experiments which investigated the emotional effects of color in brief televi-
sion presentations. Color pictures were found to be more pleasing and exciting
than the monochrome versions of the same images.
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3. Research results presented in [114–116] suggested that the audio and visual
tempo of the video may bear broad relations to the affective video content.
Our audio feature set was made up of the following features: Daubechies
wavelets coefficient histograms (DWCH), Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients
(MFCC), root-mean-square energy (RMSE), tempo histograms and timbral texture
features which include spectral moments (SM), spectral flux (SF), spectral rolloff
(SR) and zero crossing rate (ZCR). These audio features are by no means new in-
ventions by us. We had selected them because of their reported successes in various
previous works of affective content analysis [117–121]. However, these features have
different minimum time scale requirements for meaningful interpretations. To effec-
tively utilize all these features, we used different combinations of features at each
hierarchy level of our DBN models.
This chapter is organized as follows. In section 4.2, we will present our novel
visual features. In section 4.3, the audio features will be presented. Finally, a
chapter summary will be given in section 4.4.
4.2 Computation of Visual Features
In this section, we will present our visual feature set. We developed a number of
new features based on the color emotional response, saliency and tempo information
of the video. We targeted these domains due to their reported relationships with
human emotion experience. Our main objective was to create a compact represen-
tation of the visual content which are as informative as possible in terms of affective
information. Figure 4.1 shows the general computation diagram and the sections in
which they will be presented.
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Figure 4.1: Contents of section 4.2: Computation of Visual Features.
4.2.1 Static Saliency
Motion is one of the primary elements of a video. Video producers often utilize it to
guide the attention of their targeted audience. A video is usually made up of high
and/or low motion scenes. According to Fei Ma et al. [76], these two types of scene
may attract human attention. It is therefore reasonable to model saliency using
two perceptual models: static saliency model (for low motion) and motion saliency
model (for high motion). We shall begin this section by defining the static saliency
map which shows the salient frame regions of low motion activity. We proposed a
new algorithm which extends Itti’s work [122] to generate the static saliency map.
As described in Itti’s framework, the color, intensity and orientation feature maps of
frames k and k+1 were first generated. These feature maps were fed into a “master”
saliency map, and a winner-takes-all competition was employed to select the most
conspicuous image locations as the attended points.
Itti’s framework was developed for static images. To incorporate the low
motion element to the framework, the salience regions of frame k were treated
as objects of interest. These objects were tracked based on their area, centroid
coordinates and color histogram by performing a similarity search in frame k+1
for each object in frame k. A match was declared if an object pair had maximum
similarity. This process is illustrated in figure 4.2. The reasons for this matching
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of matching scheme: each object of interest (salience
region) of frame k is compared with each object of interest of frame k+1.
Circled objects indicate matched objects.
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Figure 4.3: Illustration of matching scheme: Object 4 (salience region 4) of
frame k is potentially a new object of interest. If a similar object is found
in frame k+1, object 4 is a new object of interest. If no match is found, this
object may be too fast for the viewer to realize, and should not be considered.
scheme are as follows. When no match was found in frame k−1 for an object of
interest in frame k, it could mean that a new object of interest had appeared. If no
match was found for this new object of interest in frame k+1, it meant that this
object of interest may be too fast for the viewer to realize, and it should not be
considered when computing the static saliency map for frame k+1. This concept is
illustrated in figure 4.3. For future references, we shall denote SMapk as the static
saliency map of frame k, and I stat and S stat as the brightness and saturation images
of SMapk.
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4.2.2 Motion Saliency
High motion video scenes usually attract a lot of human attention. In such cases,
saliency can be modeled by means of a motion saliency model. Our motion saliency
model was based on motion vector field (MVF). According to Fei Ma et al. [76], if
the MVF is treated as the retina of the eyes, then the motion vectors may also be
treated as the perceptual responses of the optic nerves [76]. It is therefore reasonable
to assume that the MVF has 3 characteristic features: motion intensity, spatial
coherence and temporal coherence. Their computation methods will be described
in the following paragraphs.
The motion intensity of a video frame k was determined by first dividing
the frame into M×N macroblocks. The motion intensity of each macroblock was
computed in the following way,
MotIk(x, y) =
√
(xk − xk+1)2 + (yk − yk+1)2
χ
(4.1)
where MotI k(x,y) is the motion intensity of a macroblock of frame k at position
(x,y), where (x,y) is the center pixel location of each macroblock. (x k, yk) and
(x k+1, yk+1) correspond to the (x,y) coordinates of a macroblock of frame k and
its most similar macroblock in frame k+1. χ is the largest possible motion vector
within the search window and is used for normalization. For the rest of this chapter,
we shall denote MotI k as the motion intensity map of frame k.
The spatial coherence of a video frame k was determined by first dividing the
frame into M×N macroblocks and computing the orientation of motion vector of
each macroblock. The orientation histogram of each macroblock within a v×w spa-
tial window was then determined. Finally, the spatial coherence of each macroblock
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was measured by entropy,
SCohk(x, y) = −
Nbins∑
i=1
(
Hx,y(i)∑Nbins
j=1 Hx,y(j)
)
× logb
(
Hx,y(i)∑Nbins
j=1 Hx,y(j)
)
(4.2)
where SCohk(x,y) is the spatial coherence of a macroblock of frame k at position
(x,y), H x,y(i) is the orientation histogram of the orientations within the spatial
window at (x,y) and N bins is the total number of orientation histogram bins. The
temporal coherence was computed in a similar way. However, a temporal window of
size L was used to determine the orientation histogram instead of a spatial window.
To avoid confusion, the temporal coherence of a macroblock at (x,y) shall be denoted
as TCohk(x,y). We shall also denote SCohk and TCohk as the spatial and temporal
coherence maps of frame k for future references.
We discovered that MotI k became insensitive to variations when motion en-
ergy was low. SCohk was used to improve the low energy sensitivity of MotI k.
SCohk revealed two cues. Firstly, SCohk revealed regions within a moving object
which tend to have consistent orientations. Secondly, SCohk also revealed regions
of unreliable motion information. These regions tend to have disordered motion
orientations and large motion vector magnitudes. TCohk was used to discriminate
object motion from camera motion. Camera motion is often more stable than object
motion over a period of time.
We suppressed the negative effects of MotI k by combining the three charac-
teristic features. The features were combined in the following way,
MMapk =
(
MotIk × TCohk
)× (1−MotIk × SCohk) (4.3)
The (MotI k× TCohk) term suppresses the camera motion from object motion. The
(1−MotI k× SCohk) term increases the motion intensities which have low energies.
We shall denote Imot and Smot as the brightness and saturation images of MMapk.
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Table 4.1: Regression coefficients for brightness and saturation as determi-
nants of pleasure, arousal and dominance. Coefficients were extracted from
[11].
Dependent Variable Brightness Saturation
Pleasure 0.69 0.22
Arousal −0.31 0.60
Dominance −0.76 0.32
4.2.3 Pleasure-Arousal-Dominance Response Maps
Valdez et al. [11] conducted studies to address how emotions are affected by the
brightness and saturation of colors. 250 university students were asked to rate how
they felt when 76 color samples were shown to them. P-A-D scales [3] were used
in their experiments. The average emotional reactions on pleasure, arousal and
dominance for each color sample across all subjects were computed. Using stepwise
multiple regression analysis, the contributions of brightness and saturation (inde-
pendent variables) to the pleasure, arousal and dominance (dependent variables)
emotional states were explored. The regression analysis resulted in the regression
coefficients (β weights) shown in table 4.1. Based on the table, we derived the
following equations,
IPx,y =
(0.69× Ix,y) + (0.22× Sx,y)
0.91
(4.4)
IAx,y =
(−0.31× Ix,y) + (0.60× Sx,y) + 0.31
0.91
(4.5)
IDx,y =
(−0.76× Ix,y) + (0.32× Sx,y) + 0.76
1.08
(4.6)
where I Px,y, I
A
x,y and I
D
x,y are the P-A-D response values at pixel location (x,y) and
I x,y and S x,y are the intensity and saturation pixel values. Equations (4.4), (4.5)
and (4.6) were used to compute the P-A-D information of each pixel based on
its brightness and saturation. The coefficients in the equations were designed to
normalize the values to the range of 0 to 1.
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Figure 4.4: The computation process of Pleasure-Arousal-Dominance response
maps and saliency maps with some frame image examples.
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Figure 4.5: Visual content variations of a test video for 5 shots.
By using the I stat, Imot, S stat and Smot images of the saliency maps, we were
able to compute the P-A-D affective response maps of any frame. The computation
process is summarized in figure 4.4. Sample saliency and P-A-D response maps are
also shown in the figure. Note that in figure 4.4, I Pstat, I
A
stat, I
D
stat, I
P
mot, I
A
mot and
IDmot corresponds to the P-A-D emotional response maps. These maps were derived
from I stat, S stat, Imot and Smot respectively.
4.2.4 Visual Content Variations
A content variation function was used to model the visual variations of a video. It
was computed in the following way,
Cn(i) =
k=i∑
k=f1,n
dk,k+1 (4.7)
where f 1,n and f last,n are the first and last frames of shot n, i= 1 · ··f last,n − 1 and
dk,k+1 is the visual distance between frames k and k+1. In our work, we computed
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the visual distance of each frame pair as the absolute difference between the color
histograms. Our function accumulated the discontinuities of frames along a shot.
Figure 4.5 shows a typical visual content variation plot for 5 shots. Each “triangle”
represents the content variations of each video shot. Within each shot, C n(i) is a
non-decreasing function which has a close-to-linear behavior in shot segments with a
uniform rate of visual content variations. Changes in steepness indicated changes in
the variation rate of the video segment (see label A and B). The steepness function
of C n(i) was used as an indicator of the video’s tempo. We shall denote ∆Cn as the
steepness function of C n(i).
4.2.5 Shot Length Variations
Different directors use different shot length variations to create the desired tempo
[44]. Tempo variations carry important notions of speed and time. Shorter shot
lengths usually means higher tempo. A shot length variation function was used to
model the tempo variations of a video. The function was defined as,
φn = 1− s(n)
ξ
(4.8)
where s(n) is the length of the segment in frames and ξ is a normalizing constant.
4.2.6 Visual Feature Vector Computation
The P-A-D response maps (I Pstat, I
A
stat, I
D
stat, I
P
mot, I
A
mot and I
D
mot) were derived from
the intensity saliency maps (I stat and Imot) and saturation saliency maps (S stat and
Smot) by computing equations (4.4) to (4.6). I stat, I
P
stat, I
A
stat, I
D
stat, Imot, I
P
mot, I
A
mot
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and IDmot were then used to compute these equations,
δ
t∈{P,A,D}
s∈{stat,mot} =
1∑r=R
r=1 Nr
r=R∑
r=1
x=Xr∑
x=1
y=Yr∑
y=1
I t∈{P,A,D}x,y,r (4.9)
²s∈{stat,mot} =
r=R∑
r=1
x=Xr∑
x=1
y=Yr∑
y=1
(1− ζr)
(
Ix,y,r
Nr
)
(4.10)
δ
t∈{P,A,D}
overall = (1− µ)
(
δ
t∈{P,A,D}
stat
)
+ (µ)
(
δ
t∈{P,A,D}
mot
)
(4.11)
²overall = (1− µ)(²stat) + (µ)(²mot) (4.12)
where δ
t∈{P,A,D}
overall is the estimated P or A or D value computed using the I
P
stat, I
A
stat,
IDstat, I
P
mot, I
A
mot and I
D
mot images, ²overall is the attention value computed using the
Imot and I stat images, ζr is the normalized centroid distance of region r from the
frame center, R is the total number of regions, N r is the total number of pixels
of region r and µ is the mean normalized motion intensity of the frame. µ was
obtained by averaging all the motion intensities of the frame over the total number
of macroblocks.
The histograms of δPoverall, δ
A
overall, δ
D
overall, ²overall, ∆Cn and µ of each video
shot n were computed. The content of each video shot was represented as a
statistical-based feature vector which was derived from the histograms of the fea-
tures. Defining αx0 and α
x
1 as the normalized counts of the first and second largest
peak of the histogram, αx2 as
αx1
αx0
, αx3 and α
x
4 as the bin locations of the two peaks and
αx5 as the entropy of the histogram (x is the feature indicator), the 37-dimensional
feature vector was defined as,
fn = [α
δ
t∈{P,A,D}
overall
0:5 , α
²overall
0:5 , α
∆Cn
0:5 , α
µ
0:5, φn] (4.13)
where αx0 and α
x
1 reflects how dominant the two most dominant values of feature x
are in comparison to the rest of the values, αx2 indicates the relative ratio between the
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Table 4.2: The visual features used in each hierarchy level of the HDBNs and
HCDBNs. The numbers in the brackets indicate the feature vector lengths.
Hierarchy Visual Features
Level 1 Equation (4.13) (37)
Level 2 Equation (4.13) (37)
Level 3 Equation (4.13) (37)
Level 4 Equation (4.13) (37)
two most dominant values of feature x, αx3 and α
x
4 indicate the two most dominant
values of feature x and αx5 shows the degree of certainty of feature x.
Table 4.2 summarizes the visual features which were used in each hierarchy
level of our DBN models. Note that the vectors have the same lengths. However,
equation (4.13) was modified in each level to represent video segments of different
time scales. This was achieved by computing the feature histograms for the whole
video segment instead of each shot. For a 4-level DBN model, equation (4.13) was
used to represent the affective content of each shot in hierarchy level 4, whereas in
level 1 equation (4.13) was used to represent the affective content of a video segment
which was made up of 4 shots.
4.3 Computation of Audio Features
In certain video content analysis applications, it is difficult to achieve satisfactory
results if features are only extracted from the visual data of the video. The audio
data of the video can provide additional information about the video content, and
can potentially improve the performance. The frequency spectra of audio signals
are usually not directly used to represent audio signals because it contains too
much information. For the purposes of video content analysis, a more compact
representation is required. The reasons are:
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1. A lot of the information contained in the spectrum is not important.
2. Machine learning algorithms work better with feature vectors of smaller di-
mensionality which are as informative as possible [123].
Selected audio features will be presented in the following subsections due to
their reported successes in previous works of affective content analysis [117–121].
First, we will explain how we selected these features. The selected features will then
be presented in the following order: Daubechies wavelet coefficient histogram (sec-
tion 4.3.2), Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (section 4.3.3), root-mean-square
energy (section 4.3.4), tempo histograms (section 4.3.5) and timbral texture features
which include spectral moments (section 4.3.6), spectral flux (section 4.3.6), spectral
rolloff (section 4.3.6) and zero crossing rate (section 4.3.6). In section 4.3.7, we will
present the different combinations of audio features which we had used in each level
of our DBN models.
4.3.1 How Did We Select the Audio Features?
A number of articles had reported methods for emotion detection in music [117–121].
We decided to provide a literature review of these works because they had provided
us with some insight to the performances of the audio features which were used in
their experiments.
In [117], Feng et al. developed a three layer neural network to detect “hap-
piness”, “sadness”, “fear” and “anger”. The average silence ratio feature was used
in their experiments. This feature was defined as the percentage of sound in a given
period of time. A total of 223 musical pieces were used in their experiments. Two
hundred were used for training and 23 were used for testing. Human subjects were
asked to listen and manually label these videos to obtain the ground truths. De-
tection rates of 86%, 75%, 83% and 25% were achieved for “happiness”, “sadness”,
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“fear” and “anger” respectively.
In [118], the problem of emotion detection in music was presented as a multi-
label classification problem. Specifically, musical pieces can belong to more than
one emotion. Thirteen emotions were targeted. They were “happiness”, “fanciful”,
“graceful”, “leisurely”, “longing”, “depressing”, “spiritual”, “emphatic”, “exciting”,
“frustrated”, “spooky”, “passionate” and “bluesy”. Timbral texture features and
rhythmic content features (beat and tempo detection) were used in their experi-
ments. Their test was performed with 499 musical pieces. Half of the musical pieces
were used for training, and the other half was used for testing. Human subjects
were asked to listen and manually label these videos to obtain the ground truths.
Detection rates of 58.3% to 80.57% were achieved.
In [119], a hierarchical framework and a non hierarchical framework were
proposed for emotion detection in music. In their experiments, timbral texture fea-
tures (spectral centroid, spectral rolloff and spectral flux), root-mean-square energy
and tempo features were used to detect “depression”, “contentment”, “exuberance”
and “anxious”. A total of eight hundred 20 seconds audio clips were used. Seventy
five percent of the audio clips were used for training, and the remaining 25% were
used for testing. Human subjects were asked to listen and manually label these
videos to obtain the ground truths. They managed to achieve a very good perfor-
mance. For their hierarchical framework, detection rates of 94.5%, 76.6%, 85.5% and
88.5% were achieved for “depression”, “contentment”, “exuberance” and “anxious”
respectively. For their non hierarchical framework, detection rates of 94.2%, 75%,
64.7% and 88.3% were achieved for “depression”, “contentment”, “exuberance” and
“anxious” respectively.
In [120], a content-based music similarity search and emotion detection
method was proposed. Li et al. used the DWCH and MFCC features to detect
“cheerful”, “relaxing” and “comforting”. They managed to achieve a fairly high
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degree of precision over a test corpus of 235 musical pieces. Human subjects were
asked to listen and manually label these videos to obtain the ground truths. Detec-
tion rates of 83.3%, 70.4% and 72.4% were achieved for “cheerful”, “relaxing” and
“comforting” respectively.
In [121], Carvalho et al. used the spectral centroid, spectral rolloff, spectral
flux, spectral flatness, zero crossing rate and MFCC features to detect “sadness”
and “happiness”. Two hundred audio clips were used in their experiments. Human
subjects were asked to listen and manually label these videos to obtain the ground
truths. An average detection rate of 86% was achieved.
The audio features were selected based on these reported performances. The
average silence ratio feature did not perform as well as the other features, and thus
it was not used in our experiments. In the following subsections, each of the selected
audio features will be described in more detail.
4.3.2 Daubechies Wavelet Coefficient Histogram
The wavelet transform (WT) is a tool which divides up data into different frequency
components and studies each component with a resolution matched to its scale [124].
WT was developed as an alternative to the short-time fourier transform (STFT, see
section 4.3.6) to overcome problems related to its frequency and time resolution
properties. STFT provides uniform time resolution for all frequencies, whereas the
WT provides high time resolution and low frequency resolution for high frequencies
and low time and high frequency resolution for low frequencies. The discrete wavelet
transform (DWT) is a special case of WT which provides a compact representation
of the signal in time and frequency.
The Daubechies wavelets are a family of orthogonal wavelets defining a dis-
crete wavelet transform which are characterized by a maximal number of vanishing
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moments with some given support [124]. Daubechies wavelet coefficient histogram
(DWCH), developed by Li et al. [120], captures the local and global information of
audio signals simultaneously by computing histograms based on their Daubechies
wavelet coefficients. We computed the DWCH of an audio signal using the following
steps:
1. Given an audio signal, the wavelet decomposition of the signal was obtained
by using a DN wav Daubechies wavelet filter (N wav coefficients and N wav/2
vanishing moments). Wavelet decomposition may be regarded as a projection
of the signal on the set of wavelet basis vectors [124],
bi = (−1)iaNwav−1−i (4.14)
where i is the coefficient index, N wav is the wavelet index (D8 will have N wav =
8), bi is the coefficient of a wavelet sequence and a i is the coefficient of a scaling
sequence.
2. We built a Daubechies wavelet coefficients histogram for each subband. A
wavelet coefficients histogram is the histogram of the wavelet coefficients ob-
tained by convolving the Daubechies wavelet filter with an input signal.
3. We computed the first three moments (mean, variance and skewness) of all
the wavelet coefficients histograms.
4. Finally, we computed the sub-band energy for each sub-band. The sub-band
energy was defined as the mean of the absolute value of the Daubechies wavelet
coefficients.
The 4-dimensional feature vector for each level of decomposition was computed by
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using the following expression,
βj = [µ(Hj), σ
2(Hj), skew(Hj), sben(Hj)] (4.15)
where µ(H i), σ
2(H j), skew(H j) and sben(H j) are the first three moments and sub-
band energy of the histogram H j at j th decomposition level. The DWCH feature
vector was computed using the following expression,
DWCH = [β0, β1, β2, · · ·, βNdec ] (4.16)
where N dec is the total number of decomposition levels. Wavelet-based features
were widely used in information retrieval and data mining [125]. As mentioned in
section 4.3.1, DWCH-based features were used by Li et al. [120] for music emotion
detection, and their reported results were exceptional.
4.3.3 Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients
The cepstrum is defined as the inverse Fourier transform of the log-spectrum [123].
If the log-spectrum is given in a perceptually defined mel-scale, then the cepstra are
called Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC). The mel-scale is an approach to
model the perceived pitch. For example, 1000 mel is defined as the pitch perceived
from a pure sine tone with 40 dB above the hearing threshold level [123]. Mel
frequencies were usually found empirically through experiments which involved a
large number of people [123]. It was shown in [123] that the mel-scale and Hz-scale
is approximately correlated as follows,
mel{f} = 2595× log10
(
1 +
f
700
)
(4.17)
MFCC is a representation of the spectral power envelope which allows mean-
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ingful data reduction. It represents audio based on perception. MFCC-based fea-
tures were used by Li et al. for emotion detection in music [120,121], and they had
shown promising results. According to Pohle [123] and Tzanetakis [126], there were
a number of ways to compute the MFCC coefficients. These computation methods
were generally different in parameter and filterbank settings. Specifically:
1. The frame sizes and amount of frame overlap.
2. The number of mel frequency bands obtained from the power spectrum.
3. The mel-scaled filterbank was sometimes scaled linear in the frequency range
under 1000 Hz, This is because the mel frequencies are approximately linear
in this range.
4. The selection of MFCC values. Usually, the first 8 to 20 coefficients were kept.
Sometimes the zeroth coefficient, which represents the DC offset of the mel
spectrum amplitudes (power information), were discarded.
The classification performance of MFCC-based methods depends on the subsequent
processing stage. The most promising technique is to summarize the MFCC values
of the frames by clustering, and base a classification on the clustered representations.
According to Pohle [123], this technique was tried by different authors with different
parameters, and all of them had shown promising results.
In our work, we had used a typical method of extraction. The input signal
was first converted into overlapping short frames. For each frame, the fast fourier
transform (FFT) was performed. The magnitudes of the spectrum were converted
to log scale to approximate the human auditory system’s response. A mel-scaled fil-
terbank, which consisted of overlapping triangular filters, was then applied, followed
by a discrete cosine transform (DCT) to produce the raw MFCC vector. DCT was
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preferred over inverse fast fourier transform (IFFT) because phase constraints may
be ignored [123,126].
4.3.4 Root Mean Square Energy
The root-mean-square energy (RMSE) is a time-domain measure for the audio signal
energy. RMSE gives a good loudness estimation, is computationally inexpensive and
easy to implement. We computed the RMSE of an audio signal in the following way,
RMSEt =
√√√√ 1
Ns
k=Ns−1∑
k=0
m2[k] (4.18)
where t is the time frame index, m[k ] is the time-domain sample value at position k
of the frame and N s is the total number of samples. The RMSE formula was found
in [123,126].
The RMSE feature had been used to analyze different audio aspects. It had
been used as an indicator of new events for audio segmentation [127], tempo and
beat estimation [128] and music genre classification applications [129] due to its
ability to approximate the time envelope. As mentioned in section 4.3.1, it had also
been used for emotion and mood detection [119] due to its link with perceived audio
intensity.
4.3.5 Tempo Histograms
In the field of new music research, the rate at which beats of a piece of music
occur is referred to as the audio tempo [126]. It is one of the most important
immediately-perceived aspects of music. A typical audio tempo computation model
usually consists of three main blocks: frequency analysis, envelope extraction and
tempo analysis. The main difference in most existing models of audio tempo extrac-
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tion was found to be in the tempo analysis stage.
There were generally two types of audio tempo extraction methods: event-
based [115, 130, 131] and self-similarity methods [114, 126, 132, 133]. In event-based
approaches, multiple beat hypotheses were generated through the computation of
inter-onset-intervals (IOI). IOI was estimated by detecting the presence of rapid
rise in the amplitude envelops [134]. According to Chua et al. [114, 132], the main
disadvantage of this method is that many assumptions have to be made to estimate
the tempo. Moreover, onset detection is still an unsolved problem, and therefore
the detected IOI is usually a rough estimate. The interested reader is referred [134]
for a good tutorial on IOI detection.
In self-similarity approaches, the autocorrelation function (ACF) of the au-
dio signal was analyzed to determine beat periodicity. Figure 4.6 shows two self-
similarity models for audio tempo extraction. Figure 4.6(a) was designed to detect
score tempo. Figure 4.6(b) was designed to detect perceptual tempo. Score tempo
refers to the tempo reflected in the music score for musicians to follow as they
played the music, and perceptual tempo represents the tempo as perceived by the
listener [114, 132]. In the case of score tempo detection [126, 133], the audio signal
was first divided into approximately equal segments. Each audio segment was then
filtered by a number of sub-band filters. The filtered signals were then rectified (ei-
ther full-wave or half-wave), low pass filtered (envelope extraction), down-sampled
and normalized. For each sub-band, the ACF plot of the envelope signal was com-
puted for tempo analysis. The ACF peak which had the shortest time lag and a
peak magnitude which exceeded a predefined threshold was selected as the tempo
of the sub-band. The highest tempo among the sub-bands was finally regarded as
the tempo of the segment.
In the case of perceptual tempo detection [114, 132], some extra processing
steps were performed in the tempo analysis stage. These extra steps were motivated
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Figure 4.6: (a) Audio score tempo computation model and (b) audio percep-
tual tempo computation model.
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by two arguments. Firstly, Chua et al. [114, 132] argued that a listener usually
attempts to find a regular beat pattern. They also argued that when a train of
pulses is sensed by a human, he or she continues to anticipate them even after the
pulses have disappeared into silence. Due to the short term memory of humans, this
anticipation would begin to fade unless the pulses were repeated within a certain
time period. Based on the first argument, the most frequently occurred tempo
among the segment tempos was determined. Based on the second argument, earlier
segments were given higher likelihood weights than later segments. After these two
stages, the overall perceptual tempo was determined by some form of data fusion.
In [114,132], a weighted sum fusion method was used.
The tempo of an audio signal can provide a lot of information about the
content. In the case of music, high tempo may indicate that the music is more
happy than sad, or more angry than fearful. Unfortunately, the time duration of
a video shot might be too short for either of the audio tempo computation models
presented in figure 4.6 to be applicable. We proposed a simplified audio tempo
computation model. This model is depicted in figure 4.7.
The audio signal was first segmented and sub-divided by a number of sub-
band filters. Each shot’s audio segment was filtered by six 4th order elliptic sub-band
filters with 3dB ripple in the pass-band and 40dB rejection in the stop-band. The
first band filter was a low pass filter (LPF) with a cutoff frequency at 200Hz; the next
four band filters were band-pass filters (BPF) with cutoffs at [200Hz 400Hz], [400Hz
800Hz], [800Hz 1600Hz] and [1600Hz 3200Hz] respectively. The last high-pass filter
(HPF) had a cutoff frequency at 3200Hz. The filtered sub-band signals were full-
wave rectified and were then subjected to another LPF for envelope extraction. The
envelope extraction filter was implemented as a single pole LPF with the following
transfer characteristics,
H(ejθ) =
1− α
1− αe−jθ (4.19)
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Figure 4.7: A simplified self-similarity audio tempo model.
where α was set to 0.99. The single pole LPF transfer function was found in [135].
Due to the large periodicity, the envelope signal was down-sampled to reduce
the computation time of the ACF without affecting the performance. Mean removal
was then applied to make the signal centered to zero. The ACF plots of the down
sampled signals were finally computed. The ACF generated peaks at integer multi-
ples of the fundamental period. In most cases these peaks should not be considered
as the fundamental period of any source sound [136]. To solve this problem, the
ACF was further enhanced by using a technique similar to the multi-pitch analysis
model described in [136].
The original ACF curve was first clipped to positive values. It was then
time-expanded by factors of two, three and so on (as far as desired). These new
curves were subtracted from the original ACF. The result of each subtraction was
finally clipped to positive values. Some sample ACF plots are shown in figure 4.8 to
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Figure 4.8: Illustration of ACF plot generation: (a) original ACF plot, (b)
positively clipped original ACF plot (right side only) and (c) enhanced ACF
plot (Please see paragraphs for details on this transformation).
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illustrate this process. The audio tempo was finally determined from the time lag
of the first ACF peak which was closest to time lag 0 (correlation at time lag 0).
Each shot segment’s tempo was determined as the largest tempo among the tempo
of the filtered signals.
The tempo histogram (TH) was generated by using a similar method pro-
posed by Tzanetakis [126]. The first three peaks of the enhanced ACF plot which
were within the range of 40 to 200 beats-per-minute (bpm) were selected and added
to a histogram. This bpm range was selected because it is the appropriate range for
tempo detection [126]. The peak amplitudes were added to the histogram instead of
the count to ensure that peaks with high amplitudes were weighted more strongly
than weaker peaks.
Defining γ0 and γ1 as the amplitudes of the first and second largest peaks of
the histogram divided by the sum of amplitudes, γ2 as the amplitude of the second
largest peak divided by the amplitude of the largest peak, γ3 and γ4 as the tempos of
the first and second largest peaks in bpm and γ5 as the overall sum of the histogram
which indicates the tempo strength, we formulated a 6-dimensional feature vector
to represent the tempo information of the audio segment,
TH = [γ0, γ1, γ2, γ3, γ4, γ5] (4.20)
4.3.6 Timbral Texture Features
Timbral texture features are STFT-based features. STFT can be computed by
first breaking the time-domain audio signal into smaller frame segments and fourier
transforming each small frame. The result is usually added to a matrix, which
records the magnitude and phase for each point in time and frequency. The discrete
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time STFT of a signal m[n] can be expressed as,
STFT
{
m[n]
}
=
n=∞∑
n=−∞
m[n]w[n− k]e−jωn (4.21)
where w [n] is the time frame window. The STFT formula was found in [123, 126].
It can be calculated efficiently by using FFT [135]. The magnitude squared of the
STFT yields M 2t [k ], the spectrogram of the function in time frame t. M t[k ] is mag-
nitude spectrum of the STFT. It represents the energy distribution over frequency
for a segment in time frame t. In the following subsections, we will present the
timbral texture features which were used in our experiments.
Spectral Moments
The spectral moments (SM) of an audio signal were computed by using the following
expressions,
µi,t =
∑k=Nf
k=1
(
f ik ×Mt[k]
)∑k=Nf
k=1 Mt[k]
(4.22)
where t is the time frame index, f ik is the k th frequency to the power of i, M t[k ] is
the magnitude spectrum of the STFT in time frame t and N f is the total number
of samples. The SM formula was found in [123].
µ0,k is the spectral centroid (SC), which is defined as the center of gravity of
the magnitude spectrum of the STFT. Most of the audio signal energy concentrates
around the spectral centroid [123,126]. The SC features had been used as a measure
for sound sharpness or brightness [126], and was usually part of a low level descriptor
set.
The spectral flatness, which quantifies how much tone-like a sound is, was
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computed in the following way,
SFlatt =
−3µ41,t + 6µ1,t × µ2,k − 4µ1,t × µ3,k + µ4,t√
µ2,t − µ21,t
− 3 (4.23)
where µ1,t to µ4,t are the first 4 orders of spectral moments. µ1,t is the spectral
mean, µ2,t is the spectral variance, µ3,t is a measure of the lopsidedness of the
spectral distribution and µ4,t is a measure of whether the spectral distribution is tall
and skinny or short and squat. The spectral flatness formula was found in [123]. As
mentioned in section 4.3.1, the SC and spectral flatness features had been used for
affective audio and video content analysis [118,119,121], and promising results were
reported.
Spectral Flux
The spectral flux (SF) of an audio signal determines the changes of spectral energy
distribution between two successive windows. We computed the SF of an audio
signal in the following way,
SFt =
k=Nf∑
k=1
(
Mt[k]−Mt−1[k]
)2
(4.24)
where t is the time frame index, M t[k ] is the normalized magnitude of the STFT
in time frame t and N f is the total number of samples. M t[k ] and M t−1[k ] are the
normalized frequency distribution at time frames t and t−1. The SF formula was
found in [123].
According to Tzanetakis [126], the SF feature is an important perceptual
attribute in the characterization of musical instrument timbre. As mentioned in
section 4.3.1, the SF feature had been used by Liu et al. [120] and Li et al. [119] to
detect emotion and mood in audio signals, and both reported good results.
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Spectral Rolloff
The spectral rolloff (SR) of an audio signal is defined as the frequency in which
(%×100)% of the STFT distribution is concentrated. It shows how much the signal
energy is concentrated in the lower frequencies. It was computed in the following
way,
SRt = max
{
f |
k=f∑
k=1
Mt[k] < %×
k=Nf∑
k=1
Mt[k]
}
(4.25)
where t is the time frame index, M t[k ] is the normalized STFT magnitude spectrum
in time frame t and N f is the total number of samples. The SR formula was found
in [123, 126]. According to Pohle [123], different % had been used. For example,
Tzanetakis [126] used % = 0.85 and Liu et al. [119] used % = 0.95. However, no
comparisons between these works were found. As mentioned in section 4.3.1, the
SR feature had been used to detect emotions in audio signals [118,119,121].
Zero Crossing Rate
The zero crossing rate (ZCR) of an audio signal indicates the number of times the
signal crosses the zero line. It provides a measure for the weighted average of the
spectral energy distribution. It is a good approximate of the noisiness of the signal.
For example, a heavy metal music which has lots of drums and guitar distortions
would tend to have higher ZCR values than a classical music [126]. We computed
the ZCR of an audio signal in the following way,
ZCRt =
Fs
2Ns
n=Ns∑
n=1
|sgn{mt[n]} − sgn{mt[n− 1]}| (4.26)
where t is the time frame index, F s is the sampling frequency, N s is the total
samples and mt[n] is the audio signal in time frame t. The ZCR formula was found
in [123, 126]. The ZCR feature was frequently used as part of a set of low level
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Table 4.3: The audio features used in each hierarchy level of the HDBNs and
HCDBNs. The numbers in the brackets indicate the feature vector lengths.
Hierarchy Audio Features
Level 1 TH (6), DWCH (12), MFCC (8), RMSE (2), Timbral (10)
Level 2 DWCH (12), MFCC (8), RMSE (2), Timbral (10)
Level 3 DWCH (12), MFCC (8), RMSE (2), Timbral (10)
Level 4 DWCH (12)
descriptors. It had been used to detect the presence of voice in music [123] and
emotions in audio signals [118,119,121].
4.3.7 Audio Feature Vector Computation
Our 12-dimensional DWCH feature set was made up of 4 features extracted from
each of the 3 decomposed wavelet sub-bands. We only used 3 sub-bands because
redundant information would increase if more sub-bands were added [120]. Our 12-
dimensional loudness and timbral texture feature vector was made up of the means
and variances of the root-mean-square energy, spectral centroid, flatness, rolloff, flux
and zero crossing rate. Our 8-dimensional MFCC feature vector was made up of
the means and variances of each of the first 8 MFCCs over 4 audio frames. Our 6-
dimensional tempo feature vector was made up of the features described by equation
(4.20). Our audio feature set had a total feature length of 38.
Each of our audio features required a different minimum duration require-
ment for a meaningful interpretation. For example, the tempo features required a
minimum duration of a number of video shots, whereas MFCC only required frame
sizes of 20 to 40 milliseconds. Different combinations of features were used in each
DBN hierarchy level. These features are summarized in table 4.3.
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4.4 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we presented the features which were used for the testing of our
affective video content analysis models. The features were made up of two parts:
the audio part and the visual part. We developed new visual features which were
computed from the color emotional response, saliency and tempo information of the
video. We specifically targeted these domains because of their close relations with
the affective content of the video. As for the audio features, we selected eight fea-
tures based on their reported successes in various previous works of affective content
analysis. Each audio feature has different minimum duration requirements. To en-
sure that the features were interpreted meaningfully, we used different combinations
of features to represent the video content in each hierarchy level of our DBN models.
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Chapter 5
Video Parsing By Utilizing Visual,
Audio and Affective Level
Information
5.1 Introduction
HIGH level video segmentation is an important task in CBVIR systems asit facilitates efficient video indexing and navigation in large digital video
archives. In this chapter, we offer an entirely new view to the problem of high level
video parsing. We proposed a novel computation method for affective level video
segmentation. Our method performs video segmentation by utilizing the visual,
audio and affective information of the video. For certain video genres such as movies
and soap dramas, affective level video parsing solutions can potentially provide a
more natural segmentation with which viewers can associate with.
Our proposed method had two stages. In the first stage, the models pre-
sented in chapter 3 were used to extract affective information from the video. The
audio, visual and affective information was then used to formulate a feature vec-
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Figure 5.1: An overview of our affective video segmentation method.
tor to represent the content of each video shot. By representing each video shot
as a multidimensional vertex on a weighted undirected graph, we employed a min-
max cut criterion [137] to decompose the weighted undirected graph into subgraphs
(clusters). A second directed graph was then constructed by treating the clusters as
nodes and the transition probabilities among clusters as the arcs. A shortest path
algorithm was finally used to determine the emotional video segments.
This chapter is organized as follows. In section 5.2, an overview of our video
parsing method will be presented. In section 5.3, we will describe the affective
level video decomposition stage of our approach. In section 5.4, the final video
segmentation stage will be described. A chapter summary will be given in section 5.5.
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5.2 Overview of Approach
Figure 5.1 shows an overview of our affective video segmentation method. The input
video was initially subjected to a shot boundary detection stage which partitioned
the input video into shots. Any of the methods reviewed in section 2.3.1 of chapter 2
may be used in this stage. We had adopted the histogram-based approach in this
stage. We had chosen this approach because, as reviewed in chapter 2, they are easy
to implement, have a low number of parameters and produce very good results.
The P-A-D values of the detected video shots may be estimated by one of
the P-A-D estimation models described in chapter 3. The P-A-D values and various
other features (chapter 4) were then used to represent the content of each video
shot. Based on these feature vectors, a complete undirected weighted graph was
constructed to model the similarity behavior of the video shots. In this graph, video
shots were treated as the vertices and their similarities were treated as the weights
of the edges. We employed the min-max cut objective function [137] to partition the
undirected graph into subgraphs. Each subgraph would be considered as a cluster
of similar video shots. These video shots would be similar in terms of their affective,
visual and audio information.
The clusters were then used to construct a directed graph to model the tem-
poral characteristics of the video. In this directed graph, the video clusters were
treated as the nodes and their transition probabilities were treated as the arcs.
Once the directed graph was constructed, video segments were determined by seg-
menting the graph into subgraphs. This was achieved by removing the arcs along
the shortest path between the start node and end node. In this stage, a shortest
path algorithm was employed.
An illustration of the final segmentation process is shown in figure 5.2. In
this example, the shortest path is (C 1, C 2, C 3, C 6, C 9). By removing the edges
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Figure 5.2: A typical directed graph generated from clusters.
between (C 1 and C 2), (C 3 and C 6) and (C 6 and C 9), (C 1), (C 2, C 3, C 4, C 5), (C 6,
C 7, C 8) and (C 9) would be considered as four separate segments.
5.3 Affective Level Video Decomposition
The first stage of our segmentation algorithm was to decompose the input video into
clusters of similar shots. This was achieved by performing spectral clustering to a
set of feature vectors which represented the visual, audio and affective information
of video shots. Each video shot was represented by a 22-dimension feature vector,
fn = [γ
P , γA, γD, α²overall0:5 , α
∆Cn
0:5 , α
µ
0:5, φn] (5.1)
where γP , γA and γD are the estimated P, A and D values of shot n respectively.
α²overall0:5 , α
∆Cn
0:5 , α
µ
0:5 and φn were defined in section 4.2.6 of chapter 4. For convenience,
their definitions will be repeated in the next paragraph .
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αx0 and α
x
1 are the normalized counts of the first and second largest peak of
the histogram, which reflect how dominant the two most dominant value of feature
x are in comparison to the rest of the values. αx2 is
αx1
αx0
, which indicates the relative
ratio between the two most dominant value of feature x. αx3 and α
x
4 are the bin
locations of the two peaks, which indicate the two most dominant value of feature
x. αx5 is the entropy of the histogram, which shows the degree of certainty of feature
x. x is the feature indicator, and the features are the attention value ²overall, the
steepness function of content variation function ∆Cn, the mean normalized motion
intensity µ and the shot length variation function φn.
The video was first represented as a weighted undirected graph G = (ν,ε),
where ν represents the features of video shots described by equation (5.1) and ε
represents the weighted edges that connect the vertices. The weight on each edge
was a function which measured the similarity between shots based on their P-A-D,
visual and audio information. For each pair of nodes (m,n) ∈ ν, the similarity value
was computed in the following way,
Smn = max(0, 1− φ(m,n)
ϕ
)× exp(dmn
2σ2
)
(5.2)
where dmn is the color histogram histogram between node m and n, φ(m,n) is the
distance between m and n in terms of the number of frames, ϕ is the average length
of a video segment and σ is the similarity matrix normalization factor. The simi-
larity between two nodes (shots) was made inversely proportional to their temporal
distance by including the max (0, 1 − φ(m,n)
ϕ
) term into the equation. This was to
ensure that video shots which were too far apart in terms of their temporal distances
were not clustered together.
The problem of affective video decomposition was reformulated into a graph
partitioning problem. The goals were:
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1. To find a partition of the graph such that the edges between different groups
had very low weights.
2. To find a partition of the graph such that the edges within a group had high
weights.
Three objective functions may be used to solve this problem: the ratio-cut [138],
min-max cut [137] and normalized cut [139] objective functions. Given A and B as
subsets of ν, their respective objective functions are given by,
Jrcut(A,B) =
∑
m∈A
∑
n∈B Smn
|A| +
∑
m∈A
∑
n∈B Smn
|B| (5.3)
Jncut(A,B) =
∑
m∈A
∑
n∈B Smn∑
m,n∈A Smn +
∑
m∈A
∑
n∈B Smn
+
∑
m∈A
∑
n∈B Smn∑
m,n∈B Smn +
∑
m∈A
∑
n∈B Smn
(5.4)
Jmmcut(A,B) =
∑
m∈A
∑
n∈B Smn∑
m,n∈A Smn
+
∑
m∈A
∑
n∈B Smn∑
m,n∈B Smn
(5.5)
where |A| and |B | are the sizes of A and B in terms of the number of vertices.
All three objective functions directly implement the first goal. In graph
setting, this means minimizing
∑
m∈A
∑
n∈B Smn. It can be seen that the∑
m∈A
∑
n∈B Smn term is incorporated in each of the objective functions. For the
second goal, the objective functions behave differently. In graph setting, this means
maximizing
∑
m,n∈A Smn and
∑
m,n∈B Smn. In the case of ratio-cut, the objective
is to maximize |A| and |B |, which are not necessarily related to the within group
similarity. This is because the within group similarity depends on the edges instead
of the vertices. In the cases of min-max cut and normalized cut, their denominators
contains
∑
m,n∈A Smn and
∑
m,n∈B Smn. According to Luxburg et al. [140], min-
max cut and normalized cut were often minimized by similar cuts. We employed
a min-max cut criterion to decompose the weighted undirected graph into clusters
to avoid the unnecessary computation of
∑
m∈A
∑
n∈B Smn in the denominator of
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equation 5.4.
It was proven that relaxing the min-max cut objective function lead to a
normalized spectral clustering problem [140]. Denoting S as the weighted adjacency
matrix, the optimal bipartition of G could be determined by solving one of the
following equations [140],
D−
1
2 (D − S)D− 12x = λx (5.6)
D−1(D − S)x = λx (5.7)
where D is a diagonal degree matrix. A diagonal element of matrix D is known as
the degree of node. It was computed in the following way,
Dnn =
∑
n
Smn (5.8)
According to Luxburg et al. [140], the solutions of equations (5.6) or (5.7) may
be determined by the eigenvector corresponding to the second smallest eigenvalue.
This eigenvector was used to bipartition G by using the value 0 as the splitting
point to divide the eigenvectors into two parts. By recursively decomposing G into
two clusters, we were able to decompose the input video based its affective, visual
and audio information. In this work, we decided to use equation (5.7) because the
(D − S ) in equation (5.6) is additionally multiplied with D− 12 , which does not have
any computational advantage [140].
Figure 5.3 shows an illustration of the affective video decomposition process.
Figure 5.3(a) shows the feature points of a test video before decomposition. Fig-
ure 5.3(b) shows the result after spectral clustering. The figure shows that the test
video had 3 clusters. Once the clusters were obtained, a directed graph was con-
structed by making the clusters as the nodes and their transition probabilities as
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Figure 5.3: (a) Feature points of a test video before spectral clustering. (b)
The resulting 3 clusters after spectral clustering.
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the weights of the edges. Video segments were determined by the application of the
shortest path algorithm to the directed graph. This process will be described in the
next section.
5.4 Segmentation by Temporal Graph Analysis
The resulting clusters obtained from the affective video decomposition stage were
made up of temporally adjacent or nonadjacent shots. By adding the time order
information of the video shots into the clusters, a directed graph was constructed
to model the temporal relationship among the clusters. The directed graph was
constructed in the following way:
1. Given a set of clusters, we included the time order of the video shots of each
cluster. For example, if cluster C i was made up of the first 10 shots, the shots
were labeled as {shot(0), · · ·, shot(9)}, where the numbers indicated the time
order.
2. We constructed a directed graph. Each vertex corresponded to a cluster C i,
and each arc corresponded to the transition probability between the connected
clusters. Given the time-ordered clusters, a directed arc was added from a
cluster C i to another cluster C j if shot n and n+1 came from C i and C j
respectively. When this condition was satisfied, we assumed that there was a
transition between C i to C j.
3. The directed graph was modeled by its prior probability P(C i) and the tran-
sition probability P(C i|C j). P(C i) was calculated in the following way,
P (Ci) =
|Ci|
Nshot
(5.9)
where |C i| is the total number of video shots in C i and N shot is the total
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number of shots of all clusters (whole video). P(C i|C j) was calculated in the
following way,
P (Ci|Cj) = ψij|Cj| (5.10)
where |C j| is the total number of shots in C j and ψij is the total number of
temporally adjacent pairs of shots from C i and C j.
Once the directed graph was constructed, video segments were obtained by
analyzing the interconnections among the clusters. After some experimentation, we
discovered that at most only one directed arc would connect two different segments,
and a video segment would have at least one cluster along the shortest path. We
illustrate this fact with a fictional example shown in figure 5.2, and an actual result
from one of our experiments in figure 5.4. Figure 5.4(b) shows that C 1 belonged
to segment 1, and C 2, C 3, C 4 and C 5 belonged to segment 2. The clusters which
are encircled in red indicate the shortest path cluster nodes (C 1, C 2, C 3, · · ·). The
arrows correspond to the transitions between clusters. It can be observed that there
is only one edge linking segment 1 to 2, and there is at least one shortest path node
in each segment.
We detected the segment boundaries by first computing the shortest path
from the cluster which contained the first shot of the video to the cluster that
contained the last shot of the video. We employed the Dijkstra’s algorithm [141] to
find the shortest path. The reader is referred to [141] for more details about this
algorithm.
Segment boundaries were determined by removing edges along the shortest
path based on two rules. For any given shortest path cluster pair C i and C j,
the algorithm would not remove the edge if there was another alternative path
through the non shortest path clusters in which C i may traverse to C j or vice
versa. For example in figure 5.2, the edge between the shortest path cluster C 2
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Figure 5.4: (a) Feature points of another test video before spectral clustering
and temporal graph analysis. (b) Detected event segments. Note that clusters
encircled in red are the shortest path clusters.
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and C 3 would not be removed because the figure shows that there is another path
between these two clusters through C 4 and C 5. This process may be implemented
easily by observing the transition probabilities of each cluster. A shortest path edge
between C i and C j was not removed if another transition probability P(C i|C k)6= 0
given P(C i|C j)6= 0, where j 6=k. All other shortest path edges were removed, with
the exception of those that satisfied the first condition. Similarly, this process may
be implemented easily by observing the transition probabilities between clusters. If
there was a segment boundary between C i and C j, there would only be one directed
arc connecting them, and the transition probability would be P(C i|C j)= 1|Cj | . Edges
with P(C i|C j)> 1|Cj | were not removed.
In figure 5.2, the edges between (C 1 and C 2), (C 3 and C 6) and (C 6 and C 9)
would be removed. The edge between (C 2 and C 3) would not be removed. (C 1),
(C 2, C 3, C 4, C 5), (C 6, C 7, C 8) and (C 9) would be considered as four segments.
5.5 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we presented a novel approach for affective level video segmentation.
Our proposed method had two stages. The first stage was used to extract affective
level information from the video. The affective level data would then be used in the
second stage to detect video segments by means of a directed temporal graph. The
temporal graph was constructed by first decomposing the video into semantically
similar clusters. These clusters were then used to form the nodes of the temporal
graph. The clusters were joined by edges which reflected their temporal continuity.
The weights of the edges were computed as the transition probabilities of the con-
nected clusters. Finally, these transition probabilities and a shortest path algorithm
were used to detect the video segments.
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Chapter 6
Accelerating the Time Adaptive
Clustering Algorithm
6.1 Introduction
THE time adaptive clustering (TAC) algorithm was found to be the best highlevel video parsing method [2]. The TAC algorithm was used as one of the
benchmarks for our affective level video parsing method. However, it has very high
computational costs. We accelerated the computation speed by taking advantage of
the parallelism of a field programmable gate array (FPGA) device. In this chapter,
we will present our proposed design. Despite the availability of larger FPGAs, we
decided to use a smaller Xilinx Virtex-II xc2v3000 FPGA device on board a RC203E
board [142] for the implementation because our objective was a proof of concept.
This chapter’s contributions include:
1. We developed a modified TAC (modTAC) algorithm which was designed to
be mapped easily onto a FPGA device.
2. Our initial design had resulted in a computation speed up, but at the price
of a slight segmentation performance degradation. We developed a novel shot
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distance function to eliminate this slight segmentation performance degrada-
tion.
3. We developed a FPGA-based architecture for computing the modTAC algo-
rithm.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In section 6.2, the modTAC algorithm
will be presented. In section 6.3, the shot comparison function formulation will be
presented. In section 6.4, the hardware architecture for computing the modTAC
algorithm will be presented. Finally in section 6.6, a chapter summary will be
given.
6.2 The modTAC Algorithm
Despite the good performance, the TAC algorithm has very high computational cost.
In order to take advantage of the parallelism of FPGA devices, a video shot sequence
may be partitioned into subsets and processed in parallel. However, the clustering
result of each iteration is very dependent on the existing clustered structure. A
brute force partition and process method will greatly degrade the final segmentation
output. This is because the TAC algorithm treats each partition block as a separate
video. We shall illustrate this fact with the following experimental results. In the
first experiment, a test video was subjected to a TAC algorithm. Figure 6.1(a)
shows part of the output result of this experiment. In the second experiment, the
same video was partitioned into blocks of 35 shots. Each partition block was then
subjected to a TAC algorithm in parallel. Figure 6.1(b) shows part of the output
result of the second experiment. The figures show that two extra segments (SSeg(6)
and SSeg(7)) and three extra video groups (G13, G14 and G15) were detected in
the second experiment. The figures also show that performance degradation only
occurred near the partition boundaries.
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SSeg(0) G0 Shot 0
SSeg(1) G1 Shot 1,3,5
G2 Shot 2,4,6
SSeg(2) G3 Shot 7,10
G4 Shot 8
G5 Shot 9,11
SSeg(3) G6 Shot 13
G7 Shot 14,15
SSeg(4) G8 Shot 16
SSeg(5) G9 Shot 17,19
G10 Shot 18,20,21,22,24,25,26,27,28,30
G11 Shot 23
G12 Shot 29
SSeg(6) G13 Shot 31,36,38,40,42,44,46
G14 Shot 32,34,37
G15 Shot 33,35,39
G16 Shot 41,43,45,47
SSeg(1) G1 Shot 1,3,5
G2 Shot 2,4,6
SSeg(2) G3 Shot 7,10
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SSeg(4) G8 Shot 16
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SSeg(6) G13 Shot 31
SSeg(7) G14 Shot 32,34
G15 Shot 33
SSeg(0) G0 Shot 0
False Positive 
False Positive 
False Positive 
(b)
(a)
Figure 6.1: Output semantic segment structures when the TAC algorithm is
applied to (a) a test video and (b) each of the 35 shots partition block of the
same test video.
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Our challenge was to design a suitable combiner that would remove this
degradation. We developed the modTAC algorithm, which is depicted in figure 6.2.
The main feature of our algorithm was the combining method, which was designed
by taking advantage the nature of the TAC algorithm. Specifically, since the perfor-
mance degradation only occurred near the partition boundaries, the output results
of two partition video blocks were combined efficiently by performing similarity
comparisons between the last segment of the first video partition block and the
first segment of the second video partition block. The modTAC algorithm will be
described in the following paragraphs.
Given an input video, shot boundaries were first located. The resulting video
shot sequence was then partitioned into subsets of approximately equal number of
shots. The video shots of each subset shall be denoted as {shot 0,1,2,· · ·,N shots}.
Since each subset would be clustered into video groups and segments, we shall denote
{group 0,1,2,···,N gps} as the video groups of each subset and {segment 0,1,2,···,N ep}
as the video segments of each subset. N gps and N ep are the total number of groups
and segments at each iteration respectively. Finally, we shall label the clustering
result of each subset as {ST 0,ST 1,···,STNsubset}, with N subset as the total number of
subsets.
For each subset, shot 0 was first initialized as a member of video group 0
and segment 0 at iteration 0. At each iteration n, shot n was compared with the
latest members of groups by computing their similarity values using a shot distance
function. Only the latest group members were used for comparisons because their
temporal distances were the closest (highest similarities) to shot n.
Shot n would be assigned to a group if the similarity value was found to be
the highest and it exceeded a threshold. If no such group was found, a new group
N gps+1 would be created and shot n would be placed in this newly created group.
To determine whether group N gps+1 belonged to any of the existing segments, the
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Figure 6.2: (a) The modTAC algorithm architecture (b) and the clustering
process data flow.
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average of the similarity values between shot n and the latest members of all the
groups of each segment were computed. These average values were treated as the
similarity values between group N gps+1 and the segments. The similarity values
between shot n and the groups were already computed during the group comparison
stage (step 2) and were reused at this stage to avoid unnecessary computations.
Group N gps+1 would be assigned to a segment if the similarity value was found to
be the highest and it exceeded a second threshold. If no such segment was found,
a new segment N ep+1 would be created and group N gps+1 would be placed in this
new segment.
Once the clustering was completed for all the subsets, similarity comparisons
were performed between the first and last segment of each pair of subsets. To
combine the segment structures, the similarity comparisons were performed between
the latest shot members of all the groups of the last segment of ST i and the first
group members of all the groups in first segment of ST i+1. Logically, we assumed
that shots of the same group should also belong to the same segment. Therefore, the
segment structure of ST i+1 was updated once a sufficiently similar shot was located.
The video group combining process was similar to the segment case. However,
it was slightly more complicated because shots of different video groups may also
belong to the same segment. Denoting GSTi as the memory location which was used
to store the group structural information of ST i, GSTi+1 was updated by first adding
the difference of the structural information contents of GSTi and GSTi+1 to GSTi+1
at the locations where group pairs may be combined (similar groups). Once this
was done, we added the maximum value of GSTi to the rest of the GSTi+1 locations
(the largest group number in the last segment of GSTi). The addressing process
of the combining stage is illustrated in figure 6.3. Each address location of GSTi
and SSegSTi represents the shot number n. The contents of GSTi and SSegSTi show
the video group and segment that the shot belonged to. For example in figure 6.3,
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2424 262522 21212321
last group structure of ST0 stored in GST0
88 888 8888
last segment structure of ST0 stored in SSegST0
27 272424
1st segment structure of ST1 stored in SSegST1
1st group structure of ST1 stored in GST1
8 888
After Combining Process
74 851 6320address locations
74 851 6320address locations
1 320address locations
1 320address locations
address contents
address contents
address contents
address contents
2424 262522 21212321
last group structure of ST0 stored in GST0
88 888 8888
last segment structure of ST0 stored in SSegST0
1 100
1st segment structure of ST1 stored in SSegST1
1st group structure of ST1 stored in GST1
0 000
Before Combining Process
74 851 6320
address contents
address locations
74 851 6320address locations
1 320address locations
1 320address locations
address contents
address contents
address contents
Figure 6.3: Illustration of the modTAC combining process.
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address 0 of GST1 and SSegST1 shows that shot 0 belonged to group 0 and segment
0.
We shall first describe the segment combining process. In this example, group
0 of ST 1 was found to be similar to group 24 of ST 0. Since group 24 of ST 0 was
assigned to SSeg(8) of ST 0 and group 0 of ST 1 was assigned to SSeg(8) of ST 1, the
contents at the locations of shot 0 and shot 2 of SSegST1 were updated by adding
their content difference (8−0). In addition, group 1 of ST 1 was also assigned to
SSeg(0) of ST 1. Therefore, the contents at the locations of shot 1 and shot 3 of
SSegST1 were also updated by adding their content difference.
Using the same example, we shall now describe the video group combining
process. Figure 6.3 shows that Shot 0 and 1 (address locations 0 and 1) were the first
members of group 0 and 1 of the first segment of ST 1. These shots were compared
with last members (address locations 0, 1, 6, 7 and 8) of groups 21 to 26 of the
last segment of ST 0. In this example, group 0 of ST 1 was found to be similar to
group 24 of ST 0. The contents of address locations 0 and 2 were updated by adding
the content difference (24−0). The remaining contents of the ST 1 address locations
were updated by adding the largest value in GST0 (26).
6.3 The Shot Distance Function Formulation
We experimented with the modTAC algorithm using the original shot distance func-
tion proposed in [29], and we discovered that the segmentation performance was still
slightly worse than the original TAC algorithm. The combining stage of the mod-
TAC algorithm depended on how well the shot comparisons were performed. To
remove the degradation, we developed a new shot distance function. Our shot dis-
tance function was designed based on the concept of “film grammar”.
Arijon et al. [44] introduced the concept of film grammar. If one takes the
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analogy of video as a meaningful text similar to a written text, just as understanding
English grammar is crucial to understanding an English text, an understanding of
film grammar is important to understanding video [44]. Film grammar has the po-
tential to elucidate the obscure relationships that exist between the many cinematic
techniques employed by a director and their semantic interpretation by a viewer.
According to Arijon et al., tempo is an important expressive element that forms
part of film grammar.
Our shot distance function was designed to computationally determine the
expressive elements of videos conveyed by the manipulation of editing, camera move-
ments etc., for high level video understanding. Our shot distance function performed
shot comparisons by using three component functions: the visual, activity and tempo
distance functions. Denoting Sim1(m,n), Sim2(m,n) and Sim3(m,n) as the visual,
activity and tempo distance functions respectively, our shot distance function was
defined as,
SSim(m,n) =
i=3∑
i=1
(
σi∑j=2
j=1 σj
)(
Simi(m,n)− µi
σi
)
(6.1)
where σi and µi are the standard deviation and mean of Sim i(m,n) respectively.
The formulations of Sim1(m,n), Sim2(m,n) and Sim3(m,n) will be detailed in the
following sections.
In order to ensure that equation 6.1 is a metric, we performed the following
metric test. From our feature data set, we select sets of three points. For each set
of three, we calculated equation 6.1 between the three points. We then produce
figure 6.4. According to figure 6.4, 13 out of 340 sample points fail the test ( 96%
pass the test). We can therefore safely assume that equation 6.1 is approximately a
metric.
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Figure 6.4: Metric test for equation 6.1. This test is to ensure that equation 6.1
satisfies the metric property: Sim(A,B) is less than or equal to Sim(A,C ) +
Sim(C,B). Out of 340 points, only 13 points fail the test ( 96%).
6.3.1 Visual Distance Function Sim1(m,n)
Each shot n was represented by the first and last frame of the video shot as
keyframes, denoted as f 1,n and f last,n respectively. Note that although there are
other more sophisticated keyframe extraction methods, most of them have very high
computational costs, and using them might not provide tremendous improvements
to the overall performance [2].
The visual distance between shot m and n was determined by comput-
ing the four visual differences between the keyframe pairs (f 1,m,f 1,n), (f 1,m,f last,n),
(f last,m,f 1,n) and (f last,m,f last,n). These differences were computed in the following
way,
v(m,n) = max(0, 1− φ(m,n)
ϕ
)× (1− da,b) (6.2)
where φ(m,n) is the temporal distance between shot m and n, ϕ is the average length
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of a video segment and da,b is the visual distance between frames a and b, which
was computed using a distance measure such as the difference in color histograms.
The largest of the four visual differences was treated as the visual distance between
shot m and n. We shall denote this distance as Sim1(m,n).
6.3.2 Activity Distance Function Sim2(m,n)
Our activity measure provided a means of measuring a video’s pace. It was computed
in the following way,
a(n) =
1
Nn − 1
k=Nn−1∑
k=1
dk,k+1 (6.3)
Sim2(m,n) = max(0, 1− φ(m,n)
ϕ
)× |a(m)− a(n)| (6.4)
where N n is the total number frames in shot n and dk,k+1 is the difference in visual
content (color histogram) between frames k and k+1.
6.3.3 Tempo Distance Function Sim3(m,n)
Adams et al. [116] showed that an understanding of film grammar is essential to
understanding video. Our tempo distance function was made up of three compo-
nents: saliency, visual tempo and audio tempo. The components were combined in
the following way,
q(n) = w(n)×
i=3∑
i=1
ti(n) (6.5)
Sim3(m,n) = max(0, 1− φ(m,n)
ϕ
)× |q(m)− q(n)| (6.6)
where t1(n), t2(n) and t3(n) are the visual and audio tempo component functions
and w(n) is a attention weight function which was used to reduce the importance of
shot n when the attention was low, even when the shot was considered as exciting
by the tempo. The formulations of w(n), t1(n), t2(n) and t3(n) will be detailed in
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the following paragraphs.
According to Arijon et al. [44], film makers usually place “film punctuation”
in entering or exiting video scenes in order to deliver extra meaning to viewers.
These punctuations are the separations between video sequences. A director can
therefore create the desired tempo of a video by editing the lengths of video shots
and adjusting the level of motion activity. t1(n) and t2(n) were the shot length
variation and motion activity functions. They were used to model the visual tempo
of the video. They were computed in the following way,
t1(n) =
median(s)− s(n)
σs
(6.7)
t2(n) =
m(n)− µm
σm
(6.8)
where m(n) is the average motion vector magnitude of shot n, s(n) is the shot length
of shot n in frames, median(s) and σs are the median and standard deviation of all
the shot lengths of the video and µm and σm are the mean and standard deviation
of all the average motion vector magnitudes of the video.
t3(n) was used to model the audio tempo of the video. Audio tempo is defined
as the rate at which the beat of its background music occurs. We modeled the audio
tempo variations in the following way,
t3(n) =
b(n)−median(b)
σb
(6.9)
where b(n) is the audio tempo of shot n in beats-per-minute (bpm) and median(b)
and σb are the median and standard deviation of all the audio tempos of the video.
The audio tempo extraction process described in section 4.3.5 of chapter 4 was used
to compute b(n).
Motion is often utilized to guide attention. w(n) was computed by analyzing
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the motion activity. The motion algorithm described in section 4.2.2 of chapter 4
was used to generate the motion attention map. The total area of the attended
regions were then calculated and normalized to produce w(n).
Why do we need a attention weight function? We shall use the following case
study to explain its purpose. Consider an experiment where a number of people
were invited to view a video sequence. After the show, the viewers were asked to
comment whether the sequence was exciting. Let’s say only 20% of the viewers
found the sequence exciting, whereas the remaining 80% did not. According to the
votes, the sequence should be considered as not exciting. When the majority voters
were later asked to give reasons for their decision, some said that the pace of the
video was very slow. The others said that the overall color of the video was quite
gloomy, and the accompanying background music made them sleepy. What about
those viewers that voted the video to be exciting? Let’s say the video sequence did
contain a number of sequences that describe certain exciting events, but they were
not spotted by most of the viewers. Had the majority voters made a wrong decision?
This case study illustrates the fact that attention information should affect
the outcome of an affective video content analysis. We included the attention weight
function to reduce the importance of a video sequence when the attention was low.
6.4 The modTAC Architecture
In this section, we will present the implementation details of the modTAC algo-
rithm. The design was mapped onto a Xilinx Virtex-II xc2v3000 FPGA device on
board a RC203E board [142] using the Handel-C language. The design had three
fundamental blocks. The first block was used to generate similarity values for the
clustering process. The second block was used to perform the clustering process.
The third block was used to combine all the clustering results of each subset. The
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Figure 6.5: The architecture of block 1.
description of each block will be presented in the following subsections.
6.4.1 The Block 1 Architecture
Figure 6.5 shows the architecture of block 1. During the visible scan period, each
pixel was first subjected to a color space conversion. FIFO 0 and FIFO 1 were used
to store the histogram values which were used to compute the visual distance of
each frame. These distances were computed by the CSim ij/ASim ij Calculator and
accumulated in the register act acc. FIFO 2 to FIFO 5 were made up of random
access memories (RAMs). They were used to store histogram values of keyframes for
the past LLSU ave shots. This process was controlled by Controller B0, which was
made up of a set of counters that were used to generate addresses and read/write
status to the RAMs.
During the non-visible scan period, Controller B0 would check whether the
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frame count was at a shot boundary location. Shot boundary indices were stored
in cut index 1 and cut index 2. If the test was true, the value stored in act acc
would be divided by the difference between the values read from cut index 1 and
cut index 2 (total frame count in the shot). The result reflected the activity measure
of the shot, and it would be stored in act i mat.
The CSim ij/ASim ij Calculator read histogram and activity values from the
FIFOs and act i mat to compute the similarities between the current shot and the
past LLSU ave shots. The CSim ij/ASim ij Calculator had LLSU ave+1 calculator
blocks that ran in parallel. Each calculator block was capable of computing distances
between a shot pair. TX and SX were the activity and visual similarities computed
by the CSim ij/ASim ij Calculator. Controller B0 would ensure that TX and SX
were written to correct storage locations in block 2. Block 2 will be described in the
next section.
6.4.2 The Block 2 Architecture
Block 2 was made up of parallel clustering blocks, as depicted in figure 6.6(a).
Figure 6.6(b) shows the basic structure of a clustering block. Each clustering block
was able to perform clustering to a subset of the video shot sequence. The similarity
values stored in shotActSim store and shotColorSim store were used to estimate the
mean and standard deviation of the similarity values. These values were also reused
in findGroupSim, findSceneSim, UpdateStructure and findSCGpEnt to perform the
clustering. Controller B1 were used to generate addresses and control signals to
control the overall operation.
The general operation can be summarized as follows. For each shot, Con-
troller B1 would instruct findGroupSim to compute the similarities between the shot
and the existing groups. The highest value was then tested to see if it had exceeded
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a predefined value. If the test was true, UpdateStructure would update the group
and segment structural information stored in Group mat and Scene mat. If the test
was false, various counters in Controller B1 would be updated and findSceneSim
would be instructed to compute the similarities between the shot and the existing
segments. This value would then be compared with a second predefined value, and
Group mat and Scene mat would be updated by UpdateStructure accordingly de-
pending on the test results. Once the clustering was completed, findSCGpEnt and
findminmaxGp would generate control signals (mG X, mM X, sG X and sM X ).
These signals were used in block 3 for addressing. Block 3 will be described in the
next section.
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6.4.3 The Block 3 Architecture
Block 3 is depicted in figure 6.7(a). Each combiner block was capable of combining a
pair of subset structures in parallel. For example, given {ST 0,ST 1,ST 2,ST 3}, Com-
biner Block 00 and Combiner Block 01 would combine {ST 0,ST 1} and {ST 2,ST 3}
respectively in the first time step. In the next time step, Combiner Block 00 would
combine {ST 1,ST 2}. In the next paragraph, we will present an example to demon-
strate the combining operation.
Let’s say Combiner Block 00 was attempting to combine {ST0,ST1}. Clus-
tering Block 00 and 01 would generate the signals (mG 0, mM 0, sG 0, sM 0) and
(mG 1, mM 1, sG 1, sM 1). These signals would be used by ST0GpCt to ensure
that the correct similarity values were read by findGroupSim and findSceneSim.
The similarity values were then used to compute the group and segment distances.
These distances would then be sent to ScUpp to generate the updated structure
data. To update the structural data of Clustering Block 01, control signals were
also generated to point to the right addresses of the Group mat and Scene mat of
Clustering Block 01.
6.4.4 The Architecture for Computing q(n)
Figure 6.8 shows the general block diagram of the q(n) computation system. The
audio tempo was computed in software. The computationally intensive parts were
mapped onto a Xilinx Virtex-II xc2v3000 FPGA device on board a RC203E board
[142] using the Handel-C language. The hardware part was made up of three blocks:
the visual tempo, motion saliency and combiner blocks. The design will be described
in the following paragraphs.
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Visual Tempo Block
Figure 6.8 shows that the visual tempo block was made up of the montage block
and motion component block. Figure 6.9 shows the architectures of these component
blocks. The montage block was used to compute the shot length variation function
t1(n) (equation (6.7)). Controller V 1 was made up of counters which were used to
generate the correct addresses for RAMs cut index 1 and cut index 2. Shot bound-
ary indices were stored in these RAMs, and they were used to compute s(n), the
shot length of each shot n. The shot lengths were then stored in shot length store.
They were sorted and processed by sort and median to obtain median(s), the me-
dian of the shot lengths . Standard Deviation was used to compute σs, the standard
deviation of the shot lengths. s(n), median(s) and σs were finally used to compute
t1(n).
The motion block was used to compute the motion component function t2(n)
(equation (6.8)). During the initialization stage, the pixel values of frames k and
k+1 were loaded into RAMs frame k and frame kp1. The pixels were first converted
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Figure 6.9: (a) The architecture of the montage block. (b) The architecture
of the motion component block.
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to grey intensity values Pix k and Pix kp1 by GreyScale. Register arrays PattAk,
PattBk, PattCk, PattDk were used to store the selected Pix k of a macroblock of
frame k. BlkXcoord and BlkYcoord were counters which were used to keep track of
the coordinates (x,y) of frame k+1 while performing the search. BlkXcoord, BlkY-
coord and Controller V 2 would decide which Pix kp1 would be stored in register
arrays PattAkp1, PattBkp1, PattCkp1, PattDkp1.
The contents of PattAk, PattBk, PattCk, PattDk and PattAkp1, PattBkp1,
PattCkp1, PattDkp1 were used to compute the Sum-of-Absolute-Difference (SAD)
of each pattern. Registers RgA, RgB, RgC, RgD were updated with the minimum
SAD values. If an update had occurred, control signals Aadd, Badd, C add and Dadd
were generated to update registers X A, X B, X C, X D and Y A, Y B, Y C, Y D
with the values of BlkXcoord and BlkYcoord. Once all macroblocks of frame k+1
were searched, the minimum SAD values of RgA, RgB, RgC, RgD were determined.
SELECT X and SELECT Y would then select the corresponding (x,y) coordinates
from X A, X B, X C, X D and Y A, Y B, Y C, Y D to address ROM ROM MV.
ROM MV was used to store the motion vector magnitudes of all the combinations
of (x,y).
MV x,y, the motion vector magnitude of each (x,y) location, was accumulated
in RgE and averaged over the total number of macroblocks (NMB) to obtain the
average motion intensity of frame k. The division was performed using bit shifters
and adders. For a frame size of 240×240 and macroblock size of 8×8 (NMB = 900),
the division may be computed as (MV x,y << 4+MV x,y << 1)>> 14, where <<
and >> are left and right bit shift operators respectively. Once a shot boundary
was reached, the motion intensity would be averaged by s(n), which was obtained
from the montage block, to generate t2(n).
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Figure 6.10: The address flow chart of Addr.
Motion Saliency Block
Figure 6.8 shows that the motion saliency block was made up of the spatial coherence
block and temporal coherence block. Figures 6.11(a) and (b) show the architectures
of these component blocks. The spatial coherence block was used to compute SCohk,
the spatial coherence of frame k. Xcoord and Ycoord, which were obtained from the
motion estimation block, were used as addresses to read data from ROM atan val.
The phase values of all the (x,y) combinations were stored in atan val. The phase
values were used to generate the spatial phase histogram. An array of bin counters
was used to generate the histogram. The spatial coherence was computed by en-
tropy. Entropy calculations require base-2 logarithm operations. These operations
were implemented using bit shifters, adders and look-up tables (LUT) with 5-bits
addresses. Figure 6.10 illustrates the flow chart of the address generation. Dur-
ing this phase, the pixels of the next frame was loaded to either RAMs frame k or
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Figure 6.11: (a) The architecture of the spatial coherence block. (b) The
architecture of the temporal coherence block. (c) The architecture of the
combining block.
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frame kp1 (see motion block).
The temporal coherence block was used to compute TCohk, the temporal
coherence of frame k. To compute TCohk, the phase data of frames k−[(L−1)/2] to
k+[(L−1)/2] was required. In our current implementation, a temporal window size
of L=11 was used. FIFOs FIFO Phase0 to FIFO Phase10 were used to store these
phase data. Counter PL Ctr was used to ensure that the correct phase data was
stored in the correct FIFO. TCohk was computed by entropy. Similar to SCohk,
entropy calculations require base-2 logarithm operations, and they were implemented
using bit shifters, adders and LUT.
Combiner Block
Figure 6.11(c) shows the combiner block, which was used to compute the saliency
weight function q(n). Controller F1 was used to ensure that the correct data was
read from FIFO SpatC and FIFO MotI. These data was used to compute Bval(k),
the motion saliency image. Binarize was used to convert Bval(k) into a binary image
by discriminant analysis. We assumed that a viewer can only pay attention to a
limited number of regions. The area of 3 largest binary 1 regions were calculated and
normalized by findArea to generate w(n). Combiner would finally combine t1(n),
t2(n), t3(n) and w(n) to generate q(n).
6.5 The Performance of the modTAC Algorithm
In this section, the performance results of the modTAC implementation will be
presented. We evaluated the implementation based on the segmentation, speed and
area performances.
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6.5.1 Segmentation Performance
The objective of our first experiment was to find out the degradation that the
modTAC algorithm had in comparison to the TAC algorithm. This experiment was
crucial because the modTAC implementation was also used as a benchmark for our
affective level video parsing method, and we wanted to ensure that the improvements
achieved by our method were not compromised.
We shall begin this section with a small discussion about the evaluation
of segmentation performance. The evaluation function developed by Vendrig et
al. [2] was a powerful criterion which allowed the comparison of different segmenta-
tion techniques. However, the number of false positives and negatives were not of
great importance in their criteria. Since our implementation performed clustering
to smaller video subsets, false positives and negatives might be introduced. In our
case, the number of false positives and negatives had became an important issue
and their criterion could not be used in our experiments.
We had developed a new evaluation function. It was defined as,
g =
(
1− F+ + F−
ς
)
× 100% (6.10)
where F+ and F− are the number of false positives and false negatives respectively
and ς is the total number of shots (worst case segmentation where every shot is a
emotional segment). Higher g corresponds to a better performance.
The evaluation was performed by first evaluating the software version of the
TAC algorithm using 13 videos as test data. The evaluation was repeated for the
proposed design for different number precisions. Figures 6.12(a) and (b) show the
degradation curves of two test videos. The average degradation curve is depicted
in figure 6.12(c). The curves show that the degradation increased exponentially
as the subset size decreased. This was a result of the partitioning of the video.
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Figure 6.12: (a) and (b) are evaluation curves for 2 test videos and (c) is the
average g degradation curve of the modTAC algorithm for 13 test videos.
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Table 6.1: The g values achieved by the TAC algorithm and the modTAC
algorithm using two different shot distance functions.
Origin of Videos TAC modTAC, Eq.(6.1) modTAC, Eq. from [29]
Star Trek Enterprise 88% 86% 71%
Star Trek Enterprise 96% 96% 86%
Star Trek Enterprise 80% 79% 67%
Frasier 89% 89% 75%
Frasier 97% 97% 82%
Naked Chef 71% 69% 58%
Demon Eyes Kyo 87% 86% 72%
A smaller subset size had resulted in a greater loss in content coherence. The
curves also show that as the subset size approached the average segment length
('10 shots), the performance started to drop sharply. The probability of a single
segment being partitioned into two or more subsets was higher, which resulted in
more false positives being introduced during the combining process. The curve shows
that a ≤10% degradation was introduced when a video subset size of ≥20 shots and
wordlengths of ≥8-bits were used.
To improve the segmentation performance of our modTAC implementation,
we developed a new shot distance function based on the function q(n). Table 6.1
summarizes the g values of 7 videos achieved by the modTAC algorithm using two
different shot distance functions: the original function proposed in [29] and equa-
tion 6.1. In this experiment, videos of 240×240 frame sizes were used, and video
subset sizes of 20 shots and wordlengths of 8-bits were used.
The table shows that an average improvement of 13% was achieved when
equation 6.1 was used. To ensure that this improvement was sufficient to remove
the degradation, we compared the segmentation performances of the new modTAC
implementation with the original TAC algorithm. The g values are summarized
in table 6.1. The results show that the TAC and modTAC algorithms had similar
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segmentation performances. Their performance difference was approximately 1%.
In section 7.4 of chapter 7, we will present more results to prove this fact.
6.5.2 Speed and Area Performances
The objective of this experiment was to determine the differences in the area and
speed performances of the modTAC implementation for the following two cases:
1. The modTAC algorithm which used the original shot distance function pro-
posed in [29].
2. The modTAC algorithm which used equation 6.1 as the shot distance function.
We implemented 10 clustering blocks and 5 combiner blocks for each case, and
each clustering block were able to process 20 shots. The wordlength was 8-bits for
each case. We selected this configuration based on the findings in section 6.5.1.
Both cases were mapped onto a Xilinx Virtex-II xc2v3000 FPGA device on board
a RC203E board [142] using the Handel-C language. A bigger FPGA was not used
because this experiment was a proof of concept, and a larger FPGA was not needed
to achieve this objective. The test video used in both cases was a 35000 frames video
with frame sizes of 640×480. The segmentation performances of both cases were
pitted against the original TAC algorithm, which was implemented in MATLAB on
a Pentium 4 work station (3.4 GHz, 1 GB RAM). 118 minutes and 41 seconds were
required for the original TAC algorithm to process the test video. The throughput
rate was approximately 0.05 shots per second.
Case 1 required approximately 4 minutes 30 seconds to process the same
video, which was approximately a 27 × speed up. It ran at a maximum frequency
of 40 MHz, with a throughput of 1.3 shots per second. The area occupied was
approximately 18% of the FPGA device. Case 2 required approximately 9 minutes
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6 seconds to process the same video, which was approximately a 13 × speed up.
It ran at a maximum frequency of 35.8 MHz, with a throughput of 0.65 shots per
second. The area occupied was approximately 37% of the FPGA device.
Various conclusions were made from these results. Case 2 had approximately
2 × area than case 1. Case 1 required lesser time to process the test video. The
speed up improvement achieved by case 1 was greater than case 2. All these results
were expected because case 2 required additional hardware and computation time
to compute the q(n) function. We decided to use case 2 instead of case 1 as the
performance benchmark for our affective level video parsing method despite the
better speed up performance because the performance improvements achieved by
our proposed method would not have reflected the actual improvements.
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6.6 Chapter Summary
The time adaptive clustering (TAC) algorithm was found to be the best high level
video parsing technique [2]. Despite its good performance, it is a computationally
intensive method which requires many shot comparisons in every iteration. To ac-
celerate its computation time, we could divide the video into smaller chunks and
process them in parallel by means of a field programmable gate array (FPGA) device.
Unfortunately, we discovered that this would greatly degrade the overall segmen-
tation performance. In this chapter, we presented the modified TAC (modTAC)
algorithm. It was designed to avoid the aforementioned problem so that it could be
easily mapped onto an FPGA device. As a proof of concept, we implemented the
modTAC algorithm onto a Xilinx Virtex-II xc2v3000 FPGA [142] device. We evalu-
ated the performance of our implementation in three areas: segmentation, speed and
area usage. We observed that our implementation had outperformed the software
implementation of the TAC algorithm in terms of computation time and throughput
rate.
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Chapter 7
Experiments and Results
7.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we will present experiment results which evaluate the performances
of our P-A-D estimators (chapter 3) and affective video parsing method (chapter 5).
This chapter begins by describing the way we obtained our ground truth, followed
by the evaluation results of our contributions. This chapter is organized as follows.
In section 7.2, we will describe our method for obtaining our ground truth data.
In section 7.3, we will present results which demonstrate the performance of our
P-A-D estimator. In section 7.4, the segmentation results of our affective video
segmentation algorithm, the modTAC algorithm and original TAC algorithm will
be presented. Finally, a chapter summary will be given in section 7.5.
7.2 Ground Truth and Physiological Data
In traditional computer vision applications, it has become relatively easy to gather
meaningful ground truth data. This is because traditional computer vision problems
(motion estimation, shot boundary detection etc.) are usually quite well defined.
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Table 7.1: Demographics of participants in pilot panel study. This table follows
the 16 + 1 system of ethnic group classification [12].
Classification Female Male Asian Chinese White
No. of Subjects 1 13 2 4 8
This fact is further supported with the availability of reliable and easy to use record-
ing devices (frame grabbers, digitizers etc.). In the field of affective computer vision,
where human affective states are involved, gathering ground truth data is a much
harder problem. For example, researchers in the field of affective human-computer
interaction (HCI) study the relationships between human physiological signals and
human emotions. It is very difficult to obtain physiological data which genuinely
corresponds to a particular emotion state. This is because little is known about the
way in which emotions make their impact on human physiology [143]. For exam-
ple, there is little way of knowing whether a person was in an “excited” or “calm”
state after encountering the stimuli intended to induce these emotions. In addition,
dealing with physiological recording devices can be quite tricky.
In the field of affective video content analysis, the subject matter is often sub-
jective (story content of a video scene, the definition of a usual activity in surveillance
applications etc.). In our work, a pilot panel study which was based on the work
of Gross et al. [4] was designed to determine the videos which may result in high
subject agreement in terms of the following elicited emotions: “sadness”, “violence”,
“neutral”, “fear”, “happiness” and “amusement”. The objective of this study was to
obtain the ground truths for our P-A-D estimators and affective level video parsing
method. This study was less concerned with either finding a set of basic emotions
or emotion dimensions. We were more concerned with giving computers the ability
to extract and utilize the affective information of a video.
Fourteen participants from the electrical and electronics engineering depart-
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Table 7.2: The list of videos used in our experiments.
No. Origin Content Summary Length in Mins:Secs
01 RH2 Amusement, Neutral 9:27
02 RH2 Amusement, Neutral 8:23
03 GD Neutral, Sad 10:11
04 GD Sad, Violent 8:47
05 JR Fear, Neutral 10:43
06 JR Fear, Violent 10:01
07 JR Fear, Neutral 9:05
08 JR Fear, Violent 9:29
09 AHX Neutral, Violent 10:18
10 AHX Neutral, Happy 7:31
11 AHX Fear, Violent 7:47
12 AHX Neutral, Happy 8:33
13 AHX Neutral, Violent 7:56
14 WLB Amusement, Neutral 9:25
15 WLB Fear, Neutral 9:41
16 SC Fear, Violent 8:36
17 SC Fear, Neutral 8:20
18 SC Fear, Violent 7:10
19 S Fear, Neutral 11:07
20 S Fear, Violent 10:38
21 COA Neutral, Sad 10:45
22 BH Sad, Violent 10:53
23 BH Sad, Violent 8:12
24 BH Sad, Violent 10:32
25 BH Happy, Violent 9:23
26 BH Happy, Violent 9:51
27 BH Sad, Violent 9:07
28 BH Sad, Violent 7:33
29 RD Fear, Neutral 9:21
30 RD Fear, Neutral 10:28
31 RD Fear, Neutral 9:26
32 RD Fear, Neutral 11:18
33 RD Fear, Neutral 9:28
34 C Fear, Violent 8:21
35 C Fear, Neutral 8:13
36 C Fear, Neutral 9:56
37 C Fear, Neutral 8:51
38 C Neutral, Violent 10:10
39 C Fear, Violent 10:18
40 ESR Amusement, Neutral 11:33
41 ESR Amusement, Neutral 10:11
42 F Amusement, Neutral 10:05
43 F Amusement, Neutral 11:02
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ment of Imperial College were asked to view a selection of videos. The demographics
are shown in table 7.1. They were first asked to sign consent forms. Once the con-
sent forms were completed, they were informed that they would be watching various
video clips geared to elicit emotions. The participants were also asked to respond
according to the emotions they experienced and not the emotions experienced by
the actors in the videos. The video clips were shown in a slide show format. The
study began by first showing the participants a video sequence of random stick im-
ages [4]. This video sequence was recommended by Gross et al. [4], and its purpose
was to elicit a “neutral” emotion from the participants. This was to help the partic-
ipants relax and be ready. After this video sequence, the first video clip was shown.
Between each video showing, there was a break time which served two purposes:
1. Firstly, it allowed the emotional state of the participants to “settle” so that it
would not affect their emotional experience when the next video begun.
2. Secondly, it allowed the participants to complete a post-video questionnaire
which was designed to determine the emotions experienced by the participants
while watching the video. The participants were required to rate from a scale
of 1 to 10 the intensities of the emotions they experienced while viewing the
videos.
After the break time, the next video was shown. This process was continued until
all the video clips of the session were shown.
A video was labeled as having the content of a particular emotion category
if the participants had rated that video clip with an average score of at least 6 for
that emotion category and average scores of 3 or less for the rest of the emotion
categories. These participants were treated as having agreed with the labeling, and
the rest were treated as having disagreed. For example, a video was labeled as
having the “amusement” content if the average “amusement” score was at least 6
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Figure 7.1: Average agreement rates of selected videos for each emotion cat-
egory.
and the average scores of the rest of the emotion categories were less than or equal
to 3.
We recorded the total number of participants who agreed and disagreed
with the emotional labeling of each video clip. Videos which did not have at least
71% (10
14
participants) subject agreement on eliciting the target emotions were not
used in our subsequent experiments. The agreement rates were also used to deter-
mine how well our model had rated the affective video content (see section 7.3).
This process had resulted in the 43 videos listed in table 7.2. Figure 7.1 shows
the statistics of the mean agreement ratings for our selected videos for each emo-
tion category. Note that RH2=Rush Hour 2, GD=General’s Daughter, JR=Jin
Roh the Wolf Brigade, RD=Red Dragon, AHX=American History X, WLB=What
Lies Beneath, SC=Sin City, S=Seven, COA=City of Angels and BH=Brave Heart,
C=Constantine, ESR=Eight Simple Rules and F=Frasier. The test videos had a
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total of 10970 shots and 762 video segments. The total time of all 43 videos was 10
hours, 18 minutes and 4 seconds, and they were of XVID formats with 5-channel
ac3 audio formats.
The video segment boundaries were manually labeled based on this criteria:
video shots within a video segment cannot be too far apart in terms of temporal
distance and should have similar tempo, visual and emotional content.
7.3 P-A-D Estimator’s Performance
In this section, the evaluation results of our P-A-D estimators will be presented.
The emotion detection performance was compared with various previous works. Six
emotions were targeted, and they were “amusement”, “fear”, “happiness”, “neu-
tral”, “sadness” and “violence”. For convenience, we denote Arifin 1 and 2 as the
models depicted in figures 3.4(a) and (b) respectively. Arifin 3 is an improved version
of Arifin 2. It will be described at the end of this section.
We determined the detection error estimates by performing a k -fold cross
validation (k = 10 in our experiments) for each model. Our video data set was
first randomly split into n mutually exclusive subsets (folds) of approximately equal
size. Of the k folds, one fold was retained as the testing data for the model. The
remaining k−1 folds were used as training data. The cross-validation process was
repeated k times. Each of the k folds was used exactly once as the testing data.
During each validation process, the detection error rate for each emotion
category was calculated. These error estimates were used to determine the 95%
confidence intervals of statistical significance. To determine how well our models
rated the emotional content, we computed the percentage of participants who agreed
with the computed label of each shot according to the ground truth. For example, if
a shot was supposed to be “amusement” and the computed label was “happiness”,
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we calculated the percentage of participants who agreed with “happiness” for this
shot. By computing the performance rates in this way, we were able to show the
actual performance of each model in terms of the study participants. This process
was done for every fold of the cross validation process.
Figures 7.2 to 7.7 show the notched box plots of the labeling performances
of our model and various previous works. The lower and upper lines of the “box”
are the 25th and 75th percentiles of the sample. The distance between the top and
bottom of the box is the interquartile range. The red lines are the medians, and the
notches are the 95% confidence intervals of the medians. The lines extending above
and below the box show the extent of the rest of the sample. The red plus signs at
the top or bottom of the plot is an indication of an outlier in the data, and it is a
value that is more than 1.5× the interquartile range away from the top or bottom
of the box.
The figures show that Moncrieff’s model [35] had the worst performance
among the models. Moncrieff’s model was originally designed to detect four sound
energy events that described “fear”. We extended their algorithm to detect our 6
emotions. This had greatly affected their model’s performance because we thought
this could be done easily by determining new sound energy events for each new
emotion. However, it was extremely difficult to do so because the energy events
extracted from an emotional scene of a video did not necessarily match the energy
events extracted from another scene of a similar emotional content. Our calculations
show that improvements of 23%, 47%, 47%, 38%, 29% and 43% were achieved for
“amusement”, “fear”, “happiness”, “neutral”, “sadness” and “violence” respectively
over the manually labeled ground truths. This was an average improvement of 38%.
Xu’s model [34] achieved poor detection rates for all emotion categories except
for “sadness”. Similar to Moncrieff’s model, we extended their model to detect our
6 emotions, and the same audio features were used to train the model. We were
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Figure 7.2: The performance of various models in the labeling of “amusement”
content. We denote Arifin 1 and 2 as the models depicted in figures 3.4(a) and
(b) respectively. Arifin 3 is an improved version of Arifin 2 (see figure 3.6).
Notches are the 95% confidence intervals. Red points are outliers.
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Figure 7.3: The performance of various models in the labeling of “fear” con-
tent. We denote Arifin 1 and 2 as the models depicted in figures 3.4(a) and
(b) respectively. Arifin 3 is an improved version of Arifin 2 (see figure 3.6).
Notches are the 95% confidence intervals. Red points are outliers.
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Figure 7.4: The performance of various models in the labeling of “happiness”
content. We denote Arifin 1 and 2 as the models depicted in figures 3.4(a) and
(b) respectively. Arifin 3 is an improved version of Arifin 2 (see figure 3.6).
Notches are the 95% confidence intervals. Red points are outliers.
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Figure 7.5: The performance of various models in the labeling of “neutral”
content. We denote Arifin 1 and 2 as the models depicted in figures 3.4(a) and
(b) respectively. Arifin 3 is an improved version of Arifin 2 (see figure 3.6).
Notches are the 95% confidence intervals. Red points are outliers.
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Figure 7.6: The performance of various models in the labeling of “sadness”
content. We denote Arifin 1 and 2 as the models depicted in figures 3.4(a) and
(b) respectively. Arifin 3 is an improved version of Arifin 2 (see figure 3.6).
Notches are the 95% confidence intervals. Red points are outliers.
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Figure 7.7: The performance of various models in the labeling of “violence”
content. We denote Arifin 1 and 2 as the models depicted in figures 3.4(a) and
(b) respectively. Arifin 3 is an improved version of Arifin 2 (see figure 3.6).
Notches are the 95% confidence intervals. Red points are outliers.
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only marginally able to extract features from video shots of very short durations
because their time durations were shorter than the minimum requirements of the
features. In some cases, only a frame of audio information was extractable. This had
degraded their model’s performance. “Sadness” had a better detection rate because
“sad” music was usually present in a sad event. In summary, our model achieved
improvements of 20%, 39%, 40%, 13%, 5%, and 40% for “amusement”, “fear”,
“happiness”, “neutral”, “sadness” and “violence” respectively over the manually
labeled ground truths, which was an average improvement of 26%.
Similar to Xu’s model, Kang’s model [32] achieved poor detection rates for
all emotion categories except “sadness”. As with the previous models, we extended
their model to 6 HMMs to accommodate for our 6 emotions. The same color and
motion-based features were also used to train the model. Although only visual
features were used, “sadness” had a better detection rate because sad scenes were
usually dark colored, had slow tempo and little camera motion. However, it was very
difficult to achieve satisfactory results for the other emotion categories when only
visual features were used. Our model had achieved a better result because we had
represented the video content with a better set of features. Improvements of 16%,
27%, 36%, 6%, 2%, and 37% were achieved for “amusement”, “fear”, “happiness”,
“neutral”, “sadness” and “violence” respectively over the manually labeled ground
truths, which was an overall improvement of 20%.
Hanjalic’s model [13] achieved good detection rates for all emotion categories
except “amusement”. Unlike the previously described models, no modifications were
needed to accommodate our 6 emotions. However, we discovered that the P-A values
computed by Hanjalic’s generator functions were not very consistent, which resulted
in large error estimate variations for some emotion categories (“fear”, “happiness”
and “violence”). To show this fact, we recorded the error estimates of the computed
P-A values for both models during the k -fold cross validation process. Figure 7.8
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Figure 7.8: Error estimates of the P-A values for each emotion, computed by
Hanjalic’s and our Arifin 2 model. x -axis tick marks corresponds to emotion-
author. For example, A-H=Amusement-Hanjalic and V-O=Violence-Ours.
shows the error estimates box plots of the P-A values for each emotion, computed by
Hanjalic’s and our model. The figures show that the interquartile range of the error
estimates for “fear”, “happiness” and “violence” were larger than our model. Our
model computed more accurate P-A values. In addition, our model computed the D
values, which enabled the differentiation of emotions which had similar P-A values
(such as “violence” and “fear”). Our model achieved improvements of 12%, 13%,
15%, 1%, 0%, and 30% over Hanjalic’s model for “amusement”, “fear”, “happiness”,
“neutral”, “sadness” and “violence” respectively over the manually labeled ground
truths. An average improvement of 12% was achieved by our model.
Arifin 2 only achieved a slight 3% improvement over Arifin 1. Improvements
of 7%, 4%, 1%, 2%, 1%, and 3% were achieved for “amusement”, “fear”, “happi-
ness”, “neutral”, “sadness” and “violence” respectively. Despite the slight improve-
ments, Arifin 2 was in principle more correct than Arifin 1. Arifin 1 assumed no
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dependencies existed between the P-A-D dimensions, and modeled each dimension
with a HDBN. In our new model, the dimensions were dependent on each other [36]
and were modeled with HCDBNs. The coupling of the DBNS resulted in a slightly
better performance for all emotion categories except for “neutral”.
The inclusion of the “happiness” category had contributed to our model’s
poor “amusement” detection rate. For example in test video 01, many “amusement”
segments were wrongly classified as “happiness”. These were caused by a chain of
wrongly classified previous time frames. When the previous time frame of a video
segment was wrongly classified as “happiness”, the affective state of this previous
time frame may affect the current time frame to be classified as “happiness”. If
this classification was wrong, this could cause a chain of wrong classifications for
subsequent time frames. This problem may be solved by making each coupled node
of the HCDBN be affected by more than one previous time frame. For example in
figure 3.5, we can make P011 be dependent on P
1:k
11 , A
1:k
11 and D
1:k
11 instead of P
1
11, A
1
11
and D111.
We tested this concept by modifying the HCDBNs. The topology is depicted
in figure 7.9. Our calculations show that this new model achieved improvements of
11%, 5%, 4%, 4%, 3%, and 5% over Arifin 2 for “amusement”, “fear”, “happiness”,
“neutral”, “sadness” and “violence” respectively. This was an average improvement
of 5%. This modification had improved our model’s ability to utilize the content
variation information of the video. The only problem with this modification was
finding the optimum value of k. A k value that is too large may result in a model
with many dependencies, making it very slow or intractable if there are too many
dependencies [100].
Although our improved model had achieved improvements over other mod-
els, no model could achieve an above 74% performance. This was expected because
the subject agreement rates of each emotion category was approximately 74% (fig-
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Figure 7.9: A 4-level modified HCDBN with the memory of 2 previous time
frames.
ure 7.1), and achieving an above 74% performance would mean that the models
could identify emotions better than the human study participants.
7.4 Affective Parsing Algorithm’s Performance
We compared the segmentation performances of our affective level video parsing
method with the modTAC and TAC algorithms. The improved P-A-D estimation
model was used as the first stage of our parsing method. Eleven videos (2950
shots, 142 segments) were used for training and thirty two videos (8020 shots, 620
segments) were used for validation. Equation (??) was used as the figure of merit
criterion. Figures 7.15(a) to (f), classified into affective content groups, show the
average segmentation rates.
Our method achieved average improvements of 23%, 17%, 9%, 18%, 15%,
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Figure 7.10: Average segmentation rates of our affective method and the mod-
TAC, TAC algorithms for “amusement” type videos. Notches are the 95%
confidence intervals. Red points are outliers.
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Figure 7.11: Average segmentation rates of our affective method and the mod-
TAC, TAC algorithms for “fear” type videos. Notches are the 95% confidence
intervals. Red points are outliers.
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Figure 7.12: Average segmentation rates of our affective method and the mod-
TAC, TAC algorithms for “happiness” type videos. Notches are the 95% con-
fidence intervals. Red points are outliers.
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Figure 7.13: Average segmentation rates of our affective method and the mod-
TAC, TAC algorithms for “neutral” type videos. Notches are the 95% confi-
dence intervals. Red points are outliers.
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Figure 7.14: Average segmentation rates of our affective method and the mod-
TAC, TAC algorithms for “sadness” type videos. Notches are the 95% confi-
dence intervals. Red points are outliers.
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Figure 7.15: Average segmentation rates of our affective method and the mod-
TAC, TAC algorithms for “violence” type videos. Notches are the 95% confi-
dence intervals. Red points are outliers.
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and 19% over the TAC algorithm for “amusement”, “fear”, “happiness”, “neutral”,
“sadness” and “violence” respectively. In some cases, our method achieved an im-
provement of as high as 37% (test videos 19 and 43) over the original TAC algorithm.
The figures also show that the modTAC algorithm achieved a similar performance
as the original TAC algorithm.
After some investigation, we discovered that the segmentation rates of videos
01, 14 and 41 (an average rate of 62%) were still poor. Our P-A-D estimation model
did not perform well for the “amusement” parts of these videos. Videos 02, 40, 42
and 43 had better segmentations (an average rate of 76%) because they had more
“neutral” parts than “amusement” parts. We concluded that the performance of
our method was dependent on the performance of our P-A-D estimator.
7.5 Chapter Summary
In seeking to create intelligent tools for automatic video indexing, we revealed po-
tential new opportunities for affective video content analysis methods. We evaluated
the performance of our affective level video parsing method. Our method was able
to achieve an improvement of as high as 37% over the TAC algorithm, which was
the best algorithm as evaluated in [2]. We also evaluated our P-A-D estimation
models by comparing their emotion detection performance with various previous
works, and improvements of 12% to 38% were achieved. These results show that
our P-A-D estimation model is a useful aiding factor in complex video emotional
content analysis.
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Chapter 8
Contributions, Future Directions
and Conclusions
This thesis has presented an entirely new view to the problem of high level video
segmentation. A computation method for affective video content analysis and seg-
mentation was proposed. The contributions of this thesis can be found in several
components of the proposed method, among which we can cite the following:
1. We developed a probabilistic model for affective video content analysis. We
defined our probabilistic model within the framework of dynamic bayesian
networks (DBNs). Its design was based on the pleasure-arousal-dominance
(P-A-D) model of affect representation [3], and its function was to estimate
the P-A-D values of video shots. We compared our model’s emotion detection
performance with previous works, and improvements were achieved.
2. We introduced novel visual features for affective video content representation.
These features were derived from the saliency, color emotional response and
tempo information of the video. These domains were targeted due to their
close relations with the affective video content [11,112–116].
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3. We developed a new video parsing method which performed affective level
video segmentation. Our experiments showed that our algorithm was able to
achieve an improvement of as high as 37% over the time adaptive clustering
(TAC) algorithm. As evaluated by Vendrig et al. [2], the TAC algorithm was
the best high level video segmentation method.
4. We developed a modified TAC algorithm (modTAC) which was designed to
be easily mapped onto a field programmable gate array (FPGA) device. We
mapped our algorithm onto a Xilinx Virtex-II xc2v3000 FPGA device on board
a RC203E board [142] using the Handel-C language. We compared our imple-
mentation with the original TAC algorithm, and our implementation achieved
a similar performance with a significant speed up in computation time.
Affective level tools such as the ones presented in this thesis have interesting
implications for surveillance and content-based video indexing and retrieval. Yet we
should also recognize that the work presented here has only scratched the surface of
what remains to be a challenging research area. Much still needs to be investigated
before the research agenda on which this work is founded can come in fruition. Many
open questions still remain and they are mostly of a fundamental theoretical nature.
It will no doubt help us to have a better understanding of the processes underlying
the human encoding and perception of affective content and to better delineate the
bounds of what is accomplishable through each of its many modalities.
Computationally, the affective video content analysis models presented here
are perhaps naively simple in comparison to what is needed to fully account for the
subtlety and range of human emotions. One ambitious but immediate extension to
the models is to include neurobiological information in the decision process. The
amygdala is an almond-shaped structure in the brain which is involved in the gener-
ation of emotions [144], and it figures prominently in human emotion research [144].
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By providing user feedback through the analysis of signals measured from the amyg-
dala region of the brain, our affective video content analysis models could potentially
be made more human-like. However, a number of issues have to be resolved if the
proposed extension is to be deployed commercially. The first issue concerns the prac-
ticality. It would be impractical if a user has to wear some sort of brain monitoring
device in order for him or her to search for affective video segments. The second
issue concerns the invasion of user privacy. It is safe to assume that people are
unwilling to have their emotional behavior monitored as this information could so
easily be misused. The third issue concerns the reduction of the user’s professional
responsibilities. A user who insists on relying on the new affective capabilities of
computing tools could have very negative effects, such as blaming the devices for the
user’s own poor performance and failing to see that these tools are there to empower
him or her.
Another possible extension is to incorporate functions which emulate the
“working memory” of human psychology. Working memory contains the information
which we are immediately aware of [145]. It holds information that we want to put
into our memory store. It also stores the information which we want to recall
from our memory store. Research in the field of cognitive psychology has revealed
that the most vivid memories tend to be emotional events [112], and they are more
likely to be recalled than neutral events. By utilizing the information about previous
emotional events, the performance of our models could potentially be improved. The
fundamental issue with this proposal is defining the capacity limit of the working
memory. Specifically, how many events can a human remember at an instance? The
earliest quantification was the “magical number seven” introduced by Miller [146].
Miller discovered that young adults have a memory span of around seven chunks
of information. These chunks of information can be of any category (digits, letters,
words etc.). However, the size of a chunk is indeterminate. We shall illustrate this
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fact by using the following example. A person who is not familiar with the letters
of the alphabet “a” to “g” can remember these alphabets as seven different chunks,
whereas a person who is very familiar with the alphabet can remember “a” to “g”
as one chunk of information.
In order to liberate this research from laboratory constraints, there is a grow-
ing need for the creation of efficient data gathering and labeling systems which
bypass, at least to some extend, the need to rely on experimental paradigms to
procure some insights into the ground truth data that we seek to model. With the
advent of digital technology, we are regularly watching videos and making inferences
about their affective content. At least for a research agenda which seeks to identify
and utilize this perceptual mechanism, it would be good to tap into this process
instead of simulating it in a laboratory with limited data.
Finally, this research agenda can not only benefit an interdisciplinary treat-
ment. It has been the thesis’s goal to be informed by the knowledge lying at the
intersection of several disciplines. It is hoped that it has learnt from it, and it has
in return offered a humble contribution.
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Appendix A
Forms Used in Ground Truth
Experiments
This appendix includes documentation relevant to the pilot panel study described
in section 7.2 of chapter 7. Figure A.1 shows the consent form which was required
to be signed by each participant of the experiment. Figure A.2 shows post-video
questionnaire form which was required to be completed by each participant of the
experiment after the showing of each test video clip. Please refer to section 7.2 of
chapter 7 for details of this experiment.
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CONSENT FORM
Your participation in the following experiment is completely voluntary. You are free to withdraw this consent at 
anytime, for any reason, and to request that any or all of the data collected be destroyed. If at anytime you feel 
uncomfortable, or unsure that you wish your result to be part of the experiment, you may discontinue your 
participation with no repercussions.
In a few minutes you will be shown various film clips. You will be asked to wear a sensor armband on your right 
arm. The purpose of this armband is to collect your galvanic skin response (GSR), skin temperature and heat flux 
signals throughout the experiment. Between each film clip, there will be a break time. Your task during this break 
period is to complete a post film questionnaire. The objective of the questionnaire is to find out how you felt while 
watching the film. 
Your participation in this study should take approximately 30 minutes. Any responses that are collected during the 
experiment will be completely anonymous. If you have any questions, at any point during the experiment, the 
experimenter will gladly answer them.
Please read the following and sign on the lines below:
I, the undersigned, have read and understood the explanations of the following research experiment and voluntarily 
consent to my participation in it. I understand that my responses will remain confidential and that I may terminate 
my participation at anytime.
Name : ________________________________________
Date : ________________________________________
Location : ________________________________________
Figure A.1: The consent form. It was required to be signed by each partici-
pant before the start of the perceptual experiment described in section 7.2 of
chapter 7.
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POST-FILM QUESTIONAIRE
MOVIE CODE: 
 extremely  
/a great deal 
not at all 
/none 
somewhat 
/some 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Using the scale above, please indicate the greatest amount of EACH emotion you experienced while watching the 
film.
Amusement : _____
Fear : _____
Happiness : _____
Neutral : _____
Sadness : _____
Violence : _____
Did you feel any other emotion during the film? Yes: ___ No: ___
If yes, what was the emotion? __________
How much of this emotion did you feel (scale 1-10)? __________
Please use the following pleasantness scale to rate the feelings you had during the film. Circle your answer.
 
pleasant unpleasant 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Had you seen this film before? Yes: ___ No: ___
Did you close your eyes or look away during any scenes? Yes: ___ No: ___
Figure A.2: The post-video questionnaire form. It was used in the perceptual
experiment described in section 7.2 of chapter 7.
